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The calculation of the electronic properties of the hydrogen atom is discussed in almost all
basic quantum-mechanics textbooks. But, as soon as one asks for the electronic structure
of larger atoms or complex molecules a throughout challenging task is faced. An (exact)
analytic solution for a system of many interacting electrons is not achievable. Therefore,
the many-body nature of the problem is usually tackled with the help of numerical methods
and the massive use of computers, at least when quantitative information is required.
The calculation of the electronic structure of molecules is native in the field of quantum
chemistry, and computational surface and nano-sciences. Numerical models examine many
intermediate steps in chemical reaction processes. The ground state of individual atoms
and molecules, the excited states, binding geometries and charge transfers of adsorbed
species, and even magnetic properties are well investigated. Computational studies are
performed nowadays in practically all branches of nano-sciences, always with the aim of a
comprehensive understanding of the (electronic) structure of molecular matter.
1.1 Electronic Structure Theory in the Nanosciences
Computational electronic structure methods can be used to predict the possibility of so far
entirely unknown molecules or to explore reaction mechanisms that are not readily studied
by experimental means. Moreover, the interplay of experimental spectroscopy measure-
ments and theoretical studies allows for an interpretation of previously not accessible in-
termediate steps of complex reaction pathways (e.g. Matthiesen et al., 2009). For example,
the improvement of catalytic processes relies strongly on an comprehensive understanding
of the electronic structure of the reactants. In order to illustrate the possible impact such
improvements could have, it is mentioned that catalysis has become a 900 Billion Dollar
per year industry; currently 90% of all commercially produced chemical products rely on
catalysis in some form.
Furthermore, knowledge about the electronic structure of molecules may also become
relevant for the development of future electronic devices like computers, smartphones and
tablets. As is well known, the driving force behind the breakthroughs in information
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technology is the miniaturization of electronic building blocks, i.e. transistors and diodes.
It has already been shown that a silicon based transistor of the size of only 5 nm is realizable
(Lee et al., 2006). At present, a major problem are leakage currents due to more narrow
insulating layers. Another problem relates to the higher current densities that drive strong
heating on very small length scales. Even if some or all of the difficulties can be dealt with:
at some point the silicon based top down technology will inevitably reach a technological
limit close to the atomic scale.
Motivated by these and other problems such as availability and cost of rare-earth mate-
rial components, research fields have been established which are looking for alternatives to
the common top-down technologies. Molecular Electronics is one of them. Indeed, certain
primitive functions have been demonstrated some time ago, e.g. a transistor made of a
single organic molecule (Kubatkin et al., 2003), or a single-molecule diode (Elbing et al.,
2005). But admittedly, even ten years later realistic applications of single-molecule devices
in information technologies are still out of sight. Nevertheless, the field continues to at-
tract researchers of many communities. The reason is that the basic problems that are to
be overcome before molecules go into device technology are fundamental and ubiquitous,
particularly charge transfer and charge excitation. These processes occur at molecular
interfaces and in general in (nano-scale) hetero-structures.
A reliable description of charge transfer and excitation processes is crucial for the un-
derstanding and development of catalysis, electro-chemistry, organic electronics and pho-
tovoltaics – in short, it is essential in all branches of nanotechnology where an atomistic or
molecular quantum system contacts with some kind of a reservoir. A basis for an under-
standing of these processes is always laid-out by computational electronic structure theory
calculations. Particularly important observables to be brought about in theoretical studies
relate to electronic excitations and energy-level alignments. An example is provided by the
leading Ionization Potential (IP), i.e. the minimum energy needed to remove one electron
from the system and bring it up to the vacuum level (with zero kinetic energy).
1.2 Overview over Electronic Structure Theory Methods
Due to the need for accurate and fast theoretical studies, an impressive variety of numerical
tools and methods have been developed. Presumably, the most popular approach is the
Density Functional Theory (DFT) in its different flavors. It allows for computationally
affordable theoretical studies of molecules, nano-scale and even bigger systems. Formally,
it has a scaling of O(N3), where N denotes the number of basis states that represents
real-space on a digital machine (Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996, Martin, 2005)1.
Canonical DFT is a ground-state theory and therefore is not directly suitable for ex-
citation processes. This would be the domain of an extension, the time dependent DFT
(TDDFT), which has been devised by Runge and Gross (1984). Unfortunately, TDDFT
1Adopting further approximation techniques mostly justified for metallic systems, one can achieve nearly
linear scaling in some situations (Fonseca Guerra et al., 1998).
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relies on propagation kernels that are known only in crude (adiabatic) approximations.
Their use for or dc-transport does not appear to offer additional accuracy.
Also the practical implementation of (ground state) DFT employs ad hoc approximations,
e.g., the neglect of correlation physics such as the Coulomb blockade (missing “derivative-
discontinuity”). A closely related defect is the “self-interaction error” implying that com-
mon DFT variants that rely on local or semilocal approximations cannot accurately describe
the hydrogen atom. As a result, artifacts in the description of charge transfer processes
occur even on the ground state level. They enter, e.g., the description of molecule-metal
interfaces so that the charge distribution and the energy level alignment can be affected
significantly. Furthermore, the most common variants of DFT, the Local Density Ap-
proximation (LDA) (Kohn and Sham, 1965) and the Generalized Gradient Approximation
(GGA)(Becke, 1988, Langreth and Mehl, 1983, Perdew et al., 1993) are both neglecting
image charges and van der Waals forces. In practice, different approximations are em-
ployed and the computational results often vary significantly between them. Because it is
not always obvious which approximation works best for a given system, there is a sizable
systematic uncertainty associated with quantitative predictions.
An alternative to DFT are wavefunction based methods such as "configuration inter-
action". In contrast to DFT, which aims at optimizing the ground-state density, these
methods aim at an optimal approximation of the many-body wave function of the ground
state. In the class of wavefunction based methods the Hartree-Fock (HF) approach takes
into account an exact description of the exchange processes. Being an orbital dependent
non-local theory, problems due to local approximations, like the self-interaction error, are
not present in HF. A disadvantage of HF is the neglect of correlation effects. In particu-
lar, the neglect of screening leads to large quantitative errors in systems with delocalized
electrons (polarizable matter).
More accurate than HF are Coupled-Cluster(CC) approaches. CC extends HF by an
expansion of the many-body wavefunction including many more Slater determinants. The
accuracy is determined by a cutoff parameter that, roughly speaking, corresponds to the
number of particle-hole excitations that is kept in the expansion: S = singlett, D = doublett,
T = triplett etc. (Szabo and Ostlund, 1996). A whole family of approaches unfolds;
the so called CCSD(T), is prevalent. CCSD(T) is known to be highly accurate in the
determination of ground state properties of small systems (Cramer, 2004). Similar to DFT
it lacks the description of excitation processes. In contrast to DFT it is computationally
quite demanding, formally it has a scaling of O(N7) (Cramer, 2004, Raghavachari et al.,
1989). Thus, this approach is limited to systems not exceeding 30-50 electrons, typically.
Summarizing, the existing approaches for the calculation of electronic properties of
molecules and nano-scale systems are either computationally fast but somewhat inaccu-
rate (DFT) or highly accurate but computationally extremely demanding (wavefunction
based methods). In addition, the standard methods focus on ground states, mostly, and
moreover lack the description of electronic excitations. That is why there is need for a com-
putational approach for the calculation of electronic properties of molecules and nano-scale
systems which fulfills the following criteria:
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(a) Capability of the direct description of charge excitation processes
(b) Independence of adjustable parameters, hence true ’ab initio’
(c) Suitable for medium size molecules and nano scale systems
The major aim to be achieved in this thesis is the development and implementation of an
approach which matches all these specifications.
Here it is proposed to exploit the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) (Abrikosov
et al., 1975, Fetter and Walecka, 2003) as natural framework for an ab initio, i.e. parameter-
free, description of photo-ionization processes and charged excitations (Hedin and Lundqvist,
1971) of molecules matter. The central object in MBPT is the electronic Green’s Function
G. The poles of G describe the single particle excitation energies and lifetimes. Hence,
Green’s Function based methods match requirement (a). The exact Green’s Function G
can be computed, in principle, from a self consistent set of equations, the Hedin equations
(Hedin, 1965, 1999). This set of equations is a representation of G in terms of a power
series of the screened Coulomb interaction W . Unfortunately, the Hedin equations contain
functional derivatives that are difficult to evaluate. They make such an exact description
of the molecule practically unachievable. However, already Hedin proposed a numerically
tractable approximation (Hedin, 1965), the GW -approximation. The resulting, again self-
consistent, set of equations is called GW -equations. Due to the self-consistent formulation
there is usually no dependence on initializing conditions and other external assumptions,
hence GW matches requirement (b) very well.
The diagrammatic form of GW is similar to HF but with a Coulomb interaction that is
dynamically screened, remedying the most serious deficiency of HF. TheGW approximation
is (qualitatively) correct for certain limiting cases (Hedin, 1995). Thus, its applicability
is widely suited for a large class of materials, metals or insulators. In atoms, screening is
relatively weak and GW approaches HF; in metals screening is known to be very important
and can be well described by GW . Finally, for semiconductors it can be shown that GW
corrects the HF gaps, to more realistic values.
Different GW implementations were successfully applied for band structure calculations
(e.g. Rinke et al., 2005, 2008) and for molecules (e.g. Blase and Attaccalite, 2011, Rostgaard
et al., 2010). While DFT systimatically underastimates band gaps by up to 5 eV (Hedin,
1999, Sham and Schlueter, 1985, van Leeuwen and Baerends, 1994), GW predicts for a
large range of semiconductors the fundamental band gap correctly up to a few tenth of eV
(Baroni et al., 1985, Godby et al., 1987, Hedin, 1999).
Aryasetiawan and Gunnarsson (1998) survey the variety of approaches to GW and its
applications. All implementations have in common that GW is still demanding due to its
computational complexity of O(N5). Therefore, a current emphasis in electronic structure
research is to further reduce the GW -cost by inventing further approximate approaches to
investigate large and complex systems.
Hybertsen and Louie (1986) put the numerical application of GW forward giving up
self-consistency. They suggested to stop the GW -loop after only one iteration, starting
from an DFT based initial guess. This computationally affordable approach is know as
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G0W0. The status of this approximation is still under debate, i.e. not fully clear. For
instance, Holm and von Barth (1998) found that G0W0 agrees better with experiments
for nearly free-electron metals then GW . Also first applications to small molecules gave
good agreement with experimental data for the first Ionization Potential (Van Setten et al.,
2013).
In spite of the success of G0W0, the procedure has inherent deficits compared to GW .
Two are mentioned. Due to its lack of self-consistency the results of G0W0 are closely tied
to the quality of the starting point (Bruneval, 2012, Fuchs et al., 2007, Marom et al., 2012).
Furthermore, G0W0 is not a conserving approximation in the sense of Baym and Kadanoff
(1961). This implies, that G0W0 violates a number of Ward identities.
Van Schilfgaarde et al. (2006) suggested another approximation to GW for the applica-
tion to extended systems, the quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ). Applied to solids,
qsGW is more accurate than G0W0 (Kotani et al., 2007). Concerning the computational
efficiency, the qsGW allows for a description of the self-consistency cycle in which energy
integration can be performed analytically. In contrast, full GW requires a numerical solu-
tions of all energy integrals, in the known formulations. Therefore, the qsGW is supposed
to be computationally notably less demanding and to be a promising contender to full-fill
requirement (c).
Up to now, implementations of the qsGW -method existed only for solids, respectively
plane wave codes which employed a periodic formulation. A formulation (and numerical
implementation) working for molecules was not available. Motivated by this observation,
the development and implementation of the qsGW -method for molecules using a local-
ized basis set is the primary aim of this thesis. The ultimate goal is the accurate and
computationally fast calculation of the electronic structure of medium size molecules and
nano-structures.
This task is solved taking advantage of the already existing implementation of the G0W0
in the quantum chemical package TURBOMOLE. The qsGW implementation is tested
for the calculation of the electronic structure over a wide range of different molecules.
Transition metals as well as organic molecules with more then one hundred electrons are
treated in less then three days on standard workstation computers. Results of qsGW
are in very good agreement with the highly accurate CCSD(T) for the calculation of first
ionization energies. The mean absolute deviation over the test set is 0.2 eV. Furthermore,
qsGW shows equally good accuracy for the calculation of electronic energy-level alignments,
which are not accessible with CCSD(T) nor with DFT or HF. Also, in the calculation of
dipole moments qsGW has a remarkably higher accuracy then the popular HF and DFT
approaches. The computational complexity is reduced by one order in practice.
In addition, further reductions of the computational demands have been developed as
well. They rely on approximations which are developed and extensively tested. These
approaches reduce the computational complexity while yielding reliable and comparable
accurate electronic level- alignments like qsGW .
All in all, qsGW measures up to the expectations and is the method that throughout
satisfies requirements (a), (b) and (c).
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The dissertation is structured as follows: Chap. 2 introduces the GW -method and the
different established approximations and approaches towards its implementations. The
formulation of the qsGW -approach for molecules as well as convergence and performance
tests are presented in Chap. 3. The chapter closes with a study which compares the results
of the qsGW method to established methods like CCSD(T) and DFT as well as experiments
for the prediction of ionization energies and dipole moments of molecules. In Chap. 5, two
G0W0 based approximations on qsGW are suggested and tested. These approaches treat
dominant contributions introduced from qsGW isolated. One approach takes into account
updates in the spatial shape of the orbitals, the other applies the quasiparticle shifts of
the poles of the Green’s Function in the construction of the G0W0 self-energy. Based on
these findings Chap. 6 suggests and benchmarks an alternative (approximate) approach to
the self-consistent qsGW . It does not take into account any updates in the spatial shape
of the orbitals but introduces a throughout self-consistent treatment of the poles of the
Green’s Function. Thus, the quasiparticle shift is taken into account in the calculation
of the screened interaction W as well. In Chap. 7, the thesis is closed with summarizing
remarks and an outlook.
6
2 Chapter 2GW : An Electronic StructureTheory Method for Weakly
Correlated Systems
The aim of this thesis is the computational implementation of the quasiparticle self-
consistent GW (qsGW ) formalism for molecules. The formalism is introduced in the
chapter step by step.
First, the major benefits of a Green’s function based approach in comparison to estab-
lished quantum chemical approaches are pointed out. Afterward, technical aspects of the
Green’s function technique are introduced. Employing this technique, the Hedin equa-
tions, which are the underlying set of equations of the GW formalism, are presented. In
the following section the GW -approximation is introduced. It gives a self-consistent set
of equations which is computationally tractable, in contrast to the full Hedin equations.
Partially self-consistent GW -based schemes are also frequently employed. They are given
in the following section. The quasiparticle (QP-)approximation is applied on GW in the
last section of the chapter. Finally, the major differences of the full self-consistent GW
(scGW ) formalism and the quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ) formalism are beeing
discussed.
The GW method, which is presented here, is well documented in various review articles
and partially also in text books. The compact introduction at hand, which is leaned on
the class by Schindlmayr and Friedrich (2006) and a review by Held et al. (2011). It is
a round-up which sums up the necessary techniques and leads directly to the approach
realized within the present work.
2.1 Motivation
In the context of electronic-structure calculations, techniques employing an effective-single
particle picture are widely used. Approaches like the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation or
the Density Functional Theory (DFT) are by design ground state methods.
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Figure 2.1: The diagrammatic representation of the interacting Green’s function G(12). It
describes the probability for a particle which has been created at space and
time coordinate 2 to be picked up at 1.
In contrast, Green’s function techniques allow for a formal treatment of excitations in
many-particle systems. Within this framework L.Hedin derived a set of equations which
yield in principle an exact description of single-particle excitations and many other ob-
servables described by single-particle operators like the ground-state density and the total
energy. Solving Hedin’s equations is computationally very demanding however. It is ex-
pected that solving them exactly won’t be applicable even in the not-so-near future for real
systems. Therefore one approximation within this set of equations is applied, which in the
end gives a simpler set of equations, the GW equations. A numerical implementation which
solves the GW -equations for molecular systems is the major achievement of this thesis.
2.2 Green’s function Formalism
The central object of the GW -approach is the Green’s function G. It is a matrix that
depends on two spatial, two spin and two time coordinates. Hence, an element of the
matrix reads G ((r1, ξ1, t1), (r2, ξ2, t2)). First, with the purpose to simplify the notation,
the common convention of combined coordinates is introduced here:
i = (ri, ξi, ti) (2.1)
The matrix element G(12) is defined such that i~G(12) gives the probability amplitude for
the propagation of a particle or hole that is created at space and time coordinate (r2, ξ2, t2)
to be picked up at the point (r1, ξ1, t1). This object can be represented by a straight line
with an arrow going from 2 to 1 within the diagrammatic technique as shown in Fig. 2.1.
The reader might note the reverse order in (1) and (2).
The case of the propagation of an additional electron in a many-electron system described
by an Hamiltonian Ĥ is considered first. The process brings the system from the N -electron
ground state
∣∣∣ΨN0 (t2)〉 to a final state ∣∣∣ΨNf (t1)〉 by the successive action of operators on the
initial state, ∣∣∣ΨNf (t1)〉 = ψ̂(r1)Û(t1, t2)ψ̂+(r2) ∣∣∣ΨN0 (t2)〉 . (2.2)
First an electron is added to the system with the electron creation operator ψ+(r′). Then
the evolution operator
Û(t1, t2) = exp(−
i
~
Ĥ(t1 − t2)) (2.3)
propagates the N + 1 particle state in time. The application of the electron annihilation
operator ψ̂(r) removes an electron again from the system. The probability amplitude to
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find an electron at (2) if it is added at (1) is given by the overlap of the initial state with










∣∣∣ ψ̂H(r1, t1)ψ̂+H(r2, t2) ∣∣∣ΨN0,H〉Θ(t1 − t2) , (2.5)
with the Heaviside step function
Θ(t1 − t2) =
{
1 if t1 > t2 ,
0 if t1 < t2 .
(2.6)
Furthermore, in Eq. (2.5) the representation was changed from the Schrödinger to the
Heisenberg picture via
|ΨH〉 = Û(0, t) |ΨS(t)〉 and ÂH(t) = Û(0, t)ÂSÛ(t, 0) . (2.7)
The definition for the electron Green’s function Eq. (2.5) leads directly to the Green’s
function for the propagation of a hole from (2) to (1). It reads




∣∣∣ ψ̂+(r1, t1)ψ̂(r2, t2) ∣∣∣ΨN0 〉Θ(t1 − t2) . (2.8)
The combination of the electron- and the hole Green’s function gives the time-ordered
Green’s function





∣∣∣ T̂ [ψ̂(1)ψ̂+(2)] ∣∣∣ΨN0 〉 (2.10)
with the time-ordering operator T̂ , which arranges a series of field operators in order of
descending time arguments from left to right with a factor (−1) for each pair of permutation.
Hence, depending on the time order in Eq. (2.10) the propagation of an electron (t1 > t2)
or a hole (t1 < t2) is described.
To proceed the time-ordered Green’s function G(r1, r2, τ) of a stationary system with
τ = t1 − t2 is considered. Furthermore a projection operator
∑
i
∣∣∣ΨN±1i 〉 〈ΨN±1i ∣∣∣ onto the
complete set of state vectors {ΨN±1i } of the (N ± 1)-particle system is inserted into the
time-ordered Green’s function Eq. (2.10). Then the Green’s function is transformed to the




∣∣∣ ψ̂(r) ∣∣∣ΨN0 〉 and ψN+1i (r) = 〈ΨN0 ∣∣∣ ψ̂(r) ∣∣∣ΨN+1i 〉 (2.11)
are used in combination with the (single-particle) excitation energies
εN−1i = EN0 − EN−1i and εN+1i = EN+1i − EN0 . (2.12)
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This leads us to the following representation of the Green’s function;
















The sums are over all states of the (N−1) respectively the (N+1) particle system. The bar
in Ψ̄i denotes the complex conjugate. Furthermore, the superscript † denotes the conjugate
transpose.
This implies that the Green’s function contains the complete (single-particle) excitation
spectrum of the (N ± 1)-particle system.




dτ θ(τ)eiωτ−η|τ | = i2π(ω + iη) (2.14)
and dropping the (N ± 1) superscripts leads via Fourier transformation to the energy





~ω − εi + iηsgn(zi − µ)
, (2.15)
with the chemical potential µ. The Green’s function has poles at zn = εn + iγn, the
single-particle excitation energies εi and their (single particle) lifetimes γn = 2π/τn of
the interacting many-body system. These energies and lifetimes refer to the excitation
of the (N ± 1) particle system; they are measured in direct and indirect photo-electron
spectroscopy experiments. In the case of a closed non-interacting (or mean-field) system,
the poles are infinitely close to the real axis zn = εn − iηsgn(εn − µ) and Ψi(r) are simply
occupied and unoccupied single-particle wave functions.
The electron density n(r) can be deduced from the Green’s function as follows,









The previous section introduced the powerful tool of the Green’s function. From a given
Green’s function one can directly obtain estimates for single-particle excitation energies.
Furthermore it allows the direct calculation of ground state properties like the ground state
density from it.
This chapter will sketch a derivation of a set of equations which define the Green’s
function for a many-body system of interacting electrons in an external potential.
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2.3.1 Derivation of the Hedin equations
In order to to describe a general, fully interacting, many electron system the many-body





dr dr′ψ̂+(r)ψ̂+(r′)v(r, r′)ψ̂(r′)ψ̂(r) (2.17)
with the Coulomb interaction v(r, r′) and the one particle operator,




i + V̂ext(r) . (2.18)
which accounts for the kinetic energy contribution, − ~22m∇
2
i , and the (external) potential of
the ions , V̂ext. Implicitly, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is applied already. Hence,
the Ions are assumed to be stationary.
From the Coulomb integral in the right hand side of Eq. (2.17) a contribution which is
still describable in a non-interacting single-particle picture can be separated, the Hartree
term. It accounts for the (local) mean-field contributions V̂H. The Hartree-Hamiltonian
reads
ĤH = ĥ(r) + V̂H(r) . (2.19)
From this Hamiltonian the Hartree Green’s function can be constructed via,
G−1H (z) = z − ĤH . (2.20)
With the aim to derive a (time-dependent) solution of the many-body system, the equation








Employing the equation of motion Eq. (2.21), its complex-conjugate, and the two-particle
Green’s function




∣∣∣ T̂ [ψ̂(1)ψ̂(2)ψ̂+(3)ψ̂+(4)] ∣∣∣ΨN0 〉 (2.22)





G(12) = δ(12) + ĥ(1)G(12)− i~
∫
v(1+3)G(1323+)d3 , (2.23)
for the system described by the Hamiltonian Ĥ, see Eq. (2.17). The superscript + indicates
that an additional infinitesimal time was added to ensure correct time ordering.
At this point the functional-derivative method is employed by introducing an external
potential, which is again set to zero in the end. This lengthy derivation is skipped at this
11
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= + P
Figure 2.2: The Screened Interaction W , represented by a double wiggled line, is derived
within a self-consistend defintion from the bare Cuolomb interaction v, repre-
sented by a single wiggled line and corrections due to screening processes wich
are described by the Polarization function P .
place. For a full derivation it is referred, to the helpful elaborations in (Held et al., 2011).
The derivation gives the screened interaction
W (12) = v(12) +
∫
d(34)v(13)P (34)W (42) (2.24)
with the Polarization function
P (12) = −i
∫
d(34)G(13)Γ(324)G(41+) . (2.25)
The screened interaction W (12) describes the effective potential at (1) due to an electron
present at (2) including all the polarizations due to all electrons: the Coulomb potential
of the electron at (2) repels other electrons in its neighborhood and thus gives rise to the
formation of a correlation hole with an effective positive charge. This effective charge in
turn screens the bare Coulomb interaction of the electron at (2). Analogously, an effective
negative charge forms around a hole which in turn screens the Coulomb potential of the
hole. Therefore, the screened interaction W is considerably weaker than the Coulomb
interaction. This in turn has the major advantage that a perturbative expansion for the
screened interaction W should converge considerably faster than the expansion within
the bare Coulomb interaction v. The diagrammatic representation of the perturbative
expansion is shown in Fig. 2.2. The feasibility of the expansion into the screened interaction
has been already emphasized in earlier work (Phillips, 1961). The concept of the screened
interaction was first introduced by Hubbard (1957, 1958a,b).
The formation of the polarization cloud can be understood in terms of the presence of
all possible multiscattering events between electrons and holes. These events within such
an interacting many-particle system are described by the the vertex function Γ(324). It is
defined by the Bethe-Salpeter Equation




Here, the new object Σ̂(12) is the non-Hermitian self-energy operator. It takes account for
all many-body exchange and correlation effects beyond the so called Hartree contributions
12
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Eq. (2.19). It is given by the convolution of the Green’s function G, the screened interaction
W and the vertex function Γ,
Σ̂(12) = i
∫
d(34)G(13+)W (14)Γ(324) . (2.27)
With the self-energy operator Σ̂ one is able to connect the Green’s function GH of the
non-interaction mean-field system (described by Eq. (A.4)) with the Green’s function of
the full interacting many-body system G via the Dyson Equation;
G(12) = GH(12) +
∫
d(34)GH(13)Σ̂(34)G(42) . (2.28)
The diagrammatic representation of the Dyson Equation is shown in Fig. 2.3.
= + Σ
Figure 2.3: The Dyson Equation connects the interacting Green’s function G, depicted by
the double line, the non-interaction Green’s function GH, depicted by the single
line and the self-energy Σ̂.
2.3.2 Hedin’s Self-Consistency Cycle
With the Dyson equation Eq. (2.28), the definition for the self-energy Σ̂, Eq. (2.27), the
screened-interaction W and the vertex function Γ one finds a closed set of equations which
constitute a self-consistency problem






W (12) = v(12) +
∫
d(34)v(13)P (34)W (42) (2.31)
P (12) = −i
∫
d(34)G(13)Γ(324)G(41+) (2.32)




This set of equations is named ’Hedin equations’. A full self-consistent solution for the
Green’s function governs all many body effects in a given system, and hence can be con-
sidered to be the exact solution for such a problem.
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2.4 GW Approximation to Hedin’s Equations
The equations Eq. (2.29) to Eq. (2.33) denote the exact Green’s function G for an inter-
acting many-body system. However, it is not practical for actual calculations. The right
hand side of the Bethe Selpeter Equation Eq. (2.33) with the functional derivative of the
the self-energy Σ̂ introduces a complexity which computationally is not tractable for real
systems. Therefore approximations to find a computationally affordable and physically still
meaningful approximation to the Hedin equations needs to be found.
2.4.1 Random-Phase Approximation and GW equations
The GW formalism neglects all higher vertex corrections which are given by the integral
right hand side of the Bethe Salpeter Equation Eq. (2.33). Hence, the vertex function
reduces to,
Γ(123) ≈ δ(1− 2)δ(2− 3) . (2.34)
This approximation is often called Random Phase Approximation (RPA). It corresponds
to allowing only for a subset of scattering processes in the many-electron system. Here,
it needs to be pointed out that the RPA in the original formulation employed for the
calculation of the polarization, Eq. (2.32), a Hartree-Fock (HF) based Green’s function.
(For an introduction to the HF-formalism see Sec. A.1.) Within computational quantum
chemistry it became popular to employ instead of the HF a Green’s function based on the
Khon-Sham states and energies from Density Functional Theory (DFT).
An overview over the different approaches and the implications of the RPA for compu-
tational chemistry and materials science is given in the review of Ren et al. (2012).
Applying the RPA Eq. (2.34) to the Hedin equations, Eq. (2.29) to Eq. (2.33), leads
directly to the self-consistent set of equations which neglect higher order vertex corrections:
G(12) = GH(12) +
∫
d(34)GH(13)Σ̂(34)G(42) (2.35)
Σ̂(12) = iG(12+)W (12+) (2.36)
W (12) = v(12) +
∫
d(34)v(13)P (34)W (42) (2.37)
P (12) = −iG(12)G(21+) (2.38)
The expression for the self-energy Eq. (2.36) is name-giving for the GW -Approximation.
The diagrammatic representation is shown in Fig. 2.4. The diagrammatic representation of
the screened interactionW within the GW -approximation, Eq. (2.37), is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Within the RPA all bubble diagrams are picked up to take into account all lowest order
scattering processes. In contrast to the original formulation of RPA, the reference system
within GW is constantly readjusted in a self-consistent manner. In the diagrams this is
depicted by the double lines within the bubble diagrams in Fig. 2.5. The self-consistent
update of the Green’s function is introduced via the the Dyson Equation, Eq. (2.29).
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Σ =
+
Figure 2.4: The Self-Energy is given by the term G timesW within the GW -approximation.
It turns out to be a Hartree term plus a Fock-like term which is however deter-
mined with the screened Coulomb interaction W (double wiggled line) instead
of the bare Coulomb interaction V (single wiggled line).
= +
Figure 2.5: The Screened InteractionW depicted by a double wiggled line is calculated from
the bare Coulom interation v, depicted by single wiggled lines and corrections
from screening processes. In the GW -Approximation the screening is given by
the RPA. Hence, a geometric series of single bubbles connected to the screened
interaction generates the solution.
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2.4.2 GW Self-Consistency Cycle
A solution of the GW-equations, (2.35) to (2.38), can be constructed by inversion of the
Dyson equation (2.35) and (2.37). But, typically, they are solved in an iterative fashion.
The resulting iterative cycle is visualized in Fig. 2.6. Technically the cycle needs to be
initialized from a first guess Green’s function G0. The Dyson Equation suggests intuitively
to start the iterative collection of all bubble diagrams from the mean-field Green’s function
GH.
In this work only weakly interaction systems are considered. Hence, the self-consistent
solution is adiabatically connected to the non-interacting Green’s function and far away
from multiple solutions. Therefore, it is expected that the iterative flow from the non-
interacting Green’s function to the interacting one will be stable and find one single fixed
point solution. Hence, starting from an improved guess for the initial Green’s function
the resulting self-consistent solution is identical. For example if a Green’s Function from
a DFT calculation is used as the starting point, the iteration cycle is going to construct
automatically the correct sequence of diagrams for the self-energy to find in the end the
identical self-consistent solution as from any other reference system.
Since the formalism converges into the same fixed point solution it is beneficial to start
the calculation from a suitable first guess for the Green’s function G0. Using this G0 the
polarization P is calculated via, Eq. (2.38). Employing P the screened interactionW can be
computed via Eq. (2.37) where on the right hand side instead ofW the reference interaction
of the previous iteration, for the first iteration the bare Coulomb interaction, is employed.
With the updated W and the reference Green’s function G0 the self-energy is calculated
via Eq. (2.36). This self-energy is then plugged into the Dyson Equation. There, on the
right side of Eq. (2.35) not the full Green’s function is employed, but the Green’s function
from the previous iteration, respectively the Green’s function of the reference system for
the first iteration.
2.5 Partially Self-Consistent Flavors of GW
The ultimate goal of a GW calculation is to find a Green’s function G which solves the GW -
equations Eq. (2.4.1) self-consistently. Such a solution has important advantages. Most
notably, as previously mentioned, the self-consistent solution for G may be assumed to be
independent of the initial guess, at least if the effective interactions are sufficiently weak.
Such calculations have been done already for molecules using the GW implementation
within the FHI-Aims package (Caruso et al., 2013) and show especially that they yield
solutions independent of the chosen reference Green’s function.
2.5.1 GW with Fixed Screening
Typically the fully self-consistent solutions are still computationally expensive and therefore
not always affordable. Hence, for large scale applications one hopes that self-consistency is
16






Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the fully self-consistent GW cycle versus the exact
Hedin equations. The arrows denote the flow of subsequent calculations in the
iterative cycle. The exact Hedin equations include the full vertex functions Γ.
In contrast, within GW the vertex is approximated by it’s zeroth order term in
an expansion of W , Γ(123) ≈ δ(1− 2)δ(2− 3). This approximation leads to a
selfconsistet cycle, depicted by equations Eq. (2.35) to Eq. (2.38), to compute
the interacting Green’s function G. Typically this procedure is initialized by
an Green’s function G0 obtained from a parent DFT or HF calculation.
not required to obtain a useful result so that a simplified and cheaper version of GW may
be applied. In such cases partial self-consistency schemes are a tempting alternative.
The most time consuming part withinGW is the (iterative) calculation of the polarization
P . Therefore, one approach is to keep the screening (and hence the screened interaction
W ) fixed as given by the reference system. The self-energy Σ̂ in this approximation reads
Σ̂GW0(12) = iG(12+)W0(12+) . (2.39)
Here, the self-consistency is achieved only at the level of the Green’s function. The later
then still has an inherent dependence on the initializing Green’s function G0.
2.5.2 Single-Shot G0W0
An even simpler approach is to abandon self-consistency completely and terminate the
self-consistency cycle after one iteration (G0W0). A common procedure is to initialize this
one-shot approach with an DFT based Green’s function:
Employing the energies εn and the orbitals φn, which solve the Kohn-Sham equations of
DFT, an initial Green’s function G(0) can be constructed,




z − εn + iη sgn(εn − µ)
, (2.40)
which will function as a DFT-reference system.
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The self-energy in G0W0 reads
Σ̂G0W0(12) = iG0(12+)W0(12+) . (2.41)
Again, a representation in energy space is employed by performing a Fourier transformation




dE ′ G0(r, r′, z − E ′)W0(r, r′, E ′)e(−iδE
′) . (2.42)
From this self-energy, the external potential V̂ext from the Ions, and the Hartree potential
V̂H[G0] an energy-dependent non-interacting effective potential VGW (z) is constructed as
follows:
VGW (z) = Vext + VH[G0] + Σ(z) . (2.43)
The potential V̂H[G0] is (still) calculated from the electron density of G0, respectively the
underlying (effective) non-interacting system. With the potential VGW (z) the G0W0 ap-
proach can be understood as a prescript which generates an energy dependent perturbative
correction ∆V (z) to the exchange-correlation potential V̂xc from DFT given by
∆V (z) = Σ(z)− V̂xc . (2.44)
Employing this result, the one-body G0W0 Green’s function GG0W0 is given as




2m + VGW (z) (2.46)
= −∇
2
2m + VH + Vext + Σ(z) (2.47)
= −∇
2
2m + VH + Vext + V̂xc + ∆V (z) . (2.48)
The pole positions of GG0W0 respectively the QP-energies εn′ are found as solutions of the
QP-equation (Hedin and Lundqvist, 1971),(
HG0W0(εn′)− εn′
)
|ψn〉 = 0 , (2.49)
with the QP-orbitals |ψn〉.
In a simpler flavor of G0W0, one approximates the QP-orbitals with Kohn-Sham sates
ψn ≈ φn. In this spirit, all off-diagonal elements in the QP-equation Eq. (2.49) are neglected
and the QP-energies are calculated from
εn′ ≈ 〈φn| −
∇2




2m + Vext + VH + V̂xc |φn〉+ 〈φn|Σ(εn
′)− V̂xc |φn〉 (2.51)
= εn + 〈φn|Σ(εn′)− V̂xc |φn〉 (2.52)
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with the Kohn-Sham energies εn and the perturbative G0W0 correction from (2.44) which
is given for each single energy by the matrix element 〈φn|Σ(εn′)− V̂xc |φn〉.
This one-shot approach does give access to perturbative corrections of the parent (effec-
tive) single-particle estimates for excitation energies. As was shown in recent studies, these
corrections can be very significant reducing the discrepancy between DFT-based estimates
and the experimental results by one order of magnitude. (Baumeier et al., 2012, Blase
et al., 2011, Del Puerto et al., 2006, Ke, 2011, Lopez Del Puerto et al., 2008, Rostgaard
et al., 2010, Sharifzadeh et al., 2012, Van Setten et al., 2013).
In spite of this success, the G0W0 approach is not the ultimate solution. Due to its
pertubative nature the results are inherently dependent on the choice of the functional in
the initializing DFT calculation. Hence, the predictive power of this approach is limited.
For tuned inital guesses reliable results can be obtained from G0W0. Vice versa, for a
bad initial guess will G0W0 not give reliable results. The effects of this dependence are
benchmarked in Sec. 3.2.3.1.
2.6 Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
To overcome the starting point dependence and and also to calculate corrections to the
DFT-based initial density, an adequate approximate scheme is quasiparticle self-consistent
GW (qsGW ). It does not aim at a fully self-consistent solution of the GW -equations but
rather aims to find the (effective) single-particle Green’s function closest to the full solution
(in some sense).
The qsGW formalism is best understood in the context of G0W0. It is a prescription to
determine the optimum effective single-particle system
Heff = −
∇2
2m + VH + Vext + Σ̃ (2.53)
with a (effective) non-local potential Σ̃ such that the G0W0 perturbative correction is mini-
mal if the HamiltonianHeff is considered as the reference rather than the KS-Hamiltonian of
DFT. Based on a self-consistent perturbation theory the effective potential Σ̃ is constructed
such that the time evolution determined by Heff is as close as possible to that determined by
HG0W0(z) in Eq. (2.47) within the random phase approximation (RPA). This optimization
is typically solved in a description employing a self-consistency cycle which is visualized in
Fig. 2.7.
A crucial step within the qsGW cycle is the approximation of the energy-dependent
system HG0W0(z) by an energy independent (effective) system given by Heff and especially
Σ̃, respectively. There exists various approaches to construct such an optimum Heff (Faleev
et al., 2004, Sakuma et al., 2009, Van Schilfgaarde et al., 2006), the one which was used
within this thesis is presented in more detail in Sec. 3.1.5.
To gain a physical understanding of the qsGW formalism, first Landau’s QP-picture is
recalled. The poles of the Green’s function are fundamental one-particle like excitations
which are denoted as quasiparticles, at least close to the Fermi energy. Within a finite time
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the qsGW cycle. The calculated self-energy Σ(z)
at the G0W0 level is used to define a new effective (energy-independent) non-
local potential Σ̃. Employing the solutions of the system employing the new
(effective) potential Σ̃ a single particle Green’s function is contructed which
serves as the new starting point for the next G0W0 like iteration. The procedure
is repeated until a stable Σ̃ respectivly a stable single-particle Green’s function
G is found. This method is based on a heuristic mapping from Σ(z)→ Σ̃.
scale t smaller then the QP-lifetimes τn (t << τn) these holes/electrons live within a certain
state in the molecule till the many body system relaxes. These particles can be thought of
as of electrons/holes which carry a screening cloud with them. For the sake of distinction
the quasiparticles carrying a screening cloud are referred to as dressed quasiparticles. In
contrast, within qsGW one deals with another one-particle picture, the one described by
Heff. The solutions of Heff are referred to as bare quasiparticles. These bare quasiparticles
do not carry any screening cloud anymore.
The bare quasiparticles evolve into the dressed quasiparticles if one switches on inter-
action adiabatically in Heff. The dressed quasiparticles again consist of a central bare
quasiparticle and an induced polarization cloud consisting of other bare quasiparticles.
Hence, Heff represents a virtual reference system just for theoretical convenience which
generates bare quasiparticles. Still, there is an ambiguity how to determine Heff. Following
the ideas of Van Schilfgaarde et al. (2006), as introduced in the beginning of this section,
the qsGW determines Heff in a self-consistent manner to find bare quasiparticles from Heff
which reproduce the dressed quasiparticles as best as possible.
Transferring these ideas to the Green’s function language, it is convenient to split the
Green’s function up into two parts. A quasiparticle part GQP which is weighted with a
renormalization factor Z and an incoherent part Ḡ.
G = ZGQP + Ḡ (2.54)
The quasiparticle part GQP takes account for the single particle excitations and hence
exhibits a strongly energy dependent, respectively state dependent structure. This part
is in addition weighted with the renormalization factor Z. The incoherent part Ḡ takes
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account for the intermediate states which resemble in the many-body nature of the present
problem.
The Green’s function constructed from the solutions from Heff takes into account only
the quasiparticle part GQP in the self-consistent procedure. Therefore one uses the name
quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ), in contrast to fully self-consistent GW (scGW ).
Besides neglecting Ḡ in qsGW , furthermore it is assumed that Z = 1, i.e. the quasiparticle
is not renormalized.
2.6.1 Discussion
Neglecting the incoherent part Ḡ and assuming Z = 1 seems to be a rather rough ap-
proximation at the first sight. In general, the Z-factor is less than one for interacting
many-body systems, which stands in contrast to the qsGW approximation. But, there is
a clear argument in favor of the qsGW approximation. It follows the discussion of Kotani
et al. (2007).
On the one hand, consider the exact dynamical screened Coulomb interaction denoted
byW ex and the exact proper polarization function P ex as they are defined in the full Hedin
equations. On the other hand, consider both objects in RPA WRPA and PRPA. The latter
are the objects used within GW .
For the remainder of this section symbolic notation is used to enhance readability. The
exact self-energy Σ is calculated from
Σ = GexW exΓ . (2.55)
Within this calculation the vertex part Γ as well as the Green’s function Gex contribute
with factors of Z. Hence, a consistent, well balanced treatment of the Z factor within G
and Γ is desirable.
The integration GWΓ is dominated by the long-range, static part of W , with q → 0 and
ω → 0. One finds for the insulator case,
Γ→ 1− δΣ
δω
= Z−1 . (2.56)
It turns out that if Z is not equal to one, it makes a major contribution to the vertex
corrections Γ, at least for the insulator case. But, for the calculation of Σ one finds a factor
of Z from ZGQP and the inverse factor Z−1 from Γ which cancel. In total there are three
cases,
exact : Σ = GQPW ex + ḠW exZ−1 , (2.57)
qsGW : Σ = GQPWRPA , (2.58)
scGW : Σ = ZGQPWRPA + ḠWRPA . (2.59)
The incoherent contribution Ḡ can be assumed to be rather structureless and and energy
independent. Therefore is Ḡ expected to cause a simple shift in the chemical potential.
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Hence, one finds that the approximation Σ ≈ GQPWRPA reproduces characteristic features
of the exact solution. But, it is still in question which Z does WRPA collect in comparison
to W ex.
For the screened Coulomb interaction W = v(1− vP )−1 the Polarization P is rewritten
employing the two particle Green’s Fucntions G2, as follows
P (14) = P̄ (11; 44) (2.60)
= G2 +G2IP̄ . (2.61)
Here, I represents the two-particle irreducible kernel which introduces all the steps from
the ladder diagrams. If one considers a pertubative expansion which begins from a non-
interaction Green’s function, all renormalization contributions can only be introduced via
the pair excitations of the intermediate states of P̄ . Therefore the derivative of P̄ with
respect to the number of the intermediate states of P̄ is considered. Following Kotani et al.
(2007) it is
∆P (14) = Γ(122)∆G2(22′; 33′)Γ(4 3′3) . (2.62)
The two particle Green’s function contributes with a weight of Z2 because it contains
ZGQP × ZGQP. This combines with the two Z−1 contributions from the Γ contributions,
following Eq. (2.56), again to a cancellation of the Z factors. Thus, if one starts from a non-
interacting Green’s function the Polarization function won’t introduce any renormalization
factor Z < 1. This is the commonly called Z-factor cancellation mechanism which has
been shown by Bechstedt et al. (1997) also in practice.
Hence, it is shown that the consideration of only the quasiparticle part GQP with Z = 1
within qsGW introduces a consistent treatment of the Z-factor. In contrast does the full
scGW assumes on the one hand Z 6= 1 for the Green’s function but on the other hand
ignores the Z-factor contributions from the vertex corrections Γ. In addition, did these
considerations show that one is consistent with the exact treatment if one assumes Z = 1.
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Matter
The previous chapter discussed the diagrammatic derivation of GW and approximate ap-
proaches to solve the GW -equations.
On the basis of the spectral-representation of the Green’s function an iteratively con-
nected expression is developed, which is related to the quasiparticle (QP-)equation. In
the iterative approach, the most challenging task is the calculation of matrix elements of
the self-energy. The approach to solve for such matrix elements is described in detail. To
reduce the computational effort, several tricks are introduced.
3.1 Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW Formalism in a
Basis of Local Orbitals
The previous chapter introduced the concept of the qsGW in a general framework. In
this section, the approach is adopted for localized basis sets suitable for the application to
molecules.
3.1.1 Spectral Representation of the Green’s function
The (quasi-spectral) Lehmann representation of the Green’s function G is recalled, with
QP-orbitals {ψr,n(r, z), ψl,n(r′, z)} and QP-energies {εn(z)}
G(r, r′, z) =
∑
n
ψr,n(r, z)ψ(i) †l,n (r′, z)
z − εn(z) + iηsgn(εn(z)− η)
. (3.1)
The indices r and l denote right and left eigenvectors. The energies {εn(z)} follow the
pole-condition
z − εn(z) = 0 , (3.2)
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The superscript † denotes the conjugate transpose. The running index (i) accounts for the
iterative nature of the GW formalism.
3.1.2 Iterative Flow of the Green’s function
To employ an iterative scheme a prescription G(i−1)(r, r′, z)→ G(i)(r, r′, z) is needed. The
tactic is to iteratively connect the QP-orbitals {ψr,n(r, z), ψl,n(r, z)} of single iterations (i)










Ã(i)nn(z)ψ̄(i−1)n (r, z) , (3.4)
where the bar in ψ̄ denotes the transpose. Employing the representation Eq. (3.1) a solution
of the Dyson equation Eq. (2.28) is constructed . In the region where the imaginary part
of the self-energy is small, following the spirit of Fermi-liquid theory, the QP-orbitals and
the QP-energies satisfy the QP-equations,(
εn(z)− ĤH − Σ̂(r, r′, z)
)
ψr,n(r′, z) = 0 , (3.5)
ψl,n(r, z)
(
εn(z)− ĤH − Σ̂(r, r′, z)
)
= 0 . (3.6)
To improve the readability, in these two equations the integration of the inner spatial indices
is implicated. Furthermore, the running index of the GW iterations will be omitted for the
following derivations and recalled in the end.
The formulation of a numerical scheme to solve these equations is possible, but the
computational effort to find a solution is high mainly due to in total four reasons: First,
the computation of such a solution needs the introduction of a basis that is capable of the
description of the energy dependence of the orbitals; the dimensionality of the problem
is increased. Second, the closing of the full GW scheme requires a numerical integration
over the energy if one takes account for the energy-dependence of the orbitals. Third,
the energy-dependent self-energy is non-Hermitian. Hence, a separate treatment of left
and right eigenvectors is necessary. Last, each pole requires the separate the solution of
the QP-equation. Therefore, each GW iteration would generate a full set of new poles.
Therefore, the number of poles would increase exponentially with the number of iterations.
Furthermore, each pole itself in turn requires a separate diagonalization of the QP-equation,
which causes intractable computational effort.
In a central step, qsGW introduces an approximation to overcome the effort due to the
energy dependence of the self-energy. Within qsGW , the non-local, energy-dependent self-
energy Σ̂(r, r′, z) is mapped on an effective, non-local, energy independent, and Hermitian
potential Σ̃(r, r′),
Σ̂(r, r′, z)→ Σ̃(r, r′) . (3.7)
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Using this approximation, the operator in Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) becomes energy indepen-
dent and Hermitian. Therefore, the separation between the left and right QP-orbitals is
omitted,
ψr,n(r, z)→ ψn(r) , (3.8)
ψl,n(r, z)→ ψ
(i+1)
n (r) . (3.9)
Hence, instead of two transformation matrices from Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) only one sin-
gle transformation matrix Ann is needed to describe the iterative connection between the






n (r) . (3.10)
Employing the energy independent potential Σ̃(r, r′), Eq. (3.7) and the prescription
Eq. (3.10) lets the QP-equations Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) coincide. The problem is writ-









An′n ψn(r′) = εn′
∑
n
An′n ψn(r) . (3.11)
In this effective single-particle description the orbitals {ψn(r)} are orthonormal by con-





















dr ψn(r)ψn(r) . (3.12)
Introducing the bracket notation ψn(r) = 〈r|n〉 simplifies Eq. (3.12) to∑
n
An′n 〈n| ĤH |n〉+
∑
n
An′n 〈n| Σ̃ |n〉 = εn′
∑
n
An′n 〈n|n〉 . (3.13)
Taking advantage of the orthonormality of the QP-orbitals implies,∑
n
An′n 〈n| ĤH |n〉+
∑
n





An′n 〈n| ĤH + Σ̃ |n〉 = εn′An′n . (3.15)
In the last equation, the problem takes the typical form of a linear matrix equation for each
single n′. Hence, under the assumption that the matrix elements 〈n| ĤH |n〉 and 〈n| Σ̃ |n〉
are known, the qsGW cycle can be closed as follows:
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(0) guess initial parent G(0) (from DFT or HF)
(1) calculate all matrix elements
〈
n(i)
∣∣∣ ĤH ∣∣∣n(i)〉 and 〈n(i)∣∣∣ Σ̃(i) ∣∣∣n(i)〉
(2) calculate ε(i+1)n′ and A
(i+1)
n′n by diagonalizing Eq. (3.15)
(3) calculate
∣∣∣n(i+1)〉 respectively ψ(i+1)n (r) from Eq. (3.10) using A(i+1)n′n
(4) construct updated, non-interacting Green’s function G(i+1)






E − ε(i+1)n + iηsgn(ε(i+1)n − η)
. (3.16)
(5) return to step (1) replacing G(i) and
∣∣∣n(i)〉 with its updates G(i+1) and ∣∣∣n(i+1)〉
This procedure is iterated until the Green’s function G(i+1) from G(i) meet the convergence
criteria introduced in Sec. 3.2.2.
Further details are discussed in separate sections. In Sec. 3.1.3 step (0) is discussed. See
Sec. 3.1.4 for details on step (1).
3.1.3 Initialization from a Free Particle Green’s function
In this section the initialization of the iterative cycle (step (0)) is discussed in more detail.
Up to now the Green’s function is expressed with respect to an initial set of orbitals
ψ(0)n (r) and an initial set of pole positions ε(0)n . The obvious choice for the initial Green’s
function is the Hartree Green’s function GH. This corresponds to the non-interaction
reference in the original derivation of the GW scheme. GH can be constructed from the
eigenstates φn(r) and the eigenvalues εn of the Hartree-Hamiltonian ĤH, see Eq. (A.5).
As already discussed in Sec. 2.5.2, alternative starting points are also possible and in fact
might exhibit a faster convergence behavior. Indeed, DFT or HF, tend to be closer to the
fixed point solution compared to GH (e.g. Hybertsen and Louie, 1986, Rostgaard et al.,
2010). Hence, in this work an initial reference Green’s function,
G(0)(r, r′, E) =
∑
n
ψ(0)n (r)ψ(0) ∗n (r′)
E − ε(0)n + iηsgn(εn − η)
, (3.17)
is constructed using eigenstates ψ(0)n (r) and eigenvalues ε(0)n from a DFT or HF-type calcu-
lation. In Sec. 3.2.3.1, an analysis is performed to find the optimum starting point.
3.1.4 Calculation of the Matrix Elements of the Self-Energy
In this section step (1) in the iterative procedure is discussed. The task is to calculate
the matrix elements 〈n| ĤH |n〉 and 〈n| Σ̃ |n〉. Hartree type matrix elements are provided
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by most standard quantum chemistry methods, whether it is DFT, HF, or the advanced
wave function based methods. Hence, the calculation is done by employing already existing
routines in TURBOMOLE (Ahlrichs et al., 1989)1. The self-energy contributions are dealt
with in the same way as a previous G0W0 implementation within TURBOMOLE (Van
Setten et al., 2013). A small extension is necessary though, since the previous implemen-
tation has been done only for diagonal matrix elements, while qsGW requires off-diagonal
contributions 〈n| Σ̃ |n〉 for general (QP-)orbitals ψn/n(r). The method for the calculation
of the matrix elements 〈n|Σ(z) |n〉 including the full energy dependence is outlined in this
chapter. The subsequent approximation, neglecting the energy dependence, is performed
in Sec. 3.1.5.
To find a solution for the screened interaction W via the Polarization function P as it




d(3)v(13)P (32) , (3.18)





As before, the coordinate 1, 2,... represent four coordinates of a particle: space and time
(1) = (r1, t1). The spin index is suppressed. The inverse ε−1 is implicitly implemented in the
standard TURBOMOLE package since it features the determination of optical excitation
spectra. The full density response χ calculated in TURBOMOLE is related to the inverse
of the dielectric function ε by
ε−1(12) = δ(12) +
∫
d(3)v(13)χ(32) . (3.20)
Hence, the screened interaction W is related to the full dielectric response χ via
W (12) = v(12) +
∫
d(34)v(13)χ(34)v(42) , (3.21)
which translates into the frequency domain as,
W (ω) = v + v · χ(ω) · v . (3.22)
Here, the spatial indices are suppressed by the application of a matrix notation where A ·B
stands for
∫
dr′′A(r, r′′)B(r′′, r′) and AB for A(r, r′)B(r, r′).
The full response function χ(ω) is specified in the spectral representation in terms of its
residues in the complex plane and the transition densities ρm. It reads, with z = ω + i2η,











1Although the calculation of Hartree matrix elements is a well established task, they can be difficult to
extract because they do not usually appear isolated (in the code) from other terms unwanted here.
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The singularities Ωm are the charge neutral excitation energies. The index m runs over all
single particle-hole excitations. The number equals the product of the number of occupied
states times the number of unoccupied states, respectively. For the calculation of χ(ω), the
relation to the Polarization function P is recalled,
χ(ω) = P (ω) + P (ω) · v · χ(ω) . (3.24)
The inversion leads to the relation
χ−1(ω) = P−1(ω)− v . (3.25)
Here, the rather easily calculated inverse P−1(ω) and the inverse χ−1(ω) enter. The inver-
sion of P (ω) is done employing, a spectral representation in the space of the QP-orbitals
ψn(r)








z − (εa − εi)
− 1
z∗ + (εa − εi)
]
. (3.26)
Here, the lower index i sums over all occupied states and the index a over all unoccupied
states.
The inversion of χ(ω) is performed efficiently within TURBOMOLE as introduced in the
following. The poles Ωm are directly obtained from analyzing the inverse of the spectrum
of χ. Namely, the poles z = Ωm of χ(ω) correspond to zero eigenvalues of χ−1. Hence,
the pole positions are calculated by the computation of the combination of z and ξ(m) such
that χ−1(z)ξ(m) = 0 has a solution, explicitly
(P−1(Ωm)− v)ξ(m) = 0 . (3.27)
With ξ(m) one finds, in the end, expansion coefficients to express the transition densities
ρm(r) in terms of ψn(r). The full derivation can be found in (Van Setten et al., 2013).
For the subsequent derivation of the final expression of the self-energy, it is taken ad-
vantage of Eq. (3.21). This expression allows to split up the self-energy into an energy
independent, Hermitian exchange Σ̂x and an energy-dependent correlation Σ̂c(E) part










dω e−iω0+G(E − ω)v · χ(ω) · v . (3.30)
The correlation part of the self-energy, Eq. (3.30) is rewritten employing the spectral
representation of the Green’s function. It reads, non-interacting QP-states,
A(r, r′, E) =
∑
n
ψn(r)ψ̄n(r)δ(E − εn) . (3.31)
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E − E ′ + iηsgn(E ′ − µ) . (3.32)
Combining the previous expression for Σ̂x in Eq. (3.29), the spectral function Eq. (3.31)
and the quasi-spectral representation of the Green’s function, Eq. (3.32), allows to write
an expression for the matrix element of the exchange part of the self-energy Σ̂x in the
QP-orbital space:
〈n|Σx |n′〉 = 〈n| −
∫ µ
−∞






















dr′p(r)q(r)v(r, r′)r(r′)s(r′) . (3.36)
The numerical integration associated with the calculation of Coulomb-exchange integrals,
Eq. (3.36), is the computationally most demanding step in the presented routine. Fortu-
nately, there exist optimized routines for the evaluation of such integrals. Furthermore,
there exist well-tested and efficient approximations to speed up the calculation of such
integrals. Eichkorn et al. (1995) and Weigend (2006) implemented into TURBOMOLE an
approximation which employs a density fitting, also called "resolution of the identity" (RI).
The central step in this approach is to approximate products of basis functions by a series
of so-called auxiliary basis functions. For all calculations presented in this thesis the RI
approximation will always be applied.
The right hand side term in Eq. (3.35) is identical to the exact exchange (Fock) contribu-
tion from the HF formalism. Therefore, the neglect of the correlation self-energy Eq. (3.30)
in the qsGW formalism leads to the HF solution.
So far, the calculation of the exchange contribution Σx was discussed. Now, the correla-
tion part of the self-energy Σ̂c(E) is considered. Plugging the spectral function Eq. (3.31)
and the Lehmann representation of the Green’s function Eq. (3.32) into the expression for







E − εn − Zmsgn(εn − µ)
, (3.37)
with Zm = Ωm − 3iη.
As mentioned before, the transition densities ρm are expressed in terms of QP-states.
Hence, the objects (nn|ρm), which appear in the nominator of Eq. (3.37), take the form of
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coulomb exchange integrals, Eq. (3.36), too. Therefore, it is possible to take advantage of
established routines and approximations for the calculation of the correlation part of the
self-energy Σc.
Due to the mapping on a Hermitian problem, only the real part of the self-energy
Eq. (3.37) is needed within qsGW . Taking this into account, the sum over all poles εn
is split up into the sum over the poles above the real axis, labeled with the index a, and





















E − εa − (Ωm − 3iη)
]
. (3.39)
Within qsGW only the real part of Σc is taken into account. It reads, after the expansion
with the complex conjugate of the denominator, employing the minimal shift 3η → η̄,






E − εi + Ωm





E − εa − Ωm




In the actual numerical calculation of the correlation part of the self-energy Σc the
shift η̄ is chosen so small that all (orbital-)energies are converged within 1meV. Typically
η = 1meV satisfies this condition.




∣∣∣ ĤH ∣∣∣n′(i)〉 originating from the updated orbitals is recalculated, with the
running index (i) of the GW iteration. Second, all Coulomb-exchange integrals, Eq. (3.36),
which give the exchange part of the self-energy via〈
n(i)
∣∣∣Σ(i)x ∣∣∣n′(i)〉 = ∑
i
(ni|in′)(i) . (3.41)
Third, the recalculation of all single particle-hole excitation densities ρm and energies Ωm









E − ε(i)i + Ω(i)m
(E − ε(i)i + Ω
(i)





E − ε(i)a − Ω(i)m




again with iteration index (i) on all updated objects. In a last step the QP-equation, (3.15),
is diagonalized employing the (approximated) self-energy Σ̃(i).
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3.1.5 Quasi-Static Approximation of the Self-Energy
The crucial step in qsGW in comparison to the fully scGW is the approximation of the
self-energy at a (energy-independent) non-local potential. The chosen approach is
〈n| Σ̃ |n〉 = 12
(
〈n| Σ̂(εn′) |n〉 δnn′ + 〈n| Σ̂(εn′) |n〉 δnn
)
. (3.43)
In literature one finds different approaches for such approximate self-energies (Faleev
et al., 2004, Sakuma et al., 2009, Van Schilfgaarde et al., 2006). However, so far they have
been used in the context of extended, periodic systems. This work deals with finite systems
and in this respect the application is new.
One argument for the approach from Eq. (3.7) is as follows: To find a suitable approxi-
mation, a norm M , which measures the deviations of the effective system Ĥeff, Eq. (2.53)
to the real energy-dependent system H(z),
∆V (z) = H(z)− Ĥeff (3.44)
is needed. Van Schilfgaarde et al. (2006) suggest
M [Σ̃] = Tr
[




{∆V }†δ(z − Ĥeff)∆V
]
(3.45)
as such a norm, where the trace Tr is taken over spatial and energy indices. Due to the
energy-dependence of ∆V (z), exact minimization of M is not achievable. Nevertheless, an
approximate solution can be found.
If one considers only the first part of the normM , Eq. (3.45), and ignores for the moment
the restriction that Σ̃ needs to be Hermitian the trivial minimum is M [Σ̃] = 0 with Σ̃ =∑
ij |Ψi〉Σ(εj) 〈Ψj| where {Ψi, εi} are eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Ĥeff. The minimum
of M taking only the second part into account is similiar, with Σ(εi)→ Σ(εj). Therefore,
one finds a Hermitian minimum solution by taking the average, which gives Eq. (3.43).
In this sense, the approximation from Eq. (3.43) minimizes the deviation of the effective
energy-independent system and the energy-dependent system, Eq. (3.44).
3.1.6 Consistency Check of the Quasi-Static Approximation
The static self-energy of the qsGW formalism, Eq. (3.43), allows for another interpretation
of the self-consistency cycle. Within qsGW an effective single particle picture is employed
where the final fixed point solution for the static self-energy can be understood as an
effective, non-local, energy-independent potential.
To test whether this approximation is valid some results are fetched ahead. The reference
results are obtained from a technique suggested in Sec. 5.2.1.2, the so-called 2nd-order
framework. It accounts for the full energy dependence of the self-energy in a self-consistent
solution of the QP-equation. Furthermore, this approach gives results nearly identical to
the full-diagonalizing solution of the QP-equation.
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The application of the 2nd-order framework, Sec. 5.2.1.2, on the fixed point solution of
the qsGW -cycle is a method to compare results obtained from approximate quasi-static
self-energies to results employing to the full, energy-dependent self-energy. In this way
the stability of the qsGW solution in relation to the solution of the QP-equation with full
energy dependence is tested. A comparison to the full GW result would require further
iterations within the GW cycle.
Fig. 3.1 shows the first Ionization Potential (IP) energies obtained from qsGW and results
where the 2nd-order framework was applied on top of qsGW results. Within the Green’s
function formalism the first IP is given by the energy of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO). It is the minimum energy needed to remove one electron from the molecule
and lift it to the vacuum energy level. The (first) IP is a standard observable for testing
electronic structure methods for several reasons, which are discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. All
in all, it is a good first measure for the accuracy of a method and typically yields as a
first benchmark for the accuracy of electronic structure calculations. Results show that
the application of the 2nd-order framework gives results nearly identical to qsGW . The
maximum difference between the energy-dependent solution and the results employing the
quasi-static self-energy is below 10 meV. Results for higher IPs are exemplary shown for
the molecule Naphthalene in Fig. 3.2. There, the maximum distance between the poles of
the combined approach and the qsGW approach is below 10 meV, too.
Overall, the agreement between both results is very good. This indicates, first, that
especially the self-energy is diagonal in the converged qsGW system. Second, it indicates
that the static approximation, Eq. (3.43), for the self energy is a very good and reliable
choice.
3.2 Technical Details
In this section essential numerical parameters are specified. First, the realization of the
QP-orbitals in a local basis set is introduced in Sec. 3.2.1, including a study which shows
the dependence of qsGW results on the choice of the basis. Second, the chosen convergence
criteria which prompts the exit of the iterative qsGW cycle are presented in Sec. 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Convergence with the Basis Set
The field of application of the presented qsGW implementation are molecules and nano-size
structures. That do not usually exhibit a high degree of symmetry. Hence, a formulation
in terms of a local basis is appropriate.
To implement the basis functions, it is taken advantage of the TURBOMOLE package
which comes with different groups of basis functions, i.e. basis sets. All basis functions
contained in TURBOMOLE are of the contracted Gaussian type, which is introduced in
Sec. 3.2.1.1.
In general, the implementation of qsGW of this thesis can work with any basis set that
is implemented in the TURBOMOLE package. For the benchmarks and results presented
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Figure 3.1: The deviation of theoretical IPs obtained from qsGW and from the 2nd-order
extension plotted over the ∆CCSD(T) reference IPs (Krause et al., 2015). The
plain qsGW results employ the quasi-static approximation. In contrast, the
qsGW -2nd results take into account the self-consistent solution of the QP-
equation employing the energy-dependent self-energy. The difference of the
qsGW results and qsGW -2nd results is a measure for the error made due to
the quasi-static approximation.
in this thesis basis sets of the def2-SV type are employed. While the phrase def2 simply
refers to the fact that this set is of the second revision, the label SV refers to split-valence.
In Sec. 3.2.1.2 the construction of basis sets of the SV type is introduced.
3.2.1.1 Contracted Gaussion Type Orbitals
The orbitals in TURBOMOLE are realized by a representation in terms of so-called con-
tracted Gaussian type orbitals (CGTO). Hence, each single orbital is made up of a linear
combination of orbitals
fGTO(α, r) = (2α/π)(3/4)exp(−αr2) (3.46)
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Figure 3.2: The deviation of the calculated QP-energies calculated via qsGW and the ex-
tension qsGW -2nd from the experimental higher vertical IPs of the molecule
Naphthalene. Similar to results from Fig. 3.1 is the distance of the qsGW QP-
energies to the qsGW -2nd QP-energies a measure for the error made due to the
quasi-static approximation.
The principal reason for the use of such Gaussian basis functions is the Gaussian Product
Theorem, which guarantees that the product of two GTOs centered on two different atoms
is a finite sum of Gaussians centered at a point along the axis connecting them. In this
manner, four-center integrals are reduced to finite sums of two-center integrals, and in a
subsequent step to finite sums of one-center integrals.
3.2.1.2 Split-Valence (SV) Basis Sets
For the numerical calculations presented in this thesis basis sets of the split-valence (SV)
type are considered. The SV basis sets assign the electrons into core and valence type. For
each core electron one single CGTO is considered. For the valence electrons one, three,
or even more CGTO orbitals are considered leading to single-ζ (SV), triple-ζ (TZV), and
so on, basis sets. To account for polarization effects basis functions with a larger angular
momentum are added to the set. The extended basis sets including larger angular momenta
are labeled with an additional P: SVP, TZVP, TZVPP, and so on.
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χν(r) (i)cνn , (3.48)
where the sum is over all basis functions χν(r) . Therefore, for each n there is a closed
block of ν coefficients.
3.2.1.3 Basis Set Dependence
Within a numerical implementation one is limited to the use of a finite number of basis
functions. Since one is usually interested in the continuous limit, i.e. the limit of infinite
number of basis functions, a cut off criteria for the number of basis functions needs to be
introduced. On the one hand, the number of basis functions can be converged up to a
number where the results does not change under the addition of further basis functions.
Such a basis set is called the converged Basis set (CBS). On the other hand, the addition
of further basis functions increases the computational cost. The theoretical scaling of the
computational effort with the number of basis functions N of the qsGW formalism is
O(N5). For example a calculation with twice as many basis functions would need roughly
32 times as long2. Therefore, it is essential to find a basis set which offers a good trade-off
between accuracy and computational cost.
The observable which is chosen as the target reference within the optimization of the
basis set is (again) the (first) Ionization Potential (IP). It yields a good indicator for the
accuracy of the overall calculation. The study of the basis set dependence of the qsGW
IPs begins with a comparison for small molecules, H2O, N2 and CH4. The results, obtained
using the def2-SVP, TZVP, TZVPP and QZVP basis set, are shown in Fig. 3.3. The
calculated (first) IPs are plotted against the inverse of the size of the basis set. Hence the
ordinate offset of the linear fit gives an estimate for the extrapolated CBS result.
In a similar manner as shown in Fig. 3.3, a full study of the test set of molecules, which
is introduced in Sec. 4.1.1, has been performed. The results are shown in Fig. 3.4. In this
study the CBS limit is calculated for each molecule over the complete set. Fig. 3.4 shows
that the SVP basis set has maximum error larger than 0.8 eV. Furthermore, the largest
deviations are found in systems with strong polar covalent bonds (H2O, LiH, CO2, NH3).
Van Setten et al. (2013) observed this already for G0W0. The reason for the deviation
in both approaches is that the SVP basis set is not able to describe the bonding very
accurately. Hence, for these molecules the SVP results are excluded from the linear fit to
obtain the CBS limit.
Overall, the TZVP basis has a maximum deviation of roughly 0.4 eV. Adding another
set of polarization functions, namely the TZVPP basis set, for most molecules the devia-
tion drops below 0.3 eV. The conclusion of these results is that the TZVPP basis offers a
good trade-off between computational cost and accuracy and will be used therefore for all
calculations and further benchmarks presented in this thesis.
2The actual scaling of the qsGW formalism is identified in Sec. 5.5.
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Figure 3.3: Convergence test of the calculated qsGW HOMO energy with respect to the
basis set (using the def2-SVP, TZVP, TZVPP, QZVP basis sets) with increasing
number of basis functions NBF from right to left of nitrogen (N2), water (H2)
and methane (CH4). A linear fit through the HOMO energies for each seperate
molecule is indicated. The intersection of this fit with the the ordinate gives
an estimate for the converged basis set limit (CBS). The data scatters as there
are different kind of orbitals added (s, p, d,... type) which don’t show a strict
linear impact on the accuracy.
3.2.2 Abort Criteria of the Iterative Formalism
The qsGW cycle iteratively updates the full Green’s function. Hence, a measure which
checks for the full difference between two Green’s functions is needed. Within the present













Figure 3.4: Convergence test of the qsGW ionization potential with respect to the basis set
(using the def2-SVP, TZVP,TZVPP,QZVP basis sets) of a set of molecules with
the CBS (ε̄qsGWHOMO), from a linear interpolation over the inverse of the number of
basis functions, see Fig. 3.3 for explanation, as the reference. The difference of
the calculated energy using one specific basis to the CBS is an estimate for the
error made due to the incompleteness of the basis set.
















WhereGnn denotes the Green’s function in the basis of QP-states. The difference ∆ tests for
the convergence of all pole positions of the Green’s functions. Nevertheless, prime interest
are the energies of the frontier orbitals and the next lower poles. Therefore, convergence is
typically achieved at ∆ << 10−7 which corresponds to HOMO energies converged within
10−4 eV.
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If one only aims for the calculation of one single orbital energy, i.e. the HOMO energy,
the code allows to set a convergence critera for the single orbital energy εn as well;
∆n = εn − ε(i−1)n , (3.52)
and stop the iterative flow at any cutoff, i.e. ∆n < 10−4 eV.
For all results within this thesis it was assure that all shown QP-energies were separately
converged within 1meV.
3.2.3 Improvements to Reduce the Number of Iterations
A study aiming to find an optimized starting point and therefore reducing the total number
of iterations needed in the GW -cycle has been done which is presented in Sec. 3.2.3.1.
Within the context of Sec. 3.2.3.1 the starting point dependence of G0W0 is discussed in
further detail as well. Furthermore a mixing procedure is introduced as a tool to adjust
the step width between the GW iterations. An optimised choice for this parameter reduces
the needed number of iterations as well by typically a factor of 4. The discussion can be
found in Sec. 3.2.3.2.
3.2.3.1 Choosing the Optimum Initial Green’s function
The self-consistent solution of qsGW is independent from the starting point. Whether an
initialization with G0 based on a Hartree, HF or a DFT calculation is employed, all will
eventually flow to the same fixed point solution within qsGW .
How to find an optimum initial DFT based Green’s function has been investigated by
C.Rodenenbeck within her Bachelor Thesis (Rodenbeck, 2014), supervised by the author
of this thesis. The principal concept was to systematically vary the DFT functional along
a linear connection of PBE-DFT exchange and exact Fock exchange. Specifically, use has
been made of a PBE based hybrid functional which is called in the following PBEλ. Within
PBEλ exact Fock Exchange Σx is systematically mixed into the exchange-correlation con-
tribution Exc via
Exc(λ) = Ec + (1− λ)Ex + λΣx . (3.53)
The amount of exact exchange is controlled via the mixing parameter λ which was varied
from 0 to 1. The choice of λ = 0.25 gives the popular functional PBE0. Furthermore, the
choice of λ = 1 gives HF with the addition of a correlation contribution to the HF-exchange
functional due to the untouched correlation contribution Ec in PBEλ. The motivation for
such kind of hybrid functional is, primarily, that the exact exchange cancels the major
source of errors in local approximations in the functional, the so called self-interaction
error.
The systematic variation of λ leads to various different estimate for the Ionization Po-
tential (IP), exemplary shown in Fig. 3.5 for the molecule Benzene.
The study shows that the DFT estimate for the IP can vary by several eV based on































Figure 3.5: HOMO energies, which are interpretated as estimates for the first IP, plotted
overthe amount of exact exchange in the functional PBEλ for the molecule
Benzene. G0W0 performed on top of such DFT(PBEλ) calculations shows still a
dependence on λ. The difference ∆λ of the maximum HOMO energies, typically
at λ = 0, to the minimum HOMO energy, typically at λ = 1, is used as a
measure for the dependence of the method on the coice of the functional. A
study of the starting point dependence of G0W0 in comparison to DFT(PBEλ)
over the full basis set is reported in Fig. 3.6. The first IP from a ∆CCSD(T)
calculation as well as the experimental (vertical) IP is shown as reference for the
accuracy of the DFT and G0W0 calculations. Best agreemt of DFT (PBEλ),
G0W0(PBEλ and experiment is obtained with the choice λ = 0.75.
HOMO on the reference functional is decreased by an order of magnitude. This is confirmed
in Fig. 3.6. It shows that the λ- dependence in G0W0 is suppressed in comparison to the
dependence in DFT over the full test set. Nevertheless, the calculated IPs in G0W0 still
vary by up to 2 eV depending on the choice of the functional. This dependence will be
resolved within the qsGW approach.
The optimum choice for the mixing λ is the one which generates a G0 which is closest
to the fixed point solution. This is the G0 which is minimally changed within the G0W0
process. Approximately, this is the one for which the DFT(PBEλ) IP estimate is closest
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Figure 3.6: The spread ∆λ, see Fig. 3.5, resulting from G0W0 calculations with differ-
ent parent DFT(PBEλ) calculations plotted over the ∆λ from the parent
DFT(PBEλ) calculation: Formally: ∆λDFT = εDFTHOMO_λ = 1− εDFTHOMO|λ=0 and
∆λG0W0 = εG0W0HOMO|λ=1 − εG0W0HOMO|λ=0. The dashed line is the diagonal. Hence,
the spread ∆λ, and the functional dependence of the results, in DFT(PBEλ) is
larger then in G0W0 for all cases where the data points are below the dashed
line.
to the one from the following G0W0 calculation. Rodenbeck (2014) showed for a larger set
molecules that, in this sense the best choice is λ ≈ 0.75, see Tab. 3.13.
An extension of this study has been performed in this work. It shows that the choice λ ≈
0.75 typically gives best agreement with experiment as well, see Tab. 3.2. This behaviour
can be seen in the example Benzene shown in Fig. 3.5, too. In contrast does the comparison
to the ∆CCSD(T) IP estimates, see Tab. 3.3, show best agreement on average at λ ≈ 0.5.
Summarizing, the choice of a hybrid PBE functional with 0.75 exact exchange is a good
choice forG0W0 based calculations of estimates for the experimental IPs. This does not hold
3Due to a small error in the original G0W0 code the data C.Rodenbeck reported in her thesis needed to
be reproduced in this work. Nevertheless, the changes from the fix were negligible small. Therefore,
her findings are still valid.
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in the comparison to the ∆CCSD(T) IPs. Nevertheless, λ = 0.75 is a promising choice for
the generation of optimized DFT based initial Green’s functions G0 for the qsGW method.
Already at G0W0 level the update on the Green’s function was minimal. Hence, choosing
λ = 0.75 is supposed to minimize the needed number of iterations till full convergence.
Typically, for λ = 0.75 the number of iterations till convergence was reduced by a factor of
4 compared to the choice λ = 0.
PBE00 PBE25 PBE50 PBE75 PBE100
ME 3.51 2.48 1.32 0.14 -1.11
MAE 3.51 2.48 1.32 0.30 1.11
Variance 1.28 0.57 0.17 0.12 0.49
MaxAE 5.58 4.02 2.57 1.05 3.02
MinAE 1.10 0.84 0.52 0.03 0.20
Table 3.1: Evaluation over the full test set of the difference between the G0W0 HOMO
energies to the parent DFT(PBEλ) HOMO energies. λ has been varied in steps of
0.25 from 0 to 1. The λ which minimizes the difference between theG0W0 HOMO
and the DFT HOMO is a guess for the choice of the functional to construct the
optimum DFT based initial G0. Reportet are the mean error (ME), the mean
absulute error (MAE), the maximum absolute error (MaxAE) and the minimum
absolute error (MinAE) as well as the variance (σ2) over the data obtained on a
test set of 29 molecules. The test set is introduced in Sec. 4.1.1.
@PBE00 @PBE25 @PBE50 @PBE75 @PBE100
ME 0.44 0.15 -0.01 -0.15 -0.22
MAE 0.52 0.36 0.31 0.40 0.49
σ2 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.30 0.37
MaxAE 1.41 1.16 1.30 1.50 1.64
MinAE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Table 3.2: Evaluation over the full test set of the difference between the G0W0 HOMO
energies to the experimental (vertical) IP.
3.2.3.2 Linear Mixing in the Quasiparticle Equation
As it turns out, the numerical formalism, introduced in Sec. 3.1.2, does not always converge
nicely into a fixed point solution. It happens that the step width from one qsGW iteration
to the next one is too large. In such cases the system oscillates around the fixed point.
This occurs for example for the case of BF.
To overcome this problem, a linear mixing scheme is introduced. It mixes into the
updated Green’s function a contribution of the previous one to decrease the step width
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@PBE00 @PBE25 @PBE50 @PBE75 @PBE100
ME 0.54 0.26 0.09 -0.05 -0.12
MAE 0.59 0.27 0.13 0.21 0.29
σ2 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.14
MaxAE 1.44 0.61 0.42 1.17 1.25
MinAE 0.14 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01
Table 3.3: Evaluation over the full test set of the difference between the G0W0 HOMO
energies to the ∆CCSD(T) IP estimates.
between two iterations. Strictly speaking not the equation,(
εn − ĤHF(n)− Σ̂c[G]
)
· ψn = 0 , (3.54)
is solved anymore, but[
ε̃n −
(
α(ĤHF[G] + Σ̂c[G])− (1− α)εn
)]
· ψ̃n = 0 , (3.55)
with the solutions ε̃ and ψ̃. The iteration is proceeded identical to the formalism without
this mixing, but with the alternative solutions used to construct the updated Green’s
function.
The mixing parameter α allows to optimize the step width in a way to reduce the needed
number of iterations as well. Hence, an optimum combination of an initial Green’s function
G0 which is closest to the fixed point solution and a mixing α which reduces the step with
to improve the convergence is to be found.
Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8, and Fig. 3.9 show the convergence behavior of the HOMO energy of
the molecule Benzene. Different combinations of the starting point varied via the amount of
exact exchange in the PBEλ functional in dependence of λ and the linear mixing parameter
α were tested. Over the full test set of molecules, the result of the Benzene study, the
combination of λ = 0.7 and α = 0.3, proved as convenient good choice to reduce the
needed number of iterations and to guarantee convergence.
Within qsGW the final fixed point solution is always independent on the initial choice for
the Green’s function in contrast to the G0W0 based results. Whether the parent calculation















































































Figure 3.7: The convergence of the HOMO energy for Benzene with the qsGW iteration. In
this example the self-consistency cycle was initialized with a KS-DFT Green’s
function calculated employing LDA, PBE and PBE hybrid XC-functionals with
an exact exchange contribution of 25% (PBE0), 50%, 75%, and 100%. For
comparison also the G0W0, the experimental, and ∆ CCSD(T)(Krause et al.,
2015) results are shown. Independent of the choice of the functional in the
initial DFT(PBEλ) run, the self-consistent qsGW converges into the identical
fixed point solution. The linear mixing parameter here is chosen α = 0.0. See
Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 for the convergence behaviour with different mixing and
starting points combinations.
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Figure 3.8: Continuation of the Benzene study from Fig. 3.7, here with mixing of α = 0.7.
The reduced step width between the iterations supresses the osszillations and
enforces a smooth convergence. The cost is the need for a rather high number



















































Figure 3.9: Continuation of the Benzene study from Fig. 3.7, here with mixing of α = 0.3.
With this mixing the oszillations are supressed in comparison to the convergence
with α = 0.0 In combination with an optimized starting point (here λ = 0.7)
the number of iterations is reduced by a factor of 2−3 till convergence in qsGW .
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To test the new implementation, calculations are performed with qsGW , G0W0, Density
Functional Theory (DFT) and Hartree-Fock (HF). The results compared with reference
results obtained from the CCSD(T) method and with experimental results.
In Sec. 4.1 the test set of molecules is introduced and numerical parameters are specified.
Results for the first Ionization Potential (IP) are presented and discussed in Sec. 4.2.1,
higher IPs are shown in Sec. 4.2.2. The calculation of ground state electron density and
dipole moments are presented and discussed in Sec. 4.2.3.
The test of the accuracy of the method operates on a set of 29 molecules, GW29. We
find that quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ) is nearly as accurate as the reference
∆CCSD(T) for the calculation of first Ionization Potentials (IP) of molecules while the
computational effort is remarkably smaller. ∆CCSD(T) has a formal computational scaling
N7 with the number of basis functions N . In contrast, the measured scaling of qsGW is N3
as test in Sec. 5.5 show. Furthermore, we observe that qsGW agrees significantly better
with experiment in the calculation of higher IPs compared to G0W0. Similarly, qsGW
improves agreement with experiment in comparison to HF, DFT and over scGW for the
prediction of dipole moments of small dimer molecules.
4.1 Setup of the Comparison to Established
Quantum-Chemistry Methods
4.1.1 Test Set of Molecules
The test set GW29 consists of 25 molecules from the GW27 test set which was used in the
benchmark of the G0W0 implementation within TURBOMOLE (Van Setten et al., 2013).
This set is extended by four medium size organic molecules which have been proposed as
candidates for electronic devices (Caruso et al., 2013).
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The set GW29 entails from small molecules (e.g. H2), up to medium size molecules (e.g.
Naphthalene). Different categories, like organic molecules (Benzene) and transition metals
(Au4) are considered. Thus, molecules where a good description of localized charges is
essential are considered (e.g. Li2). But, molecules of sizes where a good description of
the screening of the coulomb interaction is crucial are considered as well (e.g. Au4). In
addition, systems with different bonding properties are considered, for example H2O is
included as an example of strongly polar bond.
4.1.1.1 Structural Data
The molecular structure of the ions was chosen such that it is closest to the experiment.
Therefore, most of the required structural data for the test set of molecules, with high
accuracy, is supplied by the TURBOMOLE distribution. Furthermore, in this way it is
assured that qsGW calculations as well as DFT, HF and ∆CCSD(T) operate on the same
molecular structure. This is otherwise an unwanted source of differences in the results.
Structure optimizations are performed for some dimers and the four additional molecules
not contained in the TURBOMOLE distribution. The optimization used identical param-
eters as for the ones from the database. In this way the accuracy for these structures is on
the same order as for the supplied system. The comparison of the calculated dipole mo-
ments is done on further dimer molecules. Here, the scGW calculations employed actual
experimental distances in the molecular structure. Therefore, for the comparison to these
results, in the calculations performed here, the experimental distance is employed as well.
This way differences due to structural discrepancies are ruled out in this comparison.
4.1.2 Reference Methods and Data
Amajor criterion for the selection of molecules is that reference data is available. In order to
demonstrate the accuracy of the qsGW method, one compares to results of computationally
much more expensive, high-precision reference calculations, -if such are available.
4.1.2.1 CCSD(T)
Except for H2, there are no exact results available. At present the most accurate reference
is provided, the coupled-cluster method in the ∆CCSD(T) approximation, which is briefly
introduced in the appendix in Sec. A.3. Such calculations provide purely electronic vertical
IPs (McKechnie et al., 2015). ∆CCSD(T) data for the GW27 have been given by Krause
et al. (2015). Data for the four additional organic molecules was provided by Dr. M.
Harding (INT). Such accurate calculation are computationally demanding. In the present
test set, the molecules are still tractable but the rather high scaling of (N7) makes the
treatment of larger molecules an extensive task. For example, the overall time needed for
the Benzene molecule is in ∆CCSD(T) about 4 hours, while G0W0 takes 40 minutes. qsGW
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is converged after roughly 4 hours as well1. Due to the better scaling of qsGW will perform
increasingly better for larger molecules. Additionally, ∆CCSD(T) gives only access to the
first IP, while qsGW gives estimates for higher IPs in the same calculation as well.
The ∆CCSD(T) reference results were obtained using the same structural data and the
exact same basis set as used for the qsGW calculations as well as for all other shown results.
4.1.2.2 Experiment
In addition to ∆CCSD(T), experiments can sometimes be a relevant reference. For the
whole GW27 set and for the four additional organic molecules experimental data for the
first Ionization Potential is available. In general, the comparison to experimental results
has to be taken with great care. A systematic distinction between vertical and adiabatic
ionisation energies is difficult in the available data. Furthermore, vibrational effects are
always present in the experiment but are ignored in the computations.
The higher IPs are not accessible in the CCSD(T) scheme. But, at least for a smaller set
of molecules, experimental data is available that serves us as a reference for the calculations
of higher IPs.
The accuracy of ground state densities from qsGW is tested as well by comparing
the dipole moments resulting from qsGW densities with experimentally measured data
(DataBase and Benchmark, 2015).
4.2 Comparison to Established Quantum Chemistry
Methods
4.2.1 First Ionization Energies
IPs are standard observables for testing electronic structure methods, because (i) they are
an important indicator to understand charge transfer processes, (ii) experimental reference
data is available and (iii) one has access to results using more accurate theories (at least for
small size molecules). The first IP measures the (negative) energy of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO).
The deviation of the HOMO energies calculated with DFT (employing the PBE func-
tional), HF, G0W0 and qsGW from the ∆CCSD(T) reference data is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Deviations from the experimental data are shown in Fig. 4.2. In both figures also HF and
DFT provide a quantitative measure for the improvement that is achieved using different
GW approaches with respect to frequently applied procedures. The actual numbers which
enter the plot are reported in Tab. 4.1.
1For this comparison all calculations have been done using the same computational resources. Fur-
thermore, similar numerical parameters have been chosen. A full study for the comparison of the
computational cost would need such a setup for a larger test set. The results here give a good estimate,
while a full study is byond the scope of this work.
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molecule ∆CCSD(T) Exp. DFT HF G0W0 qsGW
H2 16.21 15.42 10.25 15.96 15.57 16.04
Li2 5.20 5.11 3.21 4.89 4.95 5.30
Na2 4.92 4.89 3.13 4.50 4.78 4.99
Cs2 3.58 3.70 2.30 3.10 3.40 3.57
F2 15.46 15.70 8.97 17.68 14.55 15.91
N2 15.54 15.58 10.20 16.54 14.69 15.86
BF 11.14 11.00 6.80 11.07 10.43 11.17
LiH 7.93 7.90 4.36 8.18 6.52 7.98
CO2 13.67 13.78 9.02 14.79 12.96 14.06
H2O 12.61 12.62 7.02 13.85 11.87 12.95
NH3 10.85 10.85 6.02 11.69 10.24 11.11
SiH4 12.70 12.82 8.47 13.15 12.11 12.96
SF4 12.62 12.30 8.09 13.81 11.88 13.03
Au2 9.10 9.50 6.32 7.90 9.84 9.12
Au4 7.67 8.60 5.63 6.41 7.45 7.62
Methane 14.36 14.35 9.44 14.83 13.79 14.46
Ethane 13.12 12.00 8.13 13.23 12.22 12.95
Propane 12.13 11.51 7.67 12.59 11.54 12.31
Butane 11.58 11.09 7.58 12.43 11.39 11.90
Isobutane 11.68 11.13 7.60 12.46 11.26 12.00
Ethylene 10.70 10.68 6.78 10.33 10.24 10.68
Acetone 9.71 9.70 5.59 11.20 8.84 10.08
Acrolein 10.20 10.11 5.96 10.72 9.23 10.55
Benzene 9.34 9.24 6.31 9.17 8.87 9.40
Naphthalene 8.04 8.09 5.50 7.94 7.68 8.22
Thiophene 8.96 8.85 5.83 8.87 8.48 9.02
Benzothiazole 8.70 8.75 5.98 8.73 8.24 8.83
1,2,5-thiadiazole 11.15 10.11 6.93 10.03 9.65 10.18
Tetrathiofulvalene 6.42 6.72 3.87 6.64 5.98 6.56
Table 4.1: HOMO energies calculated from qsGW and G0W0 (initialized from DFT em-
ploying the PBE functional), Hartree-Fock (HF) and DFT employing the PBE
functional, as well as experimental (vertical) Ionization Potentials and estimates
from ∆CCSD(T)(Krause et al., 2015) . All numbers are in units of eV.
4.2.1.1 DFT
Janak’s theorem guaranties, that in exact DFT, the HOMO energy level coincides with
the negative first IP(Perdew and Levy, 1997, 1983, Perdew et al., 1982). That is no true
argument for the higher IPs. Hence, deviations of the DFT-estimates at the first IP from







































Figure 4.1: The deviation of the theoretical IP, calculated from the reference ∆CCSD(T) IP, to the HOMO energy from
considered approaches (vertical axis) over the ∆CCSD(T) reference. Results are obtained from a Hartree-Fock
(HF) calculation, a Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation employing the PBE functional, single-shot
G0W0 employing a DFT(PBE) parent and results obtained from qsGW . The light grey dashed lines indicate
diviations of 0.5 eV to the ∆CCSD(T) result.
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LDA or GGA. In contrast, the DFT-based estimates at higher IPs would not reproduce
the exact result, even if the xc-functional would be exact.
The DFT-results show the typical undershooting in the calculated IPs. This is a well-
know artifact of local approximations in LDA and GGA-type exchange-correlation func-
tionals (e.g. PBE which is used here), the so called self-interaction error. Due to local ap-
proximations each charge inevitably interacts with itself. The effect decreases the binding
energy at the HOMO level and delocalizes the associated charge density. The error is most
pronounced for systems with localized charge densities, i.e. small molecules and transition
metals. On a quantitative level we extract from Fig. 4.1 that DFT estimates fall systemat-
ically roughly 37% above the reference ∆CCSD(T) result. The overall mean absolute error
(MAE) is 3.87 eV and systematic errors are included in a variance of σ2 = 1.63 eV2, see
Tab. 4.2.
4.2.1.2 Hartree-Fock
According to Koopman’s theorem also HF yields direct access to the IP via the HOMO
energy. As opposed to LDA or GGA based DFT, HF treats exchange exactly, so in contrast
to the DFT results, there is no self-interaction error. Correlation effects are neglected com-
pletely, however. The outcome in Fig. 4.1 is that IPs exceed DFT estimates considerably.
Comparing HF data with DFT results gives further insight: HF-band approximation errors
due to the neglect of correlation effects are typically much smaller than the self-interaction
error in DFT (as long as one deals with small molecules); they differ by roughly one order
of magnitude. Since the correlation contribution tends to weaken bonding. IPs from HF
show an overestimation of the reference IPs. This effect is strongly pronounced for Ben-
zene, for example, see Fig. 4.1. For most other molecules the deviation is relatively small,
as confirmed by the MAE of 0.66 eV (see Tab. 4.2). This is, primarily, due to the test set
focusing on small molecules where the correlation contributions play a minor role. But, in
the data the weaknesses of HF can be observed as well. System with small gaps exhibit
a large deviation from the ∆CCSD(T) data, 1.60 eV and 2.19 eV for the transition metal
molecules, Au2 and Au4. The trend in the data -larger errors with in increasing binding
energies, reflects in the variance of σ2 = 0.64 eV2, see Tab. 4.2.
4.2.1.3 G0W0
Employing G0W0 can correct DFT band estimates by reintroducing exact exchange. In
this way the self-interaction of KS-particles is removed. Therefore, the G0W0 IP estimates
increase from DFT(PBE) results towards HF-estimates. In addition to exact exchange,
G0W0 considers correlation directly as well. This can be observed in the results in the sense
that HF typically marks an upper bound for the IPs obtained from G0W0. The calculated
IPs from G0W0 are usually a few hundred meV too small compared to ∆CCSD(T) IPs.
The overall MAE of 0.62 eV is comparable HF, with a mean error (ME) that has a different
sign as compared to HF. A remarkable feature of G0W0 is the absence of a systematic trend
in the error, i.e. , the error does not increase with IP energy. Accordingly, the variance is
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rather small, σ2 = 0.17 eV2, see Tab. 4.2.
4.2.1.4 Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
Up to now the canonical hierarchy of methods has been reported. Here, we investigate how
qsWG performs.
The benchmark, Fig. 4.1, shows that self-consistency typically introduces a shift to higher
IPs compared to G0W0, shifting data closer to the HF results. This effect is readily observed
for the molecules LiH and Methane in Fig. 4.1.
Compared to the reference ∆CCSD(T) first IPs obtained from qsGW are slightly too
large. Nevertheless, the self-consistent qsGW improves the agreement significantly, com-
pared to the G0W0 results, decreasing the MAE down to 0.22 eV. Overall the maximum
error in the test set is 0.97 eV, the molecule 1,2,5-Thiadizole (cf. Tab. 4.1). There is no
systematic trend in the deviations. Over the full test set the error is reliably low, which
reflects in a variance of only σ2 = 0.07 eV2.
4.2.1.5 Summary of Comparison to ∆CCSD(T)
Before proceeding to the comparison to experimental results we present a short summary.
For the considered set of molecules, G0W0 as well as qsGW strongly improve agreement
with the reference ∆CCSD(T) compared to the underlying parent DFT calculation, see
Fig. 4.1. HF and G0W0 are found to show comparable overall accuracy. The major ad-
vantage of G0W0 was the reduced trend, see table Tab. 4.2. Using the qsGW the trend
is removed and the MAE improves down to 0.22 eV with a variance of only 0.07eV 2. The
accuracy is similar for all types of molecules, be it organic or transition metal molecules.
DFT HF G0W0 qsGW
ME 3.87 -0.26 0.57 -0.12
MAE 3.87 0.66 0.62 0.22
σ2 1.63 0.64 0.17 0.07
MaxAE 6.49 2.22 1.49 0.97
MinAE 1.28 0.04 0.14 0.01
Table 4.2: Evaluation over the data shown in Fig. 4.1. Evaluated is the deviation from
DFT (emplying a PBE functional), Hartree-Fock (HF), G0W0 (initialized from
a DFT (PBE) system) and from qsGW to the ∆CCSD(T) reference first IPs.
Considered are the mean errer (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), the max-
imum absolut error (MaxAE) and the minimum absolute error (MinAE) as well
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Figure 4.2: The deviation of the theoretical HOMO energy to the experimental vertical Ionization Energy (vertical axis)
over the experimental value. Results were obtained from Hartree-Fock (HF), DFT employing the PBE func-
tional, G0W0 initialized from DFT(PBE) parent calculations, from Coupled Cluster in the ∆CCSD(T) ap-
proximation, and obtained from qsGW . The dashed line indicates a difference of 0.5 eV to the experimental
result.
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4.2.1.6 Comparison to Experiment
In the following section, we will also consider higher IPs. Since ∆CCSD(T) data for these
are not available as a reference, we need to rely on an experimental comparison. In or-
der to illustrate to what extend does experiment can serve as a reference for validation,
we here show the deviation of qsGW to the experimental IPs in Fig. 4.2 as well. The
resulting statistical measures are reported in Tab. 4.3. Since the ∆CCSD(T) approach
reproduces experimental results very well, the predictive quality of methods with respect
to experimental data is similar to the one with respect to the ∆CCSD(T) data.
Remarkably, qsGW has a comparably low MAE of 0.35 eV similar to ∆CCSD(T), with
a MAE of 0.27 eV, although it is computationally much less demanding (see the study
regarding the computational scaling in Sec. 5.5).
∆CCSD(T) DFT HF G0W0 qsGW
ME -0.11 3.76 -0.36 0.46 -0.23
MAE 0.27 3.76 0.76 0.54 0.35
σ2 0.17 1.39 0.83 0.19 0.15
MaxAE 1.12 6.73 2.19 1.38 0.98
MinAE 0.00 1.40 0.02 0.03 0.00
Table 4.3: Data similar to Tab. 4.2, here evaluated for Fig. 4.2.
4.2.2 Higher Ionization Energies
In this section, the accuracy of qsGW for the calculation of higher IPs is discussed on the
example of simple molecules, Nitrogen (N2), water (H2O), and Benzene (C6H6). Here, our
interest is in removal energies (higher IPs) of electrons in inner shells. Electrons that are
more strongly bound than the HOMO-energy.As we already mentioned, such observables
are not accessible via the coupled-cluster approaches as used for the reference data in the
previous section, Sec. 4.2.1. Therefore, the reference in the discussion here is experimental
data. In Green’s function based theories the higher IPs are given by the pole-positions
corresponding to bound states (real part at pole positions).
The difference of calculated single particle excitation energies to experimental (vertical)
higher Ionization Potentials for Benzene are shown in Fig. 4.3, the results for H2O and N2
in Fig. 4.4. Results for further molecules are given in the appendix in Fig. C.1.
4.2.2.1 DFT
In exact DFT, only the energy of the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital has a precise
meaning. Nevertheless, it s a common practice in electronic structure theory to assign
also to all other Kohn-Sham energies a meaning and treat them as estimates for excitation
energies and band gaps. This ad-hoc procedure can be very useful, e.g., for the calculation
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of band-structure of simple metals. However, as is also known it can fail, spectacularly,
e.g. , when predicting optical gaps of semiconductors.
We include DFT-data for higher IPs in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 for illustration. As can
be see, spectra from the DFT calculations differ from the experiment by up to 5 eV for
all molecules. Furthermore, the systematic energy dependence in the error, found in the
calculations of the first IPs, is also present for higher IPs. The error increases with energy.
4.2.2.2 HF and G0W0
HF calculations show an error increasing with higher IPs, see Fig. 4.3. The first IPs are a
few meV close to the qsGW IPs at least for small, non-metallic systems. This is true for the
G0W0 order as well. The agreement with experiment is improved in G0W0 compared to the
parent DFT(PBE) calculations as well as in comparison to HF over the whole spectrum.
Nevertheless, errors increase with the energy of the IP as well as in G0W0 order.
4.2.2.3 Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
The systemic increasing of errors with energy seen in HF and G0W0 is not observed in
the qsGW data in Fig. 4.3. Over the whole spectrum the method gives IPs which are
at maximum 0.6 eV off the experiment free of any systematic trend. This supports an
impression that qsGW is a reliable and efficient tool to calculate estimates for IPs.
4.2.3 Electron Density
A self-consistent solution of the GW equations introduces corrections to the spatial shape
of QP-orbitals.
Hence, one observes corrections to the ground state charge density as compared to the
starting guess, e.a., a DFT parent calculation. In contrast, corrections to the density are
not accessible with G0W0 due to the lack of self-consistency.
4.2.3.1 Benzene
The change of the density from parent DFT(PBE) and DFT(PBE0) calculations compared
to the qsGW density for Benzene is shown in Fig. 4.5. Each method reproduces in the
are shown a homogeneously distributed density with a six-fold symmetry. Small differ-
ences show with increasing exchange contribution; they exhibit a stronger localized density
around the C-H bonds. From PBE to PBE0 the density is dragged away from outer re-
gions around the benzene ring closer towards the single C-H pairs. Furthermore, charge is
dragged away from the bonding region between the carbon atoms towards the C-H pairs.
The effect of stronger localization is slightly stronger pronounced in the qsGW density.
The effect of stronger localization of the charge is primarily due to the reduction of the
self-interaction that goes together with an exact-exchange treatment. Therefore, consec-
utive stronger localization in comparison to the plain PBE calculation is observed from
PBE0 to qsGW .
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Figure 4.3: The deviation of the calculated QP-energies from G0W0 and qsGW , respec-
tively the orbital eigenenergies from HF and DFT employing a PBE functional
to the experimental (higher) IPs over the experimental IPs for the molecule
Benzene. The G0W0 was initialized from a DFT calcualtion employing the
PBE functional.
The scale of the difference in densities is typically two orders of magnitude smaller as the
total density of the separate approaches. In areas of maximum differences it is at maximum
still one order of magnitude smaller. Hence, the correction on the density introduced within
qsGW is small; a self-consistent solution for the spatial shape of the QP-orbitals of Green’s
Function is not essential for a consistent description of the (electron) density.
4.2.3.2 Hydrogen Fluoride
To investigate the relative change from PBE and HF to qsGW also in a polar molecule,
the electron density of the HF dimer is analyzed. Fig. 4.6 shows the difference between the
calculated density from a DFT(PBE) calculation and the density from a qsGW calculation
normalized to the (initial) DFT density. Similar to the results for the Benzene molecule,
also here the qsGW shows a stronger localized density, here around the Fluoride atom.
Furthermore, Fig. 4.6 shows that a portion of the charge of the non-bonding side of the
hydrogen atom is dragged away, towards an outer circle around the Flouride atom in the
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Figure 4.4: The deviation of the calculated QP-energies fromG0W0 and qsGW , respectively
the orbital eigenenergies from HF and DFT employing the PBE functional
to the experimental (higher) IPs over the experimental IPs for the molecules
N2(left) and H2O (right). The G0W0 was initialized from a DFT calcualtion
employing the PBE functional.
qsGW result.
Fig. 4.7 shows the difference between the density calculated from HF and from qsGW
normalized to the HF density. The comparison to the HF density gives qualitatively similar
results as obtained with scGW by Caruso et al. (2013). The behavior is contrary to the
previous analysis with respect to the DFT(PBE) density. In qsGW more charge resides
within the bonding region between the hydrogen and the flouride atom. While HF tend
to strongly localized charge densities due to the lack of correlation, qsGW does considered
correlation between the electrons and thus smears the charge density out.
4.2.4 Dipole Moments
A good quantity to test the quality of the calculated ground state density is the dipole
moment of the system. A comparison with experimental results is shown in Tab. 4.4.
Different density distributions from different methods give, as a consequence, different
estimates for dipole moments.
The HF results typically overestimate the dipole moment of dimers. In contrast DFT
(PBE) calculations typically underestimate the dipole moment and show a MAE of 0.18Debye.
qsGW shows good agreement with an overall MAE of only 0.03Debye. This error is in the
same order of magnitude as for calculations using scGW .
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Figure 4.5: Charge density of benzene. Diagonal: density as obtained from PBE, PBE0
qsGW . A x-y plane cut at z = 0.1 Å through the total density of the single
seperate methods are shown. On the offidagonals the differences between the-
densities are shown. The x-y plane cuts, again at z = 0.1 Å, of the density differ-
ences of the DFT(PBE) - DFT(PBE0), DFT(PBE) - qsGW and DFT(PBE0)
- qsGW density are shown in the upper right triangle. The y-z plane cuts, at
x = 0.1 Å, through the same density differences are shown in the lower left
triangle. The black crosses denote the positions of the carbon atoms, the white
crosses the positions of the hydrogen atoms.
4.3 Comparison of Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW to
Full GW
Previous tests of higher IPs using qsGW are extended for five organic molecules which
are candidates for optical devices. For these molecules, data obtained using the fully self-
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Figure 4.6: Difference between the calculated density for the system Hydrogen Fluoride be-
tween the DFT(PBE) density and the qsGW density normalized on the (initial)
DFT density. The postition of the Floride atom is is denotes as a green cross,
the position from the Hydrogen atom as a grey cross.
LiH HF LiF CO MAE
Exp. 5.88 1.82 6.28 0.11 -
PBE 5.60 1.80 5.99 0.24 0.18
HF 6.03 1.95 6.50 0.26 0.16
scGW 5.90 1.85 6.48 0.07 0.07
qsGW 5.83 1.84 6.29 0.07 0.03
Table 4.4: Comparison between experimental and theoretical dipole moments from DFT
(PBE), HF, fully scGW (FHI-AIMs) and qsGW . For all calculations the exper-
imental equilibrium bond length was considered.
consistent GW approach (scGW )2 from the FHI-Aims Package is available (Caruso et al.,
2013). These five molecules serve as a benchmark to investigate effects of the different
treatment of the incoherent part of the Green’s Function and the Z-factor.
In this comparison one needs to be aware that the atomic structure is identical, but due
2The introduction of a special label for the full GW might seem contradictory and unnecessary at first
sight, plain GW should be sufficient. The reason is that in the GW -community the plain label GW is
often (misleadingly) used as the label for one-shot G0W0 calculations. To prevent any wrong interpre-
tations the unique label scGW is introduced here.
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Figure 4.7: Difference between the calculated denstiy for the system Hydrogen Fluoride
between the HF density and the qsGW density normalized on the (initial) HF
density. The position of the Floride atom is denoted as a green cross, the
position from the Hydrogen atom as a grey cross.
to technical reasons there are (minor) differences in numerical specifications. The basis set
used in scGW is of comparable size, but nevertheless different, from the Gaussian Type
dft2-TZVPP basis set. There is no implementation of the scGW available supporting the
Gaussian-Type basis set as used in TURBOMOLE and, on the other hand, there is no
implementation of the qsGW using a basis set identical to the numerical basis from the
FHI-Aims package.
In Fig. 4.8 differences of the higher IPs using G0W0, qsGW , scGW from experimental
(vertical) IPs are shown for Naphthalene; comparison of four molecules is found in the
appendix (Fig. C.1). DFT, HF and G0W0 serve again as a reference to illustrate the
improvement from scGW and qsGW .
G0W0 and qsGW show a relative error in the calculated higher IPs as observed before
for systems N2, H2O and Benzene. Calculated IPs from scGW give comparable agreement
with experiment as qsGW . Remarkable is that qsGW typically shows an overestimation
of IPs compared to experiment. In contrast, the scGW approach typically underestimates
IPs. Furthermore, there is a rigid shift of about 0.6 eV for all energy levels from qsGW to
scGW for most of the molecules that were considered.
The major difference between scGW and qsGW can be understood by recalling the split
of the Green’s Function into the QP-part and the incoherent part G = ZGQP + Ḡ, see
Sec. 2.6. In qsGW Z is equal to one and the incoherent part Ḡ is neglected. In contrast,
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Figure 4.8: The deviation of the calculated QP-energies from G0W0, from qsGW , and the
orbital eigenenergies from HF and DFT employing the PBE functional, respec-
tivly, to the experimental higher IPs for the molecule Naphthalene. In addition
results obtained from a scGW calculation from the FHI-Aims software package
are shown (Caruso et al., 2013).
scGW takes both parts into account. Since Ḡ is relatively structureless in energy, its
contribution Σ̄ = ıḠW could explain the rigid shift of qsGW -data against scGW -data seen
in Fig. 4.8.
4.4 Summary
The quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ) method for molecules has been implemented
within the program package TURBOMOLE. The code takes advantage of existing routines
especially for the construction of the response function χ, achieving high computational
efficiency. qsGW scales formally with number of basis functions N with ∼ N5 which can be
tuned down to ∼ N4 in practice. On the one hand, this is computationally more demanding
than Density Functional Theory (DFT), which has a formal scaling of ∼ N3. On the other
hand, qsGW is computationally less demanding then the highly accurate ∆CCSD(T) which
has a formal scaling of ∼ N7. Therefore, larger and more complex molecules and even small
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nano-structures are computationally accessible using the qsGW method. In comparison to
DFT and the perturbative approach, G0W0, qsGW shows no dependence on the functional
at all. Hence, it is truly ab initio.
The comparison of qsGW estimates to results obtained from popular methods like DFT,
Hartree-Fock (HF) and CCSD(T) supports the impression that qsGW is a very promising
tool for the theoretical investigation of electronic properties of molecules.
The first benchmark in Sec. 4.2.1 investigated the accuracy of qsGW for the prediction
of first Ionization Potentials (IP). Here, the first IP served as a good first measure for
the overall quality of the method. The mean absolute error (MAE) to the ∆CCSD(T)
estimates improved from 0.66 eV in G0W0 (employing a DFT(PBE) parent system) down
to 0.22 eV in qsGW , over the full test set. The MEA to the experimental (vertical) IPs
showed that qsGW is nearly as accurate as ∆CCSD(T). The MEA to the experiment is
in qsGW 0.35 eV and in ∆CCSD(T) 0.27 eV. The maximum error found in the test set is
even smaller for qsGW then for ∆CCSD(T), see Tab. 4.3.
The benchmark of the calculation of the higher IPs, see Sec. 4.2.2, gives a further measure
for the overall accuracy of the calculated Green’s Function and hence for further observables.
The higher IPs are the pole positions of the Green’s Function. These quantities are are not
accessible with CCSD(T). Even with DFT and HF higher IPs are not accessible, although
it is popular to interpret lower eigenvalues as such. In comparison to the experiment DFT,
HF and even G0W0 showed an increasing error with increasing IPs. This is not the case
for estimates from qsGW . Overall qsGW shows very good agreement with experimental
higher IPs over full spectra.
The comparison to estimates of higher IPs from the full self-consistent GW (scGW ),
which takes into account the incoherent contributions in the Green’s Function and the
QP-renormalization factor Z, shows that the full spectrum is shifted by a nearly constant
contribution of roughly 0.6 eV for several molecules (see Sec. 4.3). This indicates that the
incoherent contribution takes a rather structureless, energy independent form.
Last of all it is shown in Sec. 4.2.4 that the estimates for the ground state density
from qsGW give Dipole Moments which are in better agreement with experiment than
the estimates from DFT(PBE), HF and scGW . The MAE of the estimates from qsGW is
only0.03 Debye over the considered set of molecules, see Tab. 4.4.
Concluding, it is shown that qsGW is an computationally efficient tool which is capable
of the treatment of at least medium size molecules. It gives estimates for several primer
observables in very good agreement with computationally more demanding methods and
with experiment. Hence, qsGW is an efficient and accurate method to construct the Green’s
Function for a given molecular system which, in turn, allows access to further observables.
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5 Chapter 5Approximate Strategies for Solvingthe G0W0 Quasiparticle Equation
The quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ) method is a promising tool for the investiga-
tion of electronic properties of molecules. Nevertheless, qsGW is computationally demand-
ing. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to develop an approximation to qsGW which is
computationally more efficient but still capable to produce results of comparable accuracy.
The qsGW formalism introduces corrections on the (initial) KS-Green’s Function on two
levels. First, the quasiparticle (QP-)orbitals are updated. Second, qsGW introduces shifts
in the poles of the Green’s Function. In this chapter two approaches are developed which
investigate the effect of both corrections separately, on the level of G0W0. The first one
introduces corrections based on off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation. Hence, it takes
into account shifts of the QP-energies due to corrections on the spatial shape of the orbitals.
The second approach keeps the orbitals fixed, and takes into account QP-corrections in the
construction of the self-energy.
Test calculations are performed for first and higher ionization potentials (IP) employing
three different functionals in the parent DFT calculation. Both suggested approaches show
a strong dependence on the choice of the functional. The results are compared to results
obtained from qsGW . This comparison suggests that the major correction that is intro-
duced in qsGW is due to the update of the QP-energies in the Green’s Function. Whereas
the update of the orbital does not influence the results in a significant way. Furthermore,
the approach which considers QP-shifts in the construction of the self-energy incorporates
the major beneficial features on the IP spectra introduced from qsGW .
Finally, a combined approach of both methods is suggested. A benchmark shows that
it agrees even better with experiment and CCSD(T) than the qsGW approach. But, its
results still strongly depend on the choice of the functional in the parent calculation.
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5.1 Motivation
This section chapter introduces two distinct (approximate) treatments of the full QP-
equation and of self-energy matrix elements. The resulting approaches are close relatives
to G0W0.
The first approach, Sec. 5.2, includes off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation to account
for corrections on the spatial shape of the (QP-)orbitals due to GW -corrections. To make
such a treatment applicable a perturbative approach is applied and tested against the exact
diagonalization, Sec. 5.4.1.2. In contrast to expectations based on qsGW corrections on the
electron density, Sec. 4.2.3, rather insignificant corrections of the pole positions are found.
Including the off-diagonal terms shifts the IP (usually towards less binding) at maximum
only by 10meV. Which is much less then the overall correction from traditional diagonal-
only G0W0 on the parent DFT IP estimates. The data presented in the previous chapter
in Tab. 4.1 shows that this correction can reach more then 5 eV .
The second approach, Sec. 5.3, ignores all off-diagonal contributions. Whereas, it takes
into account the self-consistent solution of the QP-equation. Thus, the pole positions of
the Green’s Function are updated for the construction of the self-energy. The benchmark
shows that the approach with self-consistent poles in the construction of the self-energy
introduces major corrections on the final pole positions, towards the qsGW results.
5.2 Corrections from Off-Diagonal Elements
A central step in G0W0 is the solution of the QP-equation. It yields the poles of the (approx-
imate) many-body Green’s Function, that define the QP-energies. A common simplification
in this procedure, introduced in Sec. 2.5.2, is to neglect all off-diagonal elements of the self-
energy matrix entering the QP-equation. In this section the error of this approximation is
investigated quantitatively for a typical set of molecules.
5.2.1 Formalism and Implementation
In the G0W0 approach only one GW iteration is performed. The scheme typically starts
from an improved guess, based upon an effective single-particle theory. Hence, the initial
Green’s Function G0 is constructed from the initial orbitals ψ(0)n (r) and energies ε(0)n as
shown in Eq. (3.17). There is no energy dependence in the QP-orbitals, ψn(r, z)→ ψn(r).




















5.2 Corrections from Off-Diagonal Elements
To improve readability, the upper index for the numbering of the iteration is omitted
in the remainder of this chapter (A(1)n′n(z) → An′n(z) ). In addition the Braket notation is
introduced to shorten the notation. The orbitals with index n, n′ and n always refer to
Kohn-Sham states. Furthermore, the QP-equation Eq. (5.1) can be rewritten as
N∑
n=1
An′n〈n|Σ(εn′)−Vxc|n〉 = (εn′−εn) An′n , (5.2)
with the Kohn-Sham energies εn and the contribution of the exchange-correlation potential
〈n|Vxc |n〉. To establish a notation closer to the actual implementation, the matrix
Mnn(εn′) = 〈n|Σ(εn′)− Vxc|n〉 (5.3)
is introduced. The formal structure of the QP-equation Eq. (5.2) then reads:
∑
n
An′n(z)Mnn(z) = (εn′(z)− εn)An′n(z) , (5.4)
with the pole condition
0 = εn′(z)− z . (5.5)
The matrices M(z) are the G0W0-’perturbative corrections’ on top of the eigenvalues εn
towards the QP-energies εn′ .
For the following derivations the matrix familyM(z) is assumed to be given, while εn′(z)
and the set of eigenvectors that forms the columns of An′n(z) are to be found. A typical
self-consistency problem is faced that features a (generalized) eigenvalue problem with a
matrix operator that depends on the eigen-solutions. A peculiarity appears as compared
to situations familiar from Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham theory becauseM(z) depends on
the eigenvalues, but not on the eigenstates.
5.2.1.1 Exact Diagonalization
The straight forward way to keep the off-diagonal elements in the QP-equation Eq. (5.4)
is to aim for exact diagonalization. The remaining z dependence in the self-energy and
the with system size cubic growing complexity of this equation makes this a numerically
cumbersome task. Therefore an efficient way to find sufficient (approximate) solutions is
desirable.
For the exact solution a diagonalization needs to be performed for each single pole εn′(z)
separately. Each diagonalization gives Nstates solutions. Hence, in total with each single
diagonalization a new full set of poles is generated. The pole which is adiabatically con-
nected to the one from the (non-interacting) KS-system is kept whereas the remaining
solutions are ignored. Technically the pole closest to the one used to set up Σc(z) is kept.
In addition it needs to be ensured that one does not cross a pole of the self-energy by the
selection of the pole. The solution is plugged back into Eq. (5.4) and a new diagonalization
is performed.
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This procedure is iterated for each single pole till a self-consistent fixed point is found.
The diagonalizing procedure takes into account the off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation
and in particular the self-energy, in an exact manner. The drawback is that the iterative
diagonalization of the QP-equation for each single pole is computationally highly demand-
ing. Therefore an approach is developed which drastically reduces the dimensionality of
the problem, but still takes into account contributions in off-diagonal elements of the QP-
equation.
5.2.1.2 Formal Perturbation Theory
The matrixM has a grading in the sense that its diagonal elements are much larger than
the off-diagonal elements. It can be seen in Fig. 5.2 for the sample system Acrolein and in
Fig. 5.1 for Benzene. This suggests the following decomposition:
Mnn(ε′n) = Dn(ε′n)δnn︸ ︷︷ ︸
diagonal
+λ ·Mnn(ε′n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
off-diagonal
(5.6)
With Eq. (5.6) the solutions of the QP-equation Eq. (5.4) depend on λ: εn′(λ),An′n(λ).
Therefore the grading ofM suggest a perturbative expansion. The expansion up to second
order in λ, according to standard perturbation theory reads;
An′n(λ, εn′) = 0An′n(εn′)δnn + λ · 1An′n(εn′) + λ2 · 2An′n(εn′) +O(λ3) , (5.7)
εn′(λ) = 0εn′ + λ · 1εn′ + λ2 · 2εn′ +O(λ3). (5.8)
The aim is self-consistency at every order of λ. In this way the expansion coefficients will
effectively pick up their own (weak) λ−dependency.
5.2.1.3 Self-Consistency Cycle
The iteration cycle is initialized by a first guess for ε′n. Typically this guess is obtained
from a DFT calculation. It is denoted by (0)ε′n and is called the parent generation. The
formalism operates as follows;
(1) For j = 0, 1, . . . calculate
Mnn( (j)εn′)→ (j)Mnn;n′ (5.9)
(2) Decompose into diagonal and off-diagonal parts
(j)Mnn;n′ = (j)Dn;n′δnn + λ (j)Mnn;n′ (5.10)
(3) Solve in perturbation theory in λ the substitute problem∑
n
(j+1)An′n
(j)Mnn;n′ = ( (j+1)εn′ − εn) (j+1)An′n (5.11)
The perturbation theory has the structure given with Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) for the
quantities (j+1)εn and (j+1)Ann.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of the matrix which governs the G0W0 correction on KS-
eigenvalues expressed in KS-reference states for the molecule Benzene. The
matrix elements 〈n|Σ(0εn) − Vxc |n〉 are calculated at fully converged G0W0
QP-energies 0εn from the diagonalized QP-equation. The data shows that off-
diagonal elements are significantly smaller then the diagonal ones. Thus, a
perturbative treatment of off-diagonal elements is motivated. The high num-
ber of non-zero off-diagonal elements suggests that they introduce significant
corrections on the QP-energies.
(4) Return to step (1) replacing (j)εn′ with its update (j+1)εn′
As usual, the perturbation theory is organized via sorting powers of λ after inserting the











( (j+1)εn′ − εn)
[
0An′δn′n+λ · 1An′n +O(λ2)
]
(5.12)
where the prefixes of (j+1)0An′ and (j+1)1An′n have been dropped in the notation.
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the matrix which governs the G0W0 corrections on KS-
eigenvalues expressed in KS-reference states, similar to Fig. 5.1. Here for the
molecule Acrolein. Again, we find diagonal matrix elements which at minimum
one order of magnitude larger then off-diagonal elements.
5.2.1.4 Zeroth Order Perturbation Theory
In zeroth order the diagonal approximation An′n → δn′n is obtained,
(j)Dn;n = (j+1)0εn − εn (5.13)
(j)Ann = δnn . (5.14)
There is no wavefunction update and
〈n|Σ(0εn)−Vxc|n〉 = 0εn−εn (5.15)
is iterated to self-consistency in 0εn. This is the standard way to do G0W0 and is commonly
not further specified in literature. Here, this nomenclature is adopted and the label G0W0
refers to the diagonal only solution.
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5.2.1.5 First Order Perturbation Theory
The terms of first order in λ are compared,
(j+1)
0Mn′ · (j)Mnn′;n′ + (j+1)1An′n · (j)Dn;n′ =
( (j+1)0εn′ − εn) · 1An′n + (j+1)1εn · 0Anδn′n , (5.16)
and then two cases are considered. If n = n′, then
0An · (j)Mnn;n+1Ann · (j)Dn;n=( (j+1)1εn−εn)1Ann + 0An (j+1)1εn , (5.17)
again dropping prefixes of (j+1)0An′ and (j+1)1An′n. By construction, the diagonal elements
of M, 1A are all zero and therefore the left-hand side of this equation vanishes; hence
(j+1)
1εn = 0 . (5.18)
Therefore corrections due to off-diagonal elements in M appear in the QP-energies εn at
first to second order in λ.




(j)0εn′ − εn + (j)Dn;n′
, n′ 6= n (5.19)
while 1Ann = 0. Eq. (5.19) gives the leading order mixing of the Kohn-Sham-states into the
QP-wave functions. The set of coefficients 0An is found from the normalization condition.
It is noteworthy that as long as the interest is only in the leading order corrections to the
eigenvectors it is sufficient to first find the self-consistent zero-order solution
Dn(z(0)n ) = z(0)n − εn , (5.20)









5.2.1.6 Second Order Perturbation Theory
Again all terms of the same order are collected, here order to λ2
2An′n
[





(j)Mnn;n′ = 0An′ (j+1)2εn′δn′n . (5.22)
Then, only the diagonal case is considered, n′ = n:∑
n
1Ann
(j)Mnn;n = 0An (j+1)2εn (5.23)
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(j+1)0εn − εn − (j)Dn;n
(5.24)
This leads to an updated QP-energy,
(j+1)εn = (j+1)0εn + λ2 · (j+1)2εn +O(λ3) . (5.25)
This improved energies ( (j+1)εn) are plugged back into (1) for updating the matrix elements
when iterating the process towards the self-consistent fixed point. The cycle is terminated
after a fixed number of iterations. In the presented benchmarks the number of iterations
was chosen to be 20. In this way the increment | (j+1)εn − (j)εn| is below a threshold of
δ = 0.1 meV. For the sake of consistency we stick to the label G0W0 for the zeroth order
results from Eq. (5.15) and point out the second order treatment by an additional suffix:
G0W0-2nd.
A comparison of the second order energies from Eq. (5.25) to the qsGW and the G0W0
estimates yields a measure of the effect of corrections on the orbitals from qsGW on the
energy estimates. Furthermore, using the second order approach allows in principle to ac-
cess corrections on the spatial shape of the orbitals, see Eq. (5.19). This is not performed
primarily due to computational reasons; The transformation matrix is inherently depen-
dend on the pole εn. Therefore, the application of the first order update on the orbitals
gives neither orthogonal or normalized orbitals. Within the TURBOMOLE framework the
orthonormality of the orbitals is essential for low level routines. Hence, the evaluation
of properties of non-orthonormal orbitals causes major programming effort. Solving this
problem was not done within the project of this thesis. For the presented analysis, the
effect on the pole positions due to the orbital corrections is a adequate measure for the
modification of the orbitals.
5.2.2 Comparison to Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
All presented calculations in this section are done with the same numerical parameters as
were in the benchmark of the qsGW method, Sec. 4.1. To point out the chosen nomen-
clature: the conventional diagonal only G0W0 approach is labeled with the common label
"G0W0". The extension which takes into account off-diagonal contributions from the next
higher contribution order in perturbation theory is "G0W0-2nd".
Both approaches are based on the screened interactionW0 calculated from the underlying
parent calculation. Therefore it inhabits still a dependence on the choice of the functional
in the parent DFT calculation. As it will turn out are the results of G0W0-2nd very close
to the G0W0 results. Therefore, is the dependence on the choice of the amount of exact
exchange in the PBE hybrid functional identical to the one reported in the study already
performed in Sec. 3.2.3.1.
The calculations performed for the studies in this section employed the PBEλ functional
(see Sec. 3.2.3.1) as well. Three different amounts of exact exchange were considered. The
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standard PBE functional without any exact exchange contribution, the popular PBE0 func-
tional with 25% exact-exchange and the PBE-hybrid with 75% exact-exachange (PBE75)
which was found as the optimum starting point for the G0W0 zeroth order calculation, see
Sec. 3.2.3.1. This way the optimum starting point can be deduced from the following study.
5.2.2.1 First Ionization Energies
The distance of calculated HOMO energies to the ones obtained from qsGW is the measure
whether the approach incorporates the dominant part of the contributions from qsGW .
Fig. 5.3 shows the difference of the calculated HOMO energies of the G0W0-2nd and the
diagonal only G0W0 approach to the qsGW HOMO energies. The starting point varied the
amount of exact exchange mixed into PBE hybrid functional of the parent DFT calculation.
The results show that, independent of the chosen starting point, the corrections intro-
duced by the off-diagonal contributions are mostly insignificant. The second order approach
introduces in general a correction of only a few meV towards better agreement with the
qsGW , typically towards stronger binding. Here one special case is remarkable, the dimer
Au2 with the plain DFT(PBE) parent system. In this case the correction from the second
order approach leads to weaker binding, but still to better agreement with qsGW for the
PBE starting point.
The statistical measures, Tab. 5.1, supports these findings. It shows that the shift from
the second order approach scales with the quality of the starting point. The average
improvement from off-diagonals is largest for the PBE starting point of 0.05 eV. Likewise
is this the case with the biggest average error at zeroth order level to the qsGW results of
0.75 eV.
Employing an improved starting point, PBE0, gives an overall error of only 0.42 eV at
zeroth order level. In comparison is the improvement on top of this result from second order
contributions very small. The shift is on average only 0.01 eV towards better agreement.
In contrast leads the application of the second order approach on top of diagonal-only
G0W0-optimized PBE75 starting points to worsened agreement with the qsGW results.
Nevertheless gives, from the three considered starting points, PBE75 the best agreement
of the second order approach with qsGW , as well as the zeroth order only approach.
5.2.2.2 Higher Ionization Energies
The consideration of the first IPs, respectively the HOMO energies, over the full test set
gives a first impression which correction on the (KS-)Green’s Function introduces the major
correction towards the qsGW Green’s Function. In this section, the test is extended for
energetically stronger bound states as well, the higher IPs.
The example molecule Naphthalene is chosen to show the effects on the higher IPs of
the second order approach, Fig. 5.4. Additional molecules are considered in the appendix,
Fig. C.2. The results show the similar behavior as for the first IPs. The corrections on top
of G0W0 by the G0W0-2nd approach are marginal. The error to the qsGW results is growing
with energy on G0W0-2nd level as well as it does in G0W0 for the calculation with the PBE
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G0W0 − 2nd (PBE)
G0W0 (PBE0)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE0)
G0W0 (PBE75)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE75)
Figure 5.3: The distance of calculated HOMO energies to the qsGW results usingG0W0 and
G0W0-2nd. Results are shown for calculations initialized from DFT, employing
PBE and PBE hybrid XC-functionals with an exact exchange contribution of
25% (PBE0) and 75% (PBE75). On average the best agreement is achieved by
employing the PBE75 starting point, Tab. 5.1.
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G0W0
@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75
0th 2nd 0th 2nd 0th 2nd
ME 0.70 0.67 0.42 0.41 0.13 0.13
MAE 0.75 0.72 0.42 0.41 0.16 0.16
σ2 0.20 0.18 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02
MaxAE 1.46 1.41 0.90 0.87 0.48 0.49
MinAE 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.01 0.01
Table 5.1: Evaluation over the data from Fig. 5.3. Evaluated is the difference of the calcu-
lated G0W0 and G0W0-2nd HOMO energies to the qsGW HOMO cumulated over
the test set. Three different DFT based starting points have been employed. On
average, best agreement is achieved with the PBE hybrid XC-functionals with
an exact exchange contribution of 75% as the starting point (PBE75). Reported
are the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), the maximum ab-
solute error (MaxAE) and the minimum absolute error (MinAE) as well as the
variance (σ2).
and PBE0 parent system. Furthermore, the results show again a strong dependence on
the starting point. The starting point with an exact exchange of 75% mixed into the PBE
functional gives the best agreement, as it is for the diagonal-only G0W0 approach as well.
Employing the optimized PBE75 starting point removes the energy dependence of the error.
5.3 Quasiparticle Shifts in the Self-Energy
To account for corrections on the pole positions in the Green’s Function another approach
is suggested in this section. In this approach the orbitals are kept fixed, but updates on the
pole positions of the Green’s Function G are iterated in the QP-equation, and considered
in the construction of the self-energy, till a self-consistent fixed point is found.
5.3.1 Formalism and Implementation
After dropping the running index (i) the QP-equation, Eq. (3.15), from the first qsGW
iteration reads; ∑
n
An′n 〈n| ĤH + Σ(εn′) |n〉 = εn′An′n . (5.26)
To exclude any effects due to the spatial shape of the orbitals only the diagonal part
is considered, An′n → δn′n, as it is done in traditional G0W0 respectively in zeroth order
perturbation theory, see Eq. (5.15). The remaining diagonal-only G0W0 QP-equation reads
〈n| ĤH + Σ(εn) |n〉 = εn . (5.27)
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G0W0 − 2nd (PBE)
G0W0 (PBE0)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE0)
G0W0 (PBE75)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE75)
Figure 5.4: The deviation of the QP-energies from diagonal only and second order G0W0
from qsGW for Naphthalene. Three different DFT based starting points PBE,
and PBE hybrid functional with 25% (PBE0) and with 75% exact exchange
(PBE75), were chosen. The best agreement is obtained by the calculation with
the PBE75 parent.
5.3.1.1 Self-Consistency in the Quasiparticle Energies
In the GfoW0 approach the G0W0 self-energy is replaced by a self-energy calculated with
fixed orbitals (fo) for the updated G. The screening is still based upon the parent system
(→ W0). In practice is the G0W0 self-energy Σ(εn) replaced by the self-energy with updated
poles εn at any occurrences of the initial (KS-)energies εn in the diagonal QP-equation,
Eq. (5.27).
Although this approach introduces a self-consistent feature in the Green’s Function its
computational effort is identical to the effort of traditional G0W0. The exchange contri-
bution from the self-energy does not change at all in practice. It still is the sum of the
coulomb exchange integrals over the occupied initial (KS-)orbitals, see Eq. (3.35). Thus, it
does not need to be reevaluated.
In the calculation of the correlation part of the self-energy does the poles receive a shift
by the QP-correction. Hence, still the same sums need to be evaluated, but with exchanged
energies at certain contributions. The calculation of the correlation self-energy with shifted
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poles and the solution of the QP-equation is performed within a self-consistency cycle till
a fixed point is found for each pole εn.1
During these (intermediate) iterations does the screened interaction W , respectively ρm
and Ωm, remains to be based on the parent system. Hence, the computationally expensive
calculation of the objects (nn|ρm) and Ωn is performed only once. The update is solely
performed in the poles of G in a self-consistent manner. The solutions of the QP-equation
εn are used as the poles of G, i.e. they replace the poles εn from the KS-system. Taking
this update into account the expression for the calculation of the matrix elements of the
correlation part of the self-energy Σc(E), see Eq. (3.40), reads
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5.3.1.2 Application in Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
In the full qsGW formalism it is possible to take advantage of this approach as well. As
mentioned before, the computational cost for the calculation of the different contributing
objects within each single iteration differs strongly. The dominant part within qsGW is
the calculation of the response function χ. In comparison, solving the substitute effective
equation Eq. (3.15) is a rather cheap task. Therefore it is computationally favorable to do
multiple iterations separately on this equation while the response function is kept fix.
The mapping of the energy dependent self-energy Σ(r, r′, z) on the energy independent
self-energy Σ̃(r, r′) in Eq. (3.43) shows that the structure of the resulting Σ̃(r, r′) is still de-
pendent on the QP-energies ε(i)n . Here, it is beneficial to feed back the resulting poles of the
diagonalization of the effective equation Eq. (3.15) into the construction of the self-energy.
This is identical to the procedure suggested in GfoW0. In this way cheaper, intermedi-
ate, steps toward a self consistent solution are done without the need to construct the full
response function.
Applying this approach in qsGW , the matrix element of the approximate Hermitian
contribution, Eq. (3.43) reads ,
〈
n(i)
∣∣∣ Σ̃GfoW0c ∣∣∣n(i)〉 = 12
( 〈
n(i)
∣∣∣ Σ̂GfoW0(ε(i+1)n′ ) ∣∣∣n(i)〉 δnn′ + 〈n(i)∣∣∣ Σ̂GfoW0(ε(i+1)n′ ) ∣∣∣n(i)〉 δnn) .
(5.29)
with the GfoW0 self-energy from Eq. (5.28). Here, the running index (i) of the qsGW
iteration has been restored.
Employing this approximate self-energy and solving the effective problem can be iterated
till self-consistency within Eq. (3.15) and the mapping Eq. (3.43) is achieved. Afterwards,
1This self-consistency cycle is adopted from the G0W0 formalism which aims for a self-consistent solution
of the QP-equation for one pole εn′ . Here all occurrences of εn are iterated till self-consistency. Typically
20 iterations are sufficient to converge the QP-energies εn within 0.1 meV.
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the procedure steps back into the full qsGW cycle and proceeds to construct a new response
function again.
Taking advantage of this inner cycle saves several iterations within the outer qsGW cycle
and still leads to the identical fixed point solution.
5.3.2 Comparison to Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
The proceeding for the evaluation of the GfoW0 method is similar to the one chosen for the
G0W0-2nd approach, Sec. 5.2.2. All presented calculations in this section are done with
the same numerical parameters as were in the benchmark of the qsGW method, Sec. 4.1.
To check for the dependence of the results on this initial calculation the PBEλ functional
(see Sec. 3.2.3.1) is employed with three different amounts of exact exchange 2 . The stan-
dard PBE functional without any exact exchange contribution, the popular PBE0 func-
tional with 25% exact-exchange and the PBE-hybrid with 75% exact-exachange (PBE75)
which was found as the optimum starting point for the G0W0 zeroth order calculation, see
Sec. 3.2.3.1.
5.3.2.1 First Ionization Energies
The distance of calculated HOMO energies to the ones obtained from qsGW is the measure
whether the approach incorporates the dominant part of the contributions from qsGW .
The consideration of self-consistency in the pole positions shows strong shift on the
HOMO energies, Fig. 5.5. The GfoW0 HOMOs show strongly improved agreement with the
qsGW reference for the PBE and PBE0 starting point in comparison to traditional G0W0,
Tab. 5.2. In contrast, the initialization from PBE75 gives worse agreement of the GfoW0
approach, whereas it showed the best agreement with qsGW at diagonal only G0W0 level.
The MAE of 0.16 eV at G0W0 increases to a MEA of 0.18 eV from GfoW0. Nevertheless,
the PBE75 functional as the parent system gives best agreement of the GfoW0 approach
with the qsGW calculation.
5.3.2.2 Higher Ionization Energies
The higher IPs obtained from GfoW0 for the example Naphthalene are shown in Fig. 5.6.
Results for further molecules are reported in the appendix in Fig. C.3. The GfoW0 improves
the agreement with qsGW for the higher IPs in comparison to G0W0. The feature that
the error increases with the energy, which was present in the diagonal only G0W0 and
G0W0-2nd order results is strongly suppressed in GfoW0.
Overall the data shows that the correction due to the self-consistency in the pole posi-
tions scales with the error from the G0W0 calculation. For the rather bad starting point
PBE GfoW0 introduces a strong correction towards better agreement with qsGW . For the
2An extended study for this effect is in the appendix in Fig. C.8, employing a PBE hybrid functional with
scalable exact exchange, as it was performed already in Sec. 3.2.3.1.
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Figure 5.5: The distance of calculated HOMO energies to the qsGW HOMO energie us-
ing GfoW0 from DFT(PBEλ) starting points . With increasing exact exchange
contribution in the PBEλ parent improves the agreement with qsGW . Never-
theless, we find for all starting points errors which increase with energy. The
statistical evalutaiton is reported in Tab. 5.2.
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G0W0 GfoW00th 2nd 0th 2nd 0th 2nd
ME 0.70 0.67 0.39 0.42 0.41 0.29 0.13 0.13 0.16
MAE 0.75 0.72 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.18
σ2 0.20 0.18 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
MaxAE 1.46 1.41 1.18 0.90 0.87 0.66 0.48 0.49 0.53
MinAE 0.17 0.14 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00
Table 5.2: Evaluation over the data from Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.5. Evaluated is the difference
of the calculated diagonal only G0W0 (0th) and G0W0-2nd (2nd) as well as
the GfoW0 HOMO energies to the qsGW HOMO cumulated over the test set.
Three different DFT based starting points have been employed. On average,
best agreement is achieved with the PBE hybrid XC-functionals with an exact
exchange contribution of 75% as the starting point (PBE75).
optimized starting point PBE75, the correction from GfoW0 is minimal and the agreement
with qsGW is nearly identical in comparison with G0W0.
5.4 Combining Off-Diagonal Solution and Quasiparticle
Shifts in the Self-Energy
The results of the previous section showed that the self-consistency on the pole positions
within the Green’s Function G introduces already major contributions towards the self-
consistent qsGW result. Furthermore it was shown that corrections from the second order
approach are rather marginal, but nevertheless introduced corrections towards better agree-
ment with qsGW .
The computational cost of GfoW0 is identical to G0W0. The additional cost from the
second order approach is expected to be small. The theoretical scaling for all approaches
is dominated from the construction of the response function, which scales with the number
of basis functions N with ∼ N5 (in theory)3. Hence, the combined approach may yield a
computationally fast and accurate alternative for the calculation of IPs.
In this section the combination of GfoW0-2nd, is tested in a benchmark whether it is
a reliable tool for the calculation of (higher) IPs. The results show that the combined
method improves upon the single separate methods. But, the problem of a strong functional
dependence of the results remains.
3A benchmark of the computational cost of all approximate approaches is performed in Sec. 5.5.
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Figure 5.6: The deviation of the QP-energies from GfoW0 to QP-energies from qsGW for
Naphthalene. Three different DFT based starting points employing the PBE,
and the PBE hybrid functional with 25% (PBE0) and with 75% exact exchange
(PBE75) were chosen. The best agreement yields the calculation with the
PBE75 parent. The grey dashed line indicates a deviation of 0.5 eV.
5.4.1 Formalism and Validation
Combining both approaches is done by, on the one hand, solving the QP-equation taking
off-diagonal elements into account, as it was described in Sec. 5.2.1.2. On the other hand,
the second order solutions, Eq. (5.25), are plugged back into the calculation of the self-
energy Σ as it was suggested in the GfoW0 formalism, Sec. 5.3.
5.4.1.1 Dependence of Ionization Energies on the Initialization
In GfoW0-2nd the considered screening is based upon the underlying parent calculation.
Therefore it inhabits still a dependence on the choice of the functional in the parent DFT
calculation. The strength of this effect is studied employing a PBE hybrid function with
scalable exact exchange, as it was performed already in Sec. 3.2.3.1.
Fig. 5.7 shows the spread ∆λ of the HOMO from the GfoW0-2nd over the spread in the
estimates from traditional G0W0. The GfoW0-2nd approach shows a reduced dependence
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on the starting point in comparison to traditional G0W0 throughout the full test set. Nev-
ertheless, GfoW0-2nd predicts first IPs which vary up to 1.5 eV (excluding the spacial case
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Figure 5.7: Distance from calculated HOMO energy from different intital functionals. Re-
ported is the maximum difference in the GfoW0-2nd Order calculation (vertical
axis) over the maximum in difference in the diagonal only G0W0 calculation
(horizontal axis). The grey dashed line is the diagonal. Hence, for all data
points below the line is the functional dependence in GfoW0-2nd reduced in
comparison to diagonal-only G0W0.
5.4.1.2 Validation of Perturbation Theory
GfoW0-2nd results for the first IP are fetched considered again, to test the validity of the
perturbative treatment. As the reference exact diagonalizing results were obtained for a
subset of 24 molecules. Fig. 5.8 shows the difference of the calculated HOMO energies
obtained from the diagonal GfoW0 approach and from the GfoW0-2nd approach to results
obtained from a full diagonalization of the QP-equation Eq. (5.4) with the self-consistent
treatment of the poles.
The results clearly support the perturbative treatment. The distance from the second
order result to the exact diagonalization is negligibly small.
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Figure 5.8: HOMO energy obtained from solving the QP-equation with updating the self-
energy poles, taking into account only the diagonal contributions (foz(0)HOMO) and
second order treatment of off-diagonal elements (foz(2)HOMO) as deviating from
the exact diagonalization results (foz(∞)HOMO). The grey dashed line indicates a
deviation of 0.5 eV.
5.4.2 Application in Quantum Chemistry
The combined GfoW0-2nd will not give further insight into the corrections of qsGW on the
Green’s Function. It is meant to function as a computationally fast alternative. There-
fore, the test is directly performed for the accuracy for the calculation of electronic level-
alignment. Updates on the density given by the parent calculation are not accessible with
the GfoW0-2nd approach.
The distance of the calculated HOMO energies to the reference IPs yield as a first measure
for the accuracy of the method. This is similar to the analysis in Sec. 4.2.1. The distance
to the ∆CCSD(T) reference IPs as well as to the experimental results gives insight whether
such an approximate approach may yield a fast and nearly as accurate alternative for the
prediction of first IPs.
The considered test set and all numerical parameters were chosen identical to the studies
presented before.
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5.4.2.1 First Ionization Energies: Comparison to ∆CCSD(T)
The results in Tab. 5.3 show that the GfoW0-2nd, which accounts for off-diagonal elements
and QP-shifts in the self-energy, improves the agreement with ∆CCSD(T). The application
of the 2nd order approach does introduce further contributions. The reference result is here
the error of the GfoW0 approach to ∆CCSD(T), which did not take account for off-diagonal
elements. For example, the average error reduces from 0.31 eV in diagonal only GfoW0 down
to 0.26 eV in GfoW0-2nd, employing a DFT(PBE) parent calculation.
PBE PBE0 PBE75 qsGW
GfoW0 GfoW0-2nd GfoW0 GfoW0-2nd GfoW0 GfoW0-2nd
ME 0.27 0.26 0.17 0.15 0.04 0.07 -0.12
MAE 0.31 0.26 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.22
σ2 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.07
MaxAE 1.37 1.34 1.25 1.25 1.12 1.12 0.97
MinAE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
Table 5.3: Evaluation of the distance of the calculated diagonal only GfoW0 and GfoW0-
2nd HOMO energies to the reference ∆CCSD(T) IP, over the full test set. The
calculations are initialized from different partent DFT(PBEλ) calculations.
These corrections indicate that the self-consistency in the poles of G give a stronger
weight to the off-diagonal elements of the self-energy, which are then taken into account by
the second-order approach.
The distance of the IPs calculated from the GfoW0-2nd approach and from qsGW to
the reference ∆CCSD(T) IPs are shown in Fig. 5.9. The statistics, evaluated over the
full test set, are reported in Tab. 5.3. The data shows that, independent of the starting
point, the GfoW0-2nd is underestimating the IPs while qsGW tend to overestimate the
IPs. Furthermore a dependence on the starting point is still present in the results of the
GfoW0-2nd approach. Surprisingly the best agreement of GfoW0-2nd with the ∆CCSD(T)
result is obtained employing the PBE0 starting point. Using a DFT(PBE0) system as
reference gives results which are, with an average error of 0.17 eV in better agreement with
∆CCSD(T) then qsGW . But, on the other hand, the maximum error among the test set
is, with 1.25 eV, by more then 0.25 eV larger than the one from qsGW .
InGfoW0-2nd is the correction systematically towards better agreement with the reference
values. For systems with a huge discrepancy on diagonal only level the correction is huge
(i.e. Au2), for systems with already good agreement with the reference the introduced shift
is rather small (i.e. Na2).
5.4.2.2 First Ionization Energies: Comparison to Experiment
The comparison of GfoW0-2nd IP estimates to experimental (vertical) IPs is reported in























































































































Figure 5.9: The difference of the theoretical ionization energies calculated from the reference CCSD(T) approach to the
HOMO energy from the GfoW0-2nd approach and from qsGW (vertical axis) over the ∆CCSD(T) reference.
Results were obtained from different DFT (PBEλ) parent calculation. The bare numbers are reportet in the
appendix in Tab. C.5.
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Overall gives the GfoW0-2nd approach results which follow the trend of qsGW . For
systems for which qsGW showed good agreement with the experiment GfoW0-2nd does so
as well. For systems where qsGW and ∆CCSD(T) were off, i.e. the group of the organic
molecules Butane, Isobutane and Propane, GfoW0-2nd follows their trend. The dependence
on the choice of the functional can be best seen for the transition metal molecules Au2
and Au4. There the calculated HOMO, using the PBE75 hybrid functional in the parent
calculation, is far off the results from calculations with weaker exact exchange mixed into
the functional of the parent DFT calculation.
The full statistics, Tab. 5.4, show that the GfoW0-2nd approach does give better agree-
ment with the experiment than ∆CCSD(T) if the popular PBE0 starting point is employed.
GfoW0-2nd qsGW ∆CCSD(T)PBE PBE0 PBE75
ME 0.15 0.04 -0.04 -0.23 -0.11
MAE 0.31 0.28 0.31 0.35 0.27
σ2 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.15 0.17
MaxAE 0.98 1.14 1.51 0.98 1.12
MinAE 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00
Table 5.4: Evaluation of the data from Fig. 5.11. Considered is the deviation of the cal-
culated ∆CCSD(T), GfoW0-2nd and the qsGW HOMO energies, to the Experi-
mental (vertical) IP of the full test set. GfoW0-2nd calculations were initialized
from different partent DFT(PBEλ) calculations.
5.4.2.3 Higher Ionization Energies: Comparison to Experiment
The benchmark of the GfoW0-2nd order first IPs against experimental results suggests that
this approach is a promising tool for the calculation of IPs. To consolidate this impression
the benchmark is again extended for higher IPs.
The difference of the calculated higher IPs from the GfoW0-2nd calculations and from
qsGW to the experimental (vertical) IPs are reported in Fig. 5.10 for the example molecule
Naphthalene.
Diagonal only GfoW0 and G0W0-2nd showed an increasing error with increasing energy,
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6. This problem is repaired in the combined approach GfoW0-2nd. There
is no energy dependence in the error anymore. The data shows that the overall error of the
GfoW0-2nd based estimates is comparable to the ones from qsGW , for all starting points.
The results of GfoW0-2nd typically underestimate the IPs, like qsGW , when the PBE75
functional is employed in the parent DFT calculation. In contrast, the GfoW0-2nd approach
typically overestimate the IPs, when the PBE or the PBE0 functional is employed in the
parent system. The calculation with the PBE75 functional gives overall the best agreement
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Figure 5.10: The distance of the calculated higher IPs calculated from GfoW0-2nd with
different parent DFT calculations and from qsGW results to the experimental
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Figure 5.11: The difference of the theoretical ionization energies calculated from the reference CCSD(T) approach, from
the GfoW0-2nd approaches and from qsGW (vertical axis) over the Experimental (vertical) IPs. Results were
obtained from different DFT (PBEλ) parent calculation and RPA screening. The bare numbers are reportet




Fig. 5.12 shows a benchmark of the computational cost for the different considered (ap-
proximate) GW approaches. The computational time needed for one iteration in GW adds
up from, first, the calculation of the response function for a given free particle system, and,
second, the GW part which is dominated by the construction of the self-energy and the
solution of the QP-equation. The time needed for the construction of the response function
is for all considered approximations identical. The time needed for the second part varies
with the approximation for the QP-equation. The computational cost of both of these steps
scales with the number of basis function. Depending on the choice for the treatment of the















































































































































Figure 5.12: The computational time needed for the construction of the response function
(escf) and the time needed for a single GW iteration over the number of
basis functions. Dependent on the approximation in the treatment of the QP-
equation the effort increases from the diagonal-only approach (G0W0-0th) to
a nearly identical effort within the second-order and the diagonalization of
the QP-equation from the qsGW formalism (qsGW ). For each GW iteration,
independent of the chosen approximation, the ’escf’ needs to be performed.
In the G0W0 related approaches, suggested and tested before in this chapter, the op-
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eration of these two parts needs to be performed only once. In contrast, to obtain self-
consistency, the iterative execution of these two consecutive steps is necessary. Typically
six to eight times till the abort criteria is satisfied. Thus, self-consistency does not have
effect on the overall scaling of the procedure. But, it causes a typical factor of six to eight
in the computational time.
From the various treatments of the QP-equation is the diagonal only (zeroth order)
approach by far the fastest. It shows the best scaling with the number of basis functions of
only ∼ N3.2. Thus, the computational cost for traditional diagonal only G0W0 calculations4
are dominated by the construction of the response function (escf), which has a scaling of
∼ N3.4.
The iterative diagonalization of the QP-equation which leads to the ’exact’ solution scales
with ∼ N5.9, in the implementation on hand. This scaling is more then one power worse
then the scaling of the approximate second order approach. Furthermore, the perturbative
second order approach captures almost all contributions from off-diagonal elements, which
was shown before in Fig. 5.8. Therefore, the second order treatment is considered to be
a computationally highly efficient approximation to the full, off-diagonal, solution of the
QP-equation.
Both, the second order approach and the qsGW approach which diagonalizes the QP-
equation, show a scaling with the number of basis functions N of ∼ N4.2. In spite of the
worse scaling, the computational time needed for the majority of the molecules within the
test set is still dominated by the construction of the response function. At first, for the sys-
tem with more then 340 basis functions starts the GWpart to dominate the computational
cost. Therefore, the optimization for best performance within the GW is still an open
task within both these implementation. Especially in the qsGW implementation room for
improvement can be expected, which would be helpful if one aims for the treatment of
larger scale system.
All GW approximations are implemented for parallel computation. For all approaches a
nearly perfect scaling with the number of cores is achieved, i.e. the typical setup of 8 core
nodes gives a typical speedup of 7.94. Hence, due to very good parallel scaling larger scale
systems are tractable.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter three different approximate approaches to GW have been suggested. All
of them are closely related to traditional single-shot G0W0. The first approach considered
corrections on the QP-energies due to off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation, G0W0-2nd.
The second approach considered the G0W0 QP-shift in the construction of the self-energy,
GfoW0. The third approach combined both approaches, GfoW0-2nd.
4The foGW approach, which is suggested in Chap. 6 operates solely on the diagonal part as well. Hence,
it has the identical scaling behavior as diagonal only G0W0. But, to find a self-consistent solution,
typically six iterations are necessary till convergence is achieved. Hence, the total time is the sum of
the time needed for the ’escf’ part and the G0W0 part times six.
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G0W0-2nd andGfoW0 were tested to reproduce the results from quasiparticle self-consistent
GW (qsGW ), for reduced computational demands. The results showed that the corrections
from G0W0-2nd in comparison to traditional G0W0 were insignificant. In contrast, the QP-
shift in the self-energy, GfoW0 , introduced relevant corrections towards better agreement
with qsGW .
The average deviation of the HOMO to qsGW in GfoW0 was 0.43 eV. The deviation
in G0W0-2nd was 0.72 eV. Both for Density Functional Theory (DFT) parents employing
the PBE functional. The overall accuracy of both approaches was clearly dependent on
the choice of the initializing functional. Best agreement was found for both approaches
employing the PBE75 functional. The comparisons for higher IPs showed similar results.
The self-consistency in the poles incorporates strong corrections towards the qsGW results.
The consideration of off-diagonal elements had rather minimal effects, in comparison to
diagonal only G0W0.
The combination of both approaches, GfoW0-2nd, showed that self-consistency in the
poles gave larger weight to the off-diagonal elements. The application of the second or-
der approach in combination with the GfoW0 approach introduced further corrections.
The combined method, with a DFT(PBE0) parent calculation, agreed even better with
∆CCSD(T), Tab. 5.9, and also with the experiment, Tab. 5.4, than qsGW .
Although the combined approach is a promising tool, the study shows that the results
still have a strong dependence on the chosen functional for the parent DFT caluclation,
Fig. 5.7. Calculated HOMO energies vary by up to several eV, depending on the amount
of exact exchange in the parent calculation. To overcome this dependence, the following
chapter suggests a method with further self-consistency in the pole positions, in the Green’s
Function G as well as in the calculation of the screened interaction W .
The review on the computational cost favors the diagonal-only treatment of the QP-
equation. All considered approaches have improved scaling in comparison to the N5 scaling
of full GW . But, taking only the diagonal elements into account is with a scaling of N3.2
clearly favored, for the application for larger systems. This will be taken into account in




6 Chapter 6Approximate Strategies for the
GW Self-Consistency Cycle:
Fixed Orbitals
The results of the previous chapter showed that the consideration of quasiparticle (QP-
)shifts while constructing the self-energy yield a significant correction to the energy-level
alignment. In contrast, the energy updates based on corrections on the initial DFT (PBEλ)
Kohn-Sham (KS-)Orbitals were negligible small.
In this chapter a method is proposed which takes into account (only) the update on
the QP-energies in the calculation of the screened interaction W . This is the so called
fixed-orbital GW (foGW ). Fixing the orbitals has major computationally benefits in the
iterative calculation of W compared to full quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ). The
method will be composed in a way that only the zeroth order solution of the QP-equation is
needed. In this manner, the computational complexity is reduced by more than one order
of magnitude, in comparison to full qsGW and the second order approach. This speedup
was verified in a study in Sec. 5.5.
A benchmark shows that foGW improves agreement with qsGW in comparison to GfoW0.
It turns out that foGW results are in better agreement with CCSD(T) than qsGW . Fur-
thermore, the agreement with experiment is improved as well. Although foGW results are
dependent on the functional of the parent (DFT) calculation it is shown that foGW results
show strongly suppressed functional dependence compared to previously suggested G0W0
based approaches.
6.1 Motivation
An approximate approach to qsGW which is capable of reproducing the results of qsGW
is developed and tested in this chapter. The major motivation for this is approximation is
the reduction computational cost for the calculation of accurate QP-energies.
The previous chapter suggested appropriate G0W0 based approaches. Results showed
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that the consideration of QP-shifts in the self-energy are crucial. Furthermore, it was
shown that corrections from orbital updates did not shift the QP-energies noticeably. This
conclusion is adapted for the full qsGW self-consistency cycle in this chapter. The GfoW0
approach did not consider the update on the pole positions in the calculation of the response
function. The screening was still based on the parent KS-system.
The approach presented in this chapter considers the QP-shift in the calculation of the
response function as well. Similar to full qsGW this is performed until self-consistency
for the QP-energies is achieved. Thus, self-consistency is considered for the poles for the
construction of the screened interaction W . The approximation implies keeping the spatial
shape of the orbitals fixed at the shape from the initial parent system. Therefore, the
excitation densities ρm of the response function χ do not change in the iterative flow of
foGW . Nevertheless, there is an update in χ. The excitation energies Ωm are corrected by
the shift of the poles εn of the Green’s Function1. Keeping the orbitals fixed yields a further
computational benefit. The Coulomb exchange integrals, see Eq. (3.36), do not need to be
re-evaluated in each iteration. Therefore, the full exchange part of the self-energy Σx,
Eq. (3.35), needs only one single evaluation.
Orbital corrections are neglected at all steps of this procedure. Hence, the consideration
of off-diagonal contributions in the QP-equation is not essential. Taking only the diagonal
part of the QP-equation into account is sufficient. This has major computational benefits
as well, see Sec. 5.5
6.2 Implementation and Formalism
In the methodology described in Sec. 3.1 turning qsGW into foGW is rather trivial. Simply,
the update in the orbitals between the qsGW iterations needs to be suppressed. Hence,
the machinery is supposed to operate solely on the initial set of QP-orbitals ψ(0)(r).
In the qsGW formalism the orbital update from Eq. (3.8) is skipped and in all equations
the orbitals ψ(i)(r) are replaced with ψ(0)(r). Additionally, in the realization of foGW
on hand, the treatment of orbital based corrections, respectively off-diagonal elements, is
thoroughly neglected. The application of the quasi-static approximation Σ(εn) → Σ̃ is
dropped. Instead the treatment from the traditional G0W0 is adopted. Only the diagonal
elements of the QP-equation are taken into account. Then, for each pole εn the diagonal-
only QP-equation, see (5.27), is solved self-consistently.
1Keeping the orbitals fixed has the major benefit that the computational expensive task to calculate the
excitation densities ρm of the response function χ needs to be done only once, for the initial system. In
the current implementation this advantage is not considered. Taking this into account would require
major programming effort on low-level routines in TOURBOMOLE, which was not doable in the scope
of this thesis.
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6.2.1 Comparison to Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW
The foGW approach is a direct extension to GfoW0. Therefore, it is tested whether the
further level of self-consistency helps to reproduce qsGW results. This is done in three
steps. First, the dependence on the starting point is evaluated. Second, the deviation of
foGW and GfoW0 HOMO energies to qsGW HOMO energies is considered. This distance
serves as a first measure for the overall agreement. Third, a benchmark considers higher IPs
respectively lower lying poles as well. This study is performed on five different molecules.
6.2.1.1 Dependence of Ionization Energies on the Initialization
Without any update in the orbitals, the results of the foGW formalism are clearly depen-
dent on the shape of the initial orbitals. Similar to G0W0, the initial Green’s Function is
constructed from a parent DFT calculation. Therefore, dependence on the choice of the
functional for the parent calculation is inevitable in foGW . The initializing DFT calcula-
tion in combination with the choice for the functional is typically referred to as the starting
point.
To test the dependence on the choice of the functional a study has been performed,
similar to the one for G0W0, see Sec. 3.2.3.1. The formalism is initialized with the hybrid
PBEλ functional, varying from λ = 0 (clean PBE) to 1 in steps of 0.25.
The maximum distance for the calculated HOMO energy (spread ∆λ) dependent on
the choice of λ is strongly reduced in foGW . The spread ∆λ from foGW is smaller than
from traditional diagonal-onlyG0W0, see Fig. 6.1. The majority of the considered molecules
show a spread below 0.36 eV. Only the transition metal molecules Au2, Au4 and the nitrogen
dimer still show stronger dependence on the functional. These results vary by more than
0.8 eV with the amount of exact exchange in the functional. Comparisons of the spread in
foGW to the spread from DFT PBEλ is shown in the appendix in Fig. C.5. The comparison
to results from GfoW0 is reported in Fig. C.7.
Overall foGW has the weakest dependence on the amount of exact exchange in the func-
tional of the parent calculation from all considered approximate approaches. Nevertheless,
the starting point dependence is prevalent in foGW . In the benchmark for first IPs it is
discussed how this dependence effects calculations in practice, in Sec. 6.3.
6.2.1.2 First Ionization Energies
Fig. 6.2 shows the difference of the calculated first IPs from foGW to qsGW estimates.
The deviation of GfoW0 results to qsGW results are shown as a reference. Results from
the GfoW0 approach deviate from the qsGW by up to 1 eV. Furthermore, the error is
increasing towards higher energies for the calculations employing the PBE or the PBE0
parent. The self-consistent treatment within the screened interactionW in foGW improves
the agreement with qsGW . From the statistical quantities in Tab. 6.1 is concluded that
the agreement improves from a mean absoltue error over the full test set of 0.43 eV in
GfoW0 to 0.17 eV in foGW . This is based on the results for the standard PBE parent. The
improvement from GfoW0 to foGW is rather insignificant for an initial Green’s Function
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Figure 6.1: Shown is the comparison of the spread ∆λ using foGW over the spread ∆λ from
G0W0. The spread ∆λ is a measure for the functinal dependence which was
introduced before in Sec. 3.2.3.1. Both methods have an inherent dependence
on the choice of the functional. The dashed line helps to distinguish cases
wheather G0W0 or foGW yields the smaller spread. If data points are below
this line, foGW has a reduced dependence of the HOMO energy on λ, if points
are above G0W0 has the smaller dependence on λ.
constructed from a DFT calculation employing the PBE75 functional. For that case, the
improvement smaller than 0.01 eV, see Tab. 6.1.
Vice versa, the PBE75 functional is not the optimal choice as a starting point for the
foGW method. This is in contrast to previous findings for all G0W0 approaches. The
traditional G0W0 as well as all extensions, showed best agreement with qsGW employing
the PBE75 functional, see Sec. 5.3.2, and Sec. 5.2.2. Results reported in Tab. 6.1 show
worst (average) agreement of foGW and qsGW for parents employing PBE75. Here, best
agreement is achieved with the PBE0 functional. The average distance is only 0.15 eV
employing the PBE75 parent. For the PBE75 parent the average distance is larger with
0.18 eV.
The general findings from the starting point study in Sec. 6.2.1.1 can be approved. The
dependence of the distance from foGW to qsGW on the DFT functional is strongly sup-
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PBE PBE0 PBE75
GfoW0 foGW GfoW0 foGW GfoW0 foGW
ME 0.39 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.16 0.14
MAE 0.43 0.17 0.30 0.15 0.18 0.18
σ2 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
MaxAE 1.18 0.39 0.66 0.36 0.53 0.53
MinAE 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00
Table 6.1: Evaluation of the data shown in Fig. 6.2. The mean error (ME), mean absolute
error (MAE), the variance (σ2), the maximum absolute error (MaxAE) and the
minimum absolute error (MinAE) of the difference of the calculated foGW and
GfoW0 HOMO energies to the qsGW HOMO is considered. Deviations from
results from all 29 molecules of the test were included in the evaluation. The
consideration from three different functionals in the parent DFT calculation gives
different results in the GfoW0 as well as in the foGW calculation. Thus, results
of both methods are dependent on the choice of the functional.
pressed, in comparison to all G0W0 based approaches. The deviation with the starting
point is orders of magnitudes smaller then the correction on top of the DFT results. Thus,
the dependence will not be crucial in practice. The average deviation to qsGW is for all
starting points of comparable size, always below 0.20 eV. This is remarkable improvement
in comparison to the dependence in GfoW0.
6.2.1.3 Higher Ionization Energies
Fig. 6.3 shows the difference of higher IPs from foGW to results from qsGW . For refer-
ence results from GfoW0 are reported as well. This figure considers the example molecule
Naphthalene. Results for further molecules are shown in the appendix, see Fig. C.4.
GfoW0 results show the problematic feature of increasing deviation with increasing en-
ergy. This feature was observed for all approaches which relied on a screening exclusively
calculated from the parent DFT system, see Sec. 5.3.2.2 and Sec. 5.2.2.2. This unwanted
feature is thoroughly repaired in foGW . All calculations do not show any systematic in
the error. Overall, the foGW results underestimate (higher) IPs in comparison to qsGW .
This is observed for all starting points. Nevertheless, foGW improves the agreement with
qsGW in comparison to GfoW0 remarkably in the calculations employing the PBE or the
PBE0 parent. Nevertheless, For the PBE75 starting point results from foGW and qsGW
almost do not differ at all.
Best agreement of higher IPs between foGW and qsGW is obtained if the PBE75 func-
tional is employed in the parent DFT calculation, see Fig. 6.3. Finding best agreement of
foGW and qsGW for the PBE75 initialization is contrary to the findings from the study
for the first IPs. For these calculations the PBE0 parent was favored.
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Figure 6.2: The difference of the HOMO energy from foGW and GfoW0 to the HOMO
energy from qsGW (vertical axis) over (minus) the qsGW HOMO energy. The
different functionals in the parent calculatons, with consecutive higher amount
of exact exchange, are considered to account for the dependence of the results
on this choice.
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Figure 6.3: The difference of the calculated QP-energies from foGW and GfoW0 to the
qsGW energies over minus the qsGW energies for the example molecule Naph-
thalene. The different functionals, with consecutive higher amount of exact
exchange, are considered in the parent calculation.
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6.3 Application of Fixed-Orbital GW
The foGW method is tested for practical calculations by performing a benchmark similar to
the one in Sec. 4.1. First, the accuracy of calculations of first IPs is tested. The ∆CCSD(T)
method will be used as the reference. Additionally, results will be compared to experiment.
Second, studies on higher IPs are performed for five molecules. Therefore experiment will
function as the reference.
6.3.1 Comparison to Coupled-Cluster
Fig. 6.5 shows the difference of HOMO energies from foGW to ∆CCSD(T) first IPs. For
comparison results obtained from G0W0 and qsGW are shown as well. In the previous
section data showed that the dependence on the functional of the parent (DFT) calculation
is strongly suppressed in foGW . Therefore, only calculations employing the PBE functional
in the parent calculation are shown.
foGW
G0W0 qsGWPBE PBE0 PBE50 PBE75 PBE100
ME -0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.57 -0.12
MAE 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.62 0.22
σ2 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.17 0.07
MaxAE 1.18 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.49 0.97
MinAE 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.01
Table 6.2: Evaluation of the data shown in Fig. 6.5. The difference of the calculated IP from
different GW flavors to the ∆CCSD(T) result is considered. In addition to the
data shown in Fig. 6.5, foGW results from four further PBE based functionals
with consecutive higher exact exchange are shown. The plain PBE functional
considers no exact exchange at all, PBE0 has 25% exact exchange, PBE50 refers
to 50% exact exchange, and so on. G0W0 was initialized from DFT employing
the PBE functional.
The suppression of the functional dependence in foGW is verified by the study from
Tab. 6.2. The table reports the average deviation from foGW HOMO energies to ∆CCSD(T)
IPs, for five starting points. In addition the statistical quantities from qsGW and G0W0
(initialized from DFT(PBE)), are reported. From the study it is concluded that foGW
strongly improves agreement with the reference in comparison to traditional G0W0, al-
though both approaches have the identical computational scaling with the number of basis
functions, see Sec. 5.5.
The foGW approach shows at worst a mean average error (MAE) of 0.25 eV. In contrast,
the worst MAE of G0W0 is 0.75 eV. Furthermore, foGW gives comparable good (or even
better) agreement with the reference as the qsGW approach. These results are dependent
on the choice of the functional in the initializing DFT calculation. Nevertheless, for the
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considered set of molecules the optimum initialization is λ = 0.25 respectively the standard
PBE0 functional. Using PBE0 as a starting point, the overall mean absolute error (MAE)
to the ∆CCSD(T) result is 0.14 eV with a very small variance of σ2 = 0.02. The error from
qsGW is minimal larger, with 022 eV. Even, for the worst choice, PBE100, gives foGW
comparable good agreement as qsGW with the reference with a MAE of 0.24 eV.
6.3.2 Comparison to Experiment
For completeness results will be compared against experimental leading IPs as well. This
comparison intends to help to recognize the accuracy in comparison to ∆CCSD(T).
6.3.2.1 First Ionization Energies
The comparison of foGW HOMO energies to experimental vertical first IPs is shown in
Fig. 6.6. The agreement with the experiment is overall similar to the results from the
qsGW method. Again, to simulate an unbiased application, only results for initializations
employing the popular PBE functional are shown.
foGW
G0W0 qsGW CCSD(T)PBE PBE0 PBE50 PBE75 PBE100
ME -0.14 -0.12 -0.11 -0.09 -0.07 0.46 -0.23 -0.11
MAE 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.35 0.54 0.35 0.27
σ2 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.27 0.19 0.15 0.17
MaxAE 0.96 1.10 1.32 1.51 1.69 1.38 0.98 1.12
MinAE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
Table 6.3: Evaluation of the data shown in Fig. 6.6. The difference of the calculated IP
from different GW flavors and from ∆CCSD(T) to the experimental vertical IP
is considered. In addition to the data shown in Fig. 6.4, foGW results from
four further PBE based functionals with consecutive higher exact exchange are
shown. The plain PBE functional considers no exact exchange at all, PBE0 has
25% exact exchange, PBE50 refers to 50% exact exchange, and so on.
On average the optimum choice is λ = 0 for the PBE functional. Employing the plain
PBE starting point yields best agreement of foGW with experiment, see Tab. 6.3. Using
PBE as the parent system improves the MAE down to 0.30 eV, which is in better agreement
with experiment than the qsGW results (MEAqsGW = 0.39 eV). The variance turns out to
be small as well (σ2 = 0.15).
6.3.2.2 Higher Ionization Energies
The results obtained for the calculation of higher IPs for the molecule Naphthalene are




































































Figure 6.5: The deviation of the theoretical IP calculated from G0W0 as well as foGW initialized from DFT employing
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Figure 6.6: The deviation of the theoretical HOMO energy to the experimental vertical Ionization Energy (vertical axis)
over the experimental value (horizontal axis). Results were obtained from the approximate approaches G0W0
and foGW initialized from DFT calculations emplyoing the PBE functional, as well as results from qsGW and
∆CCSD(T).
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The (higher) IP estimates from foGW turns out to be typically in between the scGW and
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Figure 6.4: The difference of the calculated QP-energies from foGW , GfoW0 as well as QP-
energies from the approximate qsGW and full scGW (Caruso et al., 2013) to
the experimental vertical IPs over the experimental energies for the molecule
Naphthalene.
6.4 Summary
The fixed-orbital GW (foGW ) was suggested as an approximate to the full quasiparticle
GW (qsGW ). Operating solely on the parent Kohn-Sham (KS-)Orbitals and suppressing
any changes in the spatial shape has major computational benefits. Sticking to the diagonal-
only approximation to the QP-equation reduces the computational complexity by more than
one order of complexity, in comparison to full qsGW .
The screening in foGW is still based on the spatial shape of the KS-orbitals from the
parent calculation. Hence, results are still dependent on the choice of the functional as
well. The study presented in this chapter showed that this dependence is strongly reduced
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in comparison to the dependence in G0W0. Results were in very good agreement with
the ∆CCSD(T) reference, independent of the choice of the functional. Furthermore, the
agreement with experiment is better than with qsWG.
Concluding, foGW is a computationally fast, very accurate and reliable method for the
calculation of ionization energies. Densities and further observables relying on the spatial
shape of the orbitals are not accessible on the level of foGW . These would still yield the
identical results as the parent Density Functional Theory calculation.
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7 Chapter 7Summary and Outlook
In this thesis a method for the accurate calculation of the electronic structure of molecules
and nano-scale systems was developed. Accurate theoretical studies are crucial for the
development of new catalytic processes, understanding of still unknown (chemical) reaction
pathways and for the development of molecular electronic building blocks. Especially,
the understanding of charge transfer processes is a challenging task for which a precise
knowledge of the energy level alignment is essential.
Typically, the theoretical calculations are performed employing computational electronic
structure methods. Importantly, a method suitable for the treatment of electronic excita-
tions in medium size molecules and nano-scale systems was still missing.
The major part of this work was the development, implementation and extensive testing
of a suitable method for the calculation of the electronic structure of molecules which
outperforms density functional theory (DFT). In addition, the method is applicable to
medium size systems as opposed to high precision methods such as coupled cluster (CC).
Three major requirements were formulated in the introduction: (a) The method needs to be
able to describe charge excitation processes. (b) The method should not have any adjustable
parameters in order to be generally applicable with accurate predictive power. (c) The
method has to be computationally efficient and accurate in the calculation of electronic
properties of medium size molecules and nano-scale systems. To fulfill these specifications,
I adopted the quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ) method for molecules. In order to
prove this method, I implemented the qsGW into the quantum chemistry program package
TURBOMOLE (Ahlrichs et al., 1989).
Indeed, the qsGW matches all demands and thus is a promising tool for further develop-
ments and investigation of the electronic structure of medium size molecules and nano-scale
systems, as this work has shown. The requirement (b) to be independent of adjustable pa-
rameters, and hence true ’ab initio’, is fulfilled by construction. I will comment on the
other requirements formulated above. To match the requirement
(a) Capability of the direct description of charge excitation processes
I did choose the framework of Green’s function technique. More specifically, I adopted
the GW -approximation for molecules as the theoretical approach for the calculation of the
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Green’s function. Benchmarks were performed on a set of 29 molecules ranging from the
hydrogen dimer up to complex (organic) molecules which are candidates for solar-cell appli-
cations. Furthermore, molecules with pronounced covalent bonding behavior and transition
metals were considered. Overall, the tests confirmed that the method accurately describes
excitation processes in various kinds of systems. Systems with highly localized as well as
homogeneously distributed charge density are equally accurately treated. Furthermore, im-
age charge effects and van der Waals forces are considered in qsGW , in contrast to the lack
in practical DFT calculations. Predicted first ionization potentials (IP) from qsGW with
average deviations of 22meV are up to 5 eV closer to the reference CC results in compar-
ison to DFT estimates. This is extraordinary improvement considering that the IPs from
the considered molecules range from 3 eV to 16 eV. In fact, the agreement of qsGW first
IP estimates with experiment is in the same order of magnitude as the agreement of the
aforementioned reference (CC). For higher IPs results from qsGW are as accurate as for
the first IP compared to measurements. The higher IPs are are not directly accessible with
DFT or CC. Hence, qsGW can be applied in a broader field of applications. Furthermore,
the calculated ground state density from qsGW is in very good agreement with experiment
as well: The predicted dipole moments from qsGW with an average error below 0.03Debye
are in better agreement with experiment than the DFT estimates by an order of magnitude.
With the aim for computational efficiency to match the requirement
(c) Suitable for medium size molecules and nano-scale systems
an approximation to GW is applied, the quasiparticle self-consistent GW (qsGW ): The
energy dependence of the self-energy is approximated. The advantage is that the quasipar-
ticle (QP) equation needs to be solved only once in each iteration. Otherwise, a separate
solution for each pole is necessary. Furthermore, in the presented qsGW formulation, the
time consuming task for the numerical solution of energy integrals is omitted since it is
already done analytically. In practice, the qsGW method has a computational scaling of
N4.2 with the number of basis functions N , which is worse than DFT(N3) but much better
than the CC reference (N7). Because of the low computational demands, it is possible to
apply qsGW for medium size molecules and nano-scale systems. The implementation of
the method produces converged results for systems containing more than 100 electrons in
less than three days on standard workstation computers (4x2.9Ghz, 16GB RAM).
To further reduce the computational demands, I developed and proved approximate
approaches to qsGW . Most promising from this study is the so called fixed-orbital GW
(foGW ) approach. It operates similar to qsGW , but with the limitation that the orbitals
are kept fixed at their initial choice (typically DFT). Employing this approximation reduces
the computational complexity down to N3.2. A benchmark showed that the estimates from
foGW are in excellent agreement with the qsGW results.
A property of foGW is that the electron density is identical to the one from the initializ-
ing (DFT) calculation. This can be an advantage or disadvantage; depending on how close
the DFT (reference) density is to the exact one. Furthermore, foGW is not self-consistent,
its results inherently depend on the choice of the functional in the parent DFT system.
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But, it was shown that the dependence is strongly reduced in comparison to other approx-
imation methods, e.g. traditional G0W0.
A comprehensive description of processes relevant in scientific and industrial applications
of molecules requires further extensions of the qsGW machinery. Fundamental molecular
device concepts for photovoltaic applications rely on optical excitations, i.e. excitons: the
charge neutral state with one excited electron and a hole. Fundamental experimental meth-
ods rely on excitonic effects as well. For example, in catalysis, experiments observe reaction
mechanisms employing single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (e.g. Janssen et al., 2014).
For a better quantitative description of optical excited states numerical methods need to
take into account the interaction of holes and excited-electron states. This interaction is
not considered in GW . Instead, GW regards two single-particle excitations, electron and
hole, which do not interact.
The de-facto standard for excitation-state simulations in quantum chemistry is the time-
dependent DFT (TDDFT). As a direct extension of DFT, it also relies on a description
of correlation physics by approximate functionals and has further inherent shortcomings.
A direct extension to the GW framework overcomes these problems and accurately de-
scribes excited states. This extension is based on an approximate solution of the famous
Bethe-Salpether equation (BSE). The application of the BSE-framework on top of G0W0,
as well as on other approximate GW schemes, proofed to be promising (Boulanger et al.,
2013, Faber et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the accuracy and the computational demand of the
BSE approach are strongly connected to the underlying (approximate) GW calculation.
Therefore, the extension of the qsGW implementation in the TURBOMOLE package for
the BSE approach promises to be a reasonably fast and accurate tool for the description
of optical excitations.
Concluding, a method for the theoretical calculation of the electronic structure of molecu-
lar matter and nano-scale systems has been developed, implemented and extensively tested.
Overall, this numerical tool produces highly accurate results and is computationally fast.
The approach comes with major benefits especially for the description of charged excita-
tion processes. Furthermore, the method is suitable for challenging problems like Coulomb
blockade systems and interfaces where image charge effects are crucial. The treatment of
these system is next to go about.
Based on the existing method, extensions to describe optical excitations are within reach.
Thus, in a close future, accurate comprehensive evaluations of models for molecular devices,






A Appendix ACoupled Cluster Approach
In this work the accuracy of different flavors of GW are tested for the calculation of ioniza-
tion energies. Typically, the reference for the first ionization potential (IP) is obtained from
Coupled Cluster (CC) calculations in the ∆CCSD(T) approximation. The CC method is
know to be highly accurate for such kind of calculations. Hence, CC is a fairly popular
within the Quantum Chemistry community and a well known approach. However, a physi-
cist likely has never come into contact with the CC method. Therefore, this chapter gives
a short introduction into the numerical calculation of the electronic structure of molecules
employing the CC approximation.
The structure of the following introduction is adapted from (Szabo and Ostlund, 1996).
CC can be understood as a direct extension of the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation.
Therefore, although HF is a well know approach, the full route to the final HF-equations
is drafted. Firstly, the problem is stated and the separation of the Hartree-Contribution
of the full many-body problem is suggested. Secondly, a remainder of the Hartree-Fock
approximation is given. Then, based on the Slater-Determinant wavefunction from HF the
Coufiguration-Interaction (CI) extension is presented. Finally, the derivation of the CC
approach is given.
All methods for the calculation of the electronic structure of molecules aim for an ap-














v(ri, rj) . (A.1)
Here, the first term in the sum over all electrons on the right hand site is the kinetic




i . The second term in the sum is the interaction of the individual
electrons with V̂ext(ri), the external potential created by the ions. Furthermore, the Born-
Oppenheimer Approximation is applied already. Thus, the ions are assumed to be static in
comparison to the motion of the electrons. The following double sum on the right hand side






A Coupled Cluster Approach
In the following all single-particle contributions are separated from the remaining contribu-
tions. This way the easily solved single-particle problem is separated from the complicated
full electron-electron interaction. The bare one-particle operator




i + V̂ext(r) . (A.3)
is considered. Further single-particle contributions in Eq. (2.23) are collected into the
Hartree-contribution








The Hartree potential VH(r) describes the interaction of one test charge with the full elec-
tron density n(r), even with itself. A solution of the Hartree problem ĤH is found employing
a free article picture. In shorthand notation the Hartree-Hamiltonian is written as follows,
ĤH(n) = T̂ + V̂ext. + V̂H(n) . (A.5)
A.1 Hartree-Fock Theory
The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation plays an important role in quantum-chemistry. Not
only for it’s own sake but as a starting point for further more advanced techniques, which
do include correlation effects. Therefore, a brief reminder about the HF will be given at
this point although it is a well established and a well know approach.
The fundamental aim of HF-Theory is to find the best set of single particle orbitals ψn
which form a single determinant of the form
|Φ0〉 = |ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ...ψn−1, ψn〉 . (A.6)
Best in the sense that |Φ0〉 is the optimum approximate to the real ground state of the full
many-body problem Eq. (A.1). According to the variational principle the optimum orbitals
are the ones which minimize the HF-energy EHF from















dr1 dr2 ψ+i (r1)ψj(r1)v(r1, r2)ψ+j (r2)ψi(r2)
(A.8)
To improve readability the, common short hand notation for the so called Coulomb (Ex-
change) integrals is introduced;
(ij|kl) =
∫ ∫
dr1 dr1 ψ+i (r1)ψj(r1)v(r1, r2)ψ+k (r2)ψl(r2) . (A.9)
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The rotated notation of the spacial and wavefunction indices needs to be noticed. In
quantum chemistry a different notation then the standard bracket notation physicist are
used to, is established . Using the shorthand notation of a matrix element of the many-body
Hamiltonian, see Eq. (A.8), reads
〈Φ0| Ĥ |Φ0〉 =
∑
i
〈i| ĥ |i〉+ 12
∑
i,j
(ii|jj)− (ij|ji) . (A.10)
The minimum is found by systematic variation of the orbitals ψi under the orthonormal
constraint
〈ψi|ψj〉 = δi,j . (A.11)
The first of the two Coulomb Exchange integral contributions in the matrix element
Eq. (A.10) is the so called coulomb term which is already accounted for in the Mean-
field Hartree Theory. The last term in Eq. (A.10), the exchange contribution, arise solely
due to the antisymmetric nature of the determinantal wavefunction.
The minimum energy EHF is found using a Slater-Determinant |Φ0〉 as an approximate
ground state wavefunction. EHF is in turn an approximate to the true ground state energy
of the full many-body Hamiltonian Eq. (A.1). Nevertheless, there exist an Hamiltonian
ĤHF for which |Φ0〉 is an exact Eigenfunction with
ĤHF |ψi〉 = εi |ψi〉 . (A.12)
Collecting all contributions not considered in ĤHF into a perturbing term V via
V = Ĥ − ĤHF (A.13)
allows to separate all energy contributions which are not considered in ĤHF. A perturbative
expansion of the energy via






0 + ... (A.14)
with the zeroth-order contribution E(0)0 = 〈Φ0| ĤHF |Φ0〉 and the first order contribution
E
(1)
0 = 〈Φ0| V |Φ0〉 gives to the HF-energy
EHF = 〈Φ0| Ĥ |Φ0〉 (A.15)
= E(0)0 + E
(1)
0 . (A.16)
The error of HF towards the exact energy of the many-body system E0 is
Ec = E0 − EHF , (A.17)
which is known as the Correlation Energy Ec.
Within this work the interest is especially in ionization energies. Koopmans (1934)
formulated a theorem which provides the theoretical justification for the interpretation of
single HF orbital-energies as ionization energies.
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A.2 Configuration Interaction
The HF procedure generates from a set of 2K orbitals ψi the optimum ground state Slater-





N !(2K −N)! (A.18)
different determinants for N electrons. The HF-ground state is just one of them. A
convenient way to describe the other determinants is to take the HF ground-state as a
reference and classify the other ones in relation to it. The other ones can be interpreted as
approximate excited states of the system. Furthermore, theses determinants can be used
in linear combination with |Ψ0〉 for a more accurate description of the ground-state or an
excited state.
A singly excited determinant has one electron promoted from orbital ψa in the HF ground
state to an unoccupied orbital ψr which generates a determinant
|Φra〉 = |ψ1, ψ2, ...ψr, ψb, ..., ψn−1, ψn〉 . (A.19)
The same logic is applied for doubly excited determinants with two electrons excited from
orbitals ψa and ψb to the orbitals ψr and ψs. Thus, a double excited state reads
|Φrsab〉 = |ψ1, ψ2, ...ψr, ψs, ψc, ..., ψn−1, ψn〉 . (A.20)
Consequently all possible determinants can be classified either as the HF ground state or
singly, doubly, triple, quadruply, ..., N-tuply excited states. It can be shown that any
arbitrary antisymmetric wavefunction of N -variables can be exactly expanded in terms of
all unique determinants formed from a complete set of one-variable states {ψi} (Szabo and
Ostlund, 1996). Taking this into account and recalling the possibility to express all possible
determinants in reference to the HF ground state leads to the conclusion that the exact
wavefunction |Φ〉 for any state of the system can be written as





















The summation over a < b considers the summation of all a and over all b greater than a (i.e.
over all unique pairs of occupied spin orbitals). The logic applies analogously for the higher
excitations, such that all unique doubly, triply and higher excited determinants are consid-
ered. Thus, the infinite set of N -electron determinants {|Φi〉} = {|Φ0〉 , |Φra〉 , |Φrsab〉 , ...} is
a complete set for the expansion of any N -electron wave function.
The complete set {|Φi〉} allows access to the exact energy of the ground-state and all
excited states of the system. They are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix with the
elements 〈Φi| Ĥ |Φj〉. Every |Φi〉 is defined by a specific configuration of spin orbitals. The
name of the procedure is Configuration Interaction (CI).
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The CI procedure allows, in theory, for access to the exact solution of the many-body
problem. But, for the construction of such a solution an infinite set of basis function
would be necessary. This is in practice not available, for obvious reasons. Nevertheless, the
diagonalization of the finite Hamiltonian matrix formed from the full set of determinants
within the limited set of basis functions leads to solutions which are exact within the one-
electron subspace spanned by the orbitals. Such a solution is called full CI. For practical
calculations on all but the smallest molecules full CI is computationally too demanding,
even with the smallest basis sets. Using a one electron basis of moderate size, there are so
many possible configurations that the full CI matrix becomes tremendously large (e.g. the
dimensionality exceeds 109 × 109).
To overcome the problem of the computational demands of the full CI, there exists
schemes which truncate the full CI amtrix, respectively the CI expansion. A systemic way
would be to consider only a specific subset of excited determinants in the construction
The simplest of these schemes would be to consider only Singles and Doubles in addition
to the HF ground state (SDCI). There exist variational principles to take advantage of
these truncated approaches for a numerical calculation of e.g. the correlation energy of
molecules. Unfortunately all truncated CI approaches have a major drawback in common,
they deteriorate as the number of electrons increase. That means that the correlation
energy of N non-interacting minimal basis H2 molecules is proportional to N1/2 as N
becomes large. But, the energy of a macroscopic system is an extensive thermodynamic
property, therefore it must be proportional to the number of particles. Hence, truncated CI
is not a satisfactory approach as well as the full CI. Nevertheless, there is still great effort
in the development in CI based methods, especially to overcome the drawbacks, hence the
approach is a valid competitor in the broad field of approaches in Quantum Chemistry.
A.3 Coupled Cluster Approximation
The Coupled Cluster (CC) approach aims, like the (truncated) CI approaches, for an
approximate expression for the many-body wavefunction using excited determinants based
on a HF ground state. The first derivation of the CC equations and the derivation of the
method goes back to the work by Cizek and Paldus (1980).
The previously introduced (truncated) CI methods have, besides the high computational
demands, the major drawback to describe the scaling of the correlation energy with the
number of particles wrong. This is, for obvious reasons, crucial especially in the analysis
of infinite extended systems. But even for finite systems it is desirable to have a method
which gives results that can be meaningfully compared for molecules of different size. A
typical application would be the dissociation of a molecule. For the analysis of this process
a method which gives meaningful results for the intact full molecules and the resulting
fragments as well is needed. Appropriate methods give energies which scale linearly with
the number of particles as the size of the system increases. They are said to be size
consistent. In contrast to CI the CC-approach is size consistent.
While the CC approach, which will be derived in the following, comes with the beneficial
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feature of being size consistent, it does not have one desirable property. The CI approaches
are so called variational. In contrast, CC is not variational. In praxis this condition affects
such that the total energy obtained from CC must not be higher then the true energy. The
energy obtained from CI is always an upper bound.
To begin the introduction to the Coupled Cluster approach the ansatz from the full CI
approach is considered again. For the sake of simplicity the presenece of single, triple etc.












where the dots represent hextuple and higher excitations. To determine the variational
energy of this wave function one starts from the defining equation for the correlation energy
(Ĥ − EHF) |Φ〉 = Ecorr |Φ〉 (A.23)













〈Φrsab| Ĥ − EHF
∣∣∣Φrstuabcd〉 crstuabcd = Ecorrcrsab
(A.25)
and so on. These equations form a hierarchy in which the correlation energy depends on the
coefficients of the doubles cabrs, but the equations for these coefficients involve a dependence
on the coefficients of the quadruples crstuabcd and hence again implicitly on higher terms. To
formulate a practical approach it is necessary to terminate this coupled dependence of
increasing orders. The obvious approach would be to terminate by setting e.g. all crstuabcd to
zero, which is identical to the truncated CI approach DCI.
The approximation in CC is to express the coefficients of the quadruples in terms of the
doubles coefficients and hence generate a closed set of equations. Thus, it reads symbolically
crstuabcd ≈ crsab ? ctucd . (A.26)
This notation implicates that crstuabcd is not just the plain product of crsab and ctucd. A quadruple
excitation of the electrons in the orbitals abcd to the orbitals rstu can not only be obtained
by exciting a→rb→s and d→uc→t but e.g. via the process a→rb→t and d→uc→s as well. In total there
are 18 distinct ways to construct such a quadruple excitation from independent double
excitations. The star in Eq. (A.3) indicates that all possible combinations are considered
implicitly within this approximation.
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〈Φrsab| Ĥ − E0
∣∣∣Φrstuabcd〉 (crsab ? ctucd − crsabctucd) = 0 (A.27)
which gives in combination with Eq. (A.23) the defining equation for the correlation energy.
Starting from the presented straight forward approach for the approximate expression
for the wave function the Cluster Expansion is introduced. Therefore the double excited
determinant |Φrsab〉 is written in second quantization
|Φrsab〉 = a+r a+s abaa |Φ0〉 . (A.28)














The Cluster expansion aims for an expression of the wave function in a way as described
above such that the coefficients of the 2nth-tuple excitations are approximated by products
of n doubly excited coefficients. The related wave function |ΦCCA〉, can be written as











s abaa . (A.31)
Together with the expansion of the exponential exp(x) = 1 + x + 12x
2 + ... it can be
shown after some lengthy calculations, which will be omitted here, that the expression in












∣∣∣Φrstuabcd〉+ ... . (A.32)








in an extended exponential for the wavefunction expansion
|ΦCCSD〉 = exp(T1 + T2) |Φ0〉 (A.34)
≈
(
















1 ) |Φ0〉 . (A.35)
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This approach can be extended to consider even higher excitations in the exponential. In
this way the different approaches within the CC method are distinguished by the order of
the excitation coefficients that are considered in the construction of the wave function. The
label of the separate approaches is directly linked to the included coefficients, hence the
approach with the bare consideration of doubles (as in Eq. (A.30) is called CCD, taking
additionally single excitation coefficients into account (as done in Eq. (A.34) is labelled
with CCSD. This can be extended to triples (CCSDT) and even further.
The CCSDT can be speed up by a perturbative treatment of the Triple excitations, this
approach is known as CCSD(T). The CCSD(T) has shown to be one of the most accurate
methods to investigate ground state properties of molecules. Furthermore, the ∆CCSD(T)
method, which calculates the difference of the ground state energy of the neutral and
the ionized system using CCSD(T) gives highly accurate estimates for the first Ionization
Potential (IP) (McKechnie et al., 2015). In spite of this success, the CCSD(T) approach
is computationally very demanding which makes in not practical for the investigation of
medium size and larger molecules. Due to this demand it is as well not practical for the
application on a screening of whole sets of molecules. The next drawback, which the CC
has in common with the other wave function based methods is that it does not allow for a
direct description of charged excitations, besides the first IP.
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To perform a GW calculation the successive execution of three different modules is needed.
Fig. B.1 shows the flow of the different modules within the TURBOMOLE package. In
practice a script controls the flow through the iterative cycle. The user specifies only few
parameters for the calculation. The control parameters for the qsGW cycle are described
in Sec. B.4. First, some choices for the technical realization are explained and commented
in Sec. B.1.
B.1 Embedding in the TURBOMOLE Framework
The technical flow of the Green’s function is performed on the mos file. On the one hand,
the file contains the full transformation matrices which define the spatial shape of the QP-
orbitals in terms of the basis functions. On the other hand, the file contains, in addition,
the QP-energies from all QP-orbitals. Hence, the mos file defines the full (free-particle)
Green’s function in each GW iteration. The qsGW cycle uses the output of a standard
density functional theory (DFT) or Hartree Fock (HF) output, which actually is the mos
file with the named structure, as the first guess for the Green’s function. From then on,
the ridft and escf module are used to calculate objects relevant for the construction of the
self-energy and the mean-field contribution based on the system given in the mos file. The
escf and ridft modules have been modified to pass the required output to the gw module
via file out- and input, respectively. After the initialization, only the gw module changes
the entries in the mos file. Hence, it calculates all updates on the QP-orbitals and the
QP-energies via solving the QP-equation and passes the solution to the mos file.
The communication of the gw module with the escf and ridft via file I/O is from the
point of view on computational speed critical, especially for small systems, compared to an
operation solely on the (shared) memory. But, there are strong arguments for the present
I/O solution. Passing information via files was chosen for the following reasons: First, the
method is scalable to larger systems where the information can not be kept simultaneously
in the memory.1 The solution is to operate only on separate chunks of the information
1This is the case already for the system anthracene. Solely all integrals over excitation densities require
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and keep the remaining objects on the hard disk. The size of the chunks can be controlled
via input parameters, or is adjusted automatically from the program to fit the available
memory. Second, the communication via file I/O allows for easier realization of job-queues.
Typically, on supercomputers the granted time for the execution of one program is limited.
Hence, especially for large systems with many electrons, the time granted is insufficient
to achieve a full converged solution. Taking advantage of the I/O structure allows for an
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Figure B.1: Schematic representation of the technical realization of the GW -cycle.
B.2 Role of the Executables
Initialization (ridft) A full qsGW calculation starts with the (full) initializing density
function theory (DFT) or Hartree Fock (HF) run. A standard setup as described
in the TURBOMOLE manual is required. Effect on the final result of the qsGW
will have only the choice for the basis set. The impact of the choice on the final
result and a benchmark for the optimum choice is performed in Sec. 3.2.1. The
choice for an optimized functional can reduce the required number of iterations in
the full qsGW cycle drastically, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.3. From the full converged
more then 200Gb. The recent standard workstation computers offer at maximum 64Gb. Hence, a
separation in smaller chunks is essential.
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DFT / HF calculation a first guess for the Green’s function (G(0)) will be constructed.
Technically, there are all transformation matrix entries which define the (QP-)orbitals
and all (QP-)energies written to the mos file.
Mean Field (ridft) Given there is the related switch set, the call of the ridft calculates
the mean-field contribution of the system given by the Green’s function defined in the
mos file. The full matrix of the Hartree-Contributions (in the basis of QP-orbtials)
is written to a file.
Excitations (escf) The escf module calculates all excitation energies Ωm and all integrals
over the excitations densities (pq|ρm). The results are then passed to a file as well.
This step strongly accelerates with the RI-approximation. But, results slightly change
with the approximation. Hence, it is up to the user whether the option is used or
not. The default is to take advantage of it as it reduce the computational complexity
by roughly one order, in practice.
GW (gw) The gw module operates on an inner loop which iterates a self-consistency
cycle over the QP-equation. The self-energy is constructed in a first step: The ex-
change part is directly calculated from coulomb-exchange integrals. The correlation
contribution is constructed in the chosen approximation, employing the data written
to the file from the preceding escf run. Then, in a second step is the QP-equation
solved in the chosen approximation. The resulting energies are then used to construct
a updated self-energy. Then, in turn, is the QP-equation solved with the updated
self-energy. This is iterated till all energies are converged within a chosen cutoff.
Typically the energies are converged in 20 iterations up to 1meV. Last, based on the
solution of the QP-equation new QP-orbitals and QP-energies are written to the mos
file. A comparison to the entries in the file from the previous iteration allows to check
for the convergence in the outer qsGW cycle, applying the criteria from Sec. 3.2.2. If
the criteria is not hit yet, the cycle passes back to the ridft module to calculate the
mean-field contributions.
B.3 Structure of the GW Program
The structure of the gw program is visualized in Fig. B.2. The code is organized in a flat
structure which directly relates to the operation of the program. In a first step the program
loads a module for the chosen approximation for the gw program. It allocates the related
variables (the requirements are strongly different fromt he diagon-only treatment of the
QP-equation to the full energy dependent solution). Then the code passes to a loop over
the number of iterations over the QP-equation. In the loop, in principle only to calls are
iteratively performed. First, the matrix elements of the correlation part of the self-energy
are calculated. Second, the QP-equation is solved. The calculation of the correlation part
of the self-energy is, in turn, again a loop over all excitations m, see Eq. (3.40). This loop
has been fully parallelized. For the solution of QP-equation the code takes advantage of
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existing routines from the Lapack package to diagonalize the equation(s). Hence, it runs
in parallel as well.
Read External Data
• QP-energies εn from pre-
vious GW iteration
• QP-Orbitals from previ-
ous GW iteration
• Meanfield-Contribution
• excitation energies Ωm




• operation epends on choice of
approximation (qsGW , foGW ,
2nd-Order,...)
• a sum over all excitations m,
wich can be done chunkwise to
fit into the available memory
• optional: read QP-Energies εn
of previous inner iteration to
construct all Σc(εn)
• optional: iterate over all QPs
to calculate all Σc(εn)
Solve QP-Equation(s)
• operation depends on choice of
approximation (qsGW , foGW ,
2nd-Order,...)
• optional: solve for all εn with





Figure B.2: Schematic representation of the technical realization of the solution of the
QP-Equation in the gw program. First, the programm allocates the required
amount of memory and organized, if needed, the chunkwise treatment of the
sum over the excitations m. Dependent on the choice for the approximation,
the related module is loaded. It follows an loop which iteratively calculates the
self-energy and then solves the QP-equation.
B.4 Controls
During the time of this thesis several skripts were created to control the flow of the qsGW
cycle. One has proven to be the central one and is for all further modifications a very good
starting point. The script automatically performs a full qsGW calculation till convergence
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employing the def2-TZVPP basis. It operates such that the required structural data file
coord is placed in a folder with the name Backup. Furthermore, a file with name lambda
which contains only the amount of exact-exchange in the PBEλ functional for the initial
run (i.e. 0.25 if one would like to start from PBE0) needs to be placed in the folder. In
addition the GW -control file with the name gwinp needs to be placed in the Backup folder
as well. Details on the gwinp file will follow. First details on the script, which is called via:
conv_lambda.sh $1 $2 $3 $4
with four parameters. The first parameter $1 controls, via integer numbers, which GW
approach is chosen, i.e. qsGW , foGW , GfoW0 ,... . Choosing $1 = 1 gives the qsGW cycle.
The second parameter $2 controls the maximum number of GW iterations, a typical choice
would be $2 = 20. The third parameter $3 is the value of the cutoff parameter, a typical
choice would be $3 = 1e − 8. The last parameter $3 lets the user switch between abort
criteria, i.e. $3 = 1 lets the convergence be tested for the criteria introduced in Eq. (3.51).
The specific parameters for the gw programm are specified in the related control file,
gwinp. Following flags are most importent and need to be set:
$qpsc boolean Via a boolean is controlled whether there should be done a G0W0 like one
shot calculation or it is aimed for a qsGW like self-consistent solution. Choose .true.
for the self-consistent treatment.
$gworder x This flag chooses the approximation for the treatment of the QP-equation:
x = −2 approximation of the self-energy as suggested in (3.43)
x = −1 self-consistent solution of the QP-equation with energy-dependent self-energy
x = 0 diagonal only treatment of the QP-equation
x = 2 second-order treatment of off-diagonals of the QP-equation
$gam x The value of x specifies the final value of η in eV (i.e. $gam 0.001) in the calcu-
lation of the correlation part of the self-energy (3.43).
$qpeiter x This parameters controls the number of times the QP-equation is solved iter-
atively in each single qsGW iteration. A typical choice is x = 20 .
$wpqmem x This parameter sets the amount of memory that is available for the excita-
tion integrals (in MB). Based on this this number is the size of the separate chunks
constructed.
$linmix x This parameter controls the mixing between two GW iterations, as discussed
in Sec. 3.2.3.2. The choice x = 0.3 has proven to grand fast and stable convergence.
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C Appendix CAdditional Data
In this chapter additional data is reported, which was not presented in the main part of
the thesis . It does not add new fundamental findings on top of the results of the thesis.
Nevertheless, it completes the general message and supports several shown results.
C.1 Ionization Energies
In Tab. C.3 to Tab. C.4, statistical error of the calculated first ionization potential (IP) of
the approximate approaches to the experimental (vertical) IP as well as the calculated IPs
from ∆CCSD(T) is reported. The data supplements the findings from the specific chapters,
which are named in the captions of the tables.
Tab. C.5 to Tab. C.8 reports the bare calculated HOMO energies for all methods. These
yield as reference data if one is interested in the results for one specific system. Furthermore,
these tables report the data which was the basis for the statistical evaluations.
Fig. C.2 to Fig. C.3 report the calculated higher IPs for four addition molecules.
G0W0
@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW CCSDT(T)0th 2nd 0th 2nd 0th 2nd
ME 0.46 0.44 0.19 0.18 -0.10 -0.10 -0.23 -0.11
MAE 0.54 0.52 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.27
σ2 0.19 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.17
MaxAE 1.38 1.33 1.16 1.15 1.46 1.47 0.98 1.12
MinAE 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
Table C.1: Evaluation over the data from Tab. C.5. These results complement the findings
from Sec. 3.2.3.1. The results from the G0W0 method are strongly dependent on
the chosen starting point. For an improved starting point, the average agreement





@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW0th 2nd 0th 2nd 0th 2nd
ME 0.57 0.55 0.29 0.30 0.01 0.01 -0.12
MAE 0.62 0.60 0.30 0.31 0.19 0.19 0.22
σ2 0.17 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.07
MaxAE 1.49 1.47 1.28 1.29 1.08 1.08 0.97
MinAE 0.14 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01
Table C.2: Evaluation over the data from Tab. C.5. These results complement the findings
from Sec. 3.2.3.1. Similar to the results shown in Tab. C.3, for an improved
starting point (PBE75) is the G0W0 in very good agreement with the CCSD(T)
estimates (on average)
.
@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW CCSDT(T)
G0W0 GfoW0 G0W0 GfoW0 G0W0 GfoW0
ME 0.46 0.16 0.19 0.06 -0.10 -0.07 -0.23 -0.11
MAE 0.54 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.27
σ2 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.17
MaxAE 1.38 0.93 1.16 1.15 1.46 1.50 0.98 1.12
MinAE 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table C.3: Evaluation of the deviation to experimental vertical ionization energies of
HOMO energies calculated from traditional diagonal-only G0W0 (0th) and
from G0W0 taking into account QP-shift in the construction of the self-energy
(GfoW0). Data from Tab. C.6.
@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW
G0W0 GfoW0 G0W0 GfoW0 G0W0 GfoW0
ME 0.57 0.27 0.30 0.17 0.01 0.04 -0.12
MAE 0.62 0.31 0.31 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.22
σ2 0.17 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.07
MaxAE 1.49 1.37 1.29 1.25 1.08 1.12 0.97
MinAE 0.14 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
Table C.4: Evaluation of the deviation to CCSD(T) results of results of HOMO energies
calculated from traditional diagonal-only G0W0 (0th) and from G0W0 taking





@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW CC Exp.0th 2nd 0th 2nd 0th 2nd
H2 15.57 15.58 15.87 15.87 16.14 16.15 16.04 16.21 15.42
Li2 4.95 4.98 5.13 5.14 5.19 5.20 5.30 5.20 5.11
Na2 4.78 4.79 4.87 4.88 4.86 4.86 4.99 4.92 4.89
Cs2 3.40 3.43 3.45 3.47 3.41 3.43 3.57 3.58 3.70
F2 14.55 14.59 15.01 15.04 15.56 15.57 15.91 15.46 15.70
N2 14.69 14.71 15.21 15.22 16.71 16.71 15.86 15.54 15.58
BF 10.43 10.45 10.81 10.82 11.18 11.18 11.17 11.14 11.00
LiH 6.52 6.57 7.44 7.45 8.01 8.02 7.98 7.93 7.90
CO2 12.96 13.01 13.36 13.39 13.84 13.84 14.06 13.67 13.78
H2O 11.87 11.91 12.21 12.24 12.55 12.57 12.95 12.61 12.62
NH3 10.24 10.28 10.57 10.59 10.91 10.91 11.11 10.85 10.85
SiH4 12.11 12.13 12.47 12.48 12.87 12.87 12.96 12.70 12.82
SF4 11.88 11.91 12.31 12.33 12.88 12.86 13.03 12.62 12.30
Au2 9.84 9.74 8.91 8.92 8.67 8.67 9.12 9.10 9.50
Au4 7.45 7.45 7.44 7.45 7.14 7.13 7.62 7.67 8.60
Methane 13.79 13.82 14.11 14.12 14.44 14.45 14.46 14.36 14.35
Ethane 12.22 12.24 12.51 12.52 12.83 12.84 12.95 13.12 12.00
Propane 11.54 11.56 11.83 11.84 12.16 12.16 12.31 12.13 11.51
Butane 11.39 11.40 11.69 11.69 11.79 11.74 11.90 11.58 11.09
Isobutane 11.26 11.27 11.55 11.55 11.89 11.89 12.00 11.68 11.13
Ethylene 10.24 10.26 10.40 10.41 10.55 10.55 10.68 10.70 10.68
Acetone 8.84 8.87 9.33 9.35 9.87 9.85 10.08 9.71 9.70
Acrolein 9.23 9.26 9.82 9.84 10.67 8.14 10.55 10.20 10.11
Benzene 8.87 8.90 9.07 9.08 9.25 9.26 9.40 9.34 9.24
Naphthalene 7.68 7.71 7.89 7.90 8.10 8.10 8.22 8.04 8.09
Thiophene 8.48 8.51 8.70 8.71 8.93 8.93 9.02 8.96 8.85
Benzothiazole 8.24 8.27 8.48 8.49 8.74 8.73 8.83 8.70 8.75
1,2,5-thiadiazole 9.65 9.68 9.86 9.87 10.06 10.06 10.18 11.15 10.11
Tetrathiofulvalene 5.98 6.00 6.21 6.22 6.51 6.51 6.56 6.42 6.72
Table C.5: HOMO energies calculated from traditional diagonal-only G0W0 (0th) and from
G0W0 taking into account off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation (2nd). All
G0W0 calculations were initialized from DFT employing the PBE functional,and
a PBE hybrid with 25% exact exachange (PBE0) and 75% (PBE75). HOMO
energies from qsGW , experimental (vertical) Ionization Potentials (Exp.) and
estimates from ∆CCSD(T) (labeled with CC, data from Krause et al. (2015)).




@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW CC Exp.
H2 15.99 16.07 16.17 16.04 16.21 15.42
Li2 5.15 5.19 5.18 5.30 5.20 5.11
Na2 4.91 4.92 4.86 4.99 4.92 4.89
Cs2 3.44 3.45 3.40 3.57 3.58 3.70
F2 15.15 15.29 15.49 15.91 15.46 15.70
N2 14.69 15.21 16.70 15.86 15.54 15.58
BF 10.76 10.94 11.18 11.17 11.14 11.00
LiH 7.63 7.84 8.03 7.98 7.93 7.90
CO2 13.35 13.53 13.78 14.06 13.67 13.78
H2O 12.38 12.44 12.51 12.95 12.61 12.62
NH3 10.67 10.77 10.89 11.11 10.85 10.85
SiH4 12.51 12.66 12.87 12.96 12.70 12.82
SF4 12.24 12.44 12.82 13.03 12.62 12.30
Au2 9.62 8.97 8.64 9.12 9.10 9.50
Au4 7.67 7.45 7.10 7.62 7.67 8.60
Methane 14.19 14.30 14.44 14.46 14.36 14.35
Ethane 12.57 12.68 12.83 12.95 13.12 12.00
Propane 11.89 12.00 12.15 12.31 12.13 11.51
Butane 11.74 11.86 11.77 11.90 11.58 11.09
Isobutane 11.60 11.72 11.87 12.00 11.68 11.13
Ethylene 10.40 10.48 10.54 10.68 10.70 10.68
Acetone 9.37 9.55 9.81 10.08 9.71 9.70
Acrolein 9.88 10.06 10.65 10.55 10.20 10.11
Benzene 9.03 9.13 9.22 9.40 9.34 9.24
Naphthalene 7.83 7.94 8.07 8.22 8.04 8.09
Thiophene 8.63 8.75 8.90 9.02 8.96 8.85
Benzothiazole 8.41 8.54 8.70 8.83 8.70 8.75
1,2,5-thiadiazole 9.78 9.89 10.02 10.18 11.15 10.11
Tetrathiofulvalene 6.09 6.24 6.48 6.56 6.42 6.72
Table C.6: HOMO energies calculated from GfoW0 taking into account QP-shifts of the
poles in the self-energy. All GfoW0 calculations were initialized from DFT
employing the PBE functional,and a PBE hybrid with 25% exact exachange
(PBE0) and 75% (PBE75). HOMO energies from qsGW , experimental (verti-
cal) Ionization Potentials (Exp.) and estimates from ∆CCSD(T) (labeled with
CC, data from Krause et al. (2015)). All numbers are in units of eV. The data




@PBE @PBE0 @PBE75 qsGW CC Exp.
H2 16.00 16.08 16.17 15.42 16.07 15.99
Li2 5.16 5.19 5.19 5.11 5.19 5.15
Na2 4.92 4.93 4.86 4.89 4.92 4.91
Cs2 3.49 3.48 3.42 3.70 3.45 3.44
F2 15.19 15.32 15.50 15.70 15.29 15.15
N2 15.22 15.50 15.87 15.58 15.21 14.69
BF 10.78 10.96 11.18 11.00 10.94 10.76
LiH 7.65 7.87 8.03 7.90 7.84 7.63
CO2 13.40 13.56 13.79 13.78 13.53 13.35
H2O 12.41 12.47 12.53 12.62 12.44 12.38
NH3 10.70 10.78 10.89 10.85 10.77 10.67
SiH4 12.53 12.67 12.87 12.82 12.66 12.51
SF4 12.24 12.46 12.79 12.30 12.44 12.24
Au2 9.11 8.98 8.63 9.50 8.97 9.62
Au4 7.65 7.46 7.09 8.60 7.45 7.67
Methane 14.21 14.31 14.44 14.35 14.30 14.19
Ethane 12.59 12.69 12.83 12.00 12.68 12.57
Propane 11.91 12.01 12.15 11.51 12.00 11.89
Butane 11.42 11.86 11.71 11.09 11.86 11.74
Isobutane 11.53 11.72 11.87 11.13 11.72 11.60
Ethylene 10.45 10.48 10.54 10.68 10.48 10.40
Acetone 9.44 9.57 9.79 9.70 9.55 9.37
Acrolein 9.89 10.08 9.64 10.11 10.06 9.88
Benzene 9.07 9.14 9.23 9.24 9.13 9.03
Naphthalene 7.87 7.94 8.07 8.09 7.94 7.83
Thiophene 8.66 8.77 8.91 8.85 8.75 8.63
Benzothiazole 8.45 8.55 8.70 8.75 8.54 8.41
1,2,5-thiadiazole 9.81 9.89 10.03 10.11 9.89 9.78
Tetrathiofulvalene 6.12 6.25 6.48 6.72 6.24 6.09
Table C.7: HOMO energies calculated from GfoW0-2 taking into account QP-shifts of the
poles in the self-energy and off-diagonal elements of the QP-equation. All
GfoW0-2nd calculations were initialized from DFT employing the PBE func-
tional,and a PBE hybrid with 25% exact exachange (PBE0) and 75% (PBE75).
HOMO energies from qsGW , experimental (vertical) Ionization Potentials
(Exp.) and estimates from ∆CCSD(T) (labeled with CC, data from Krause
et al. (2015)). All numbers are in units of eV. The data is presented and dis-




@PBE @PBE0 @PBE50 @PBE75 @PBE100 qsGW CC Exp.
H2 16.25 16.24 16.22 16.20 16.18 15.42 16.21 16.04
Li2 5.27 5.24 5.21 5.18 5.16 5.11 5.20 5.30
Na2 4.98 4.94 4.90 4.86 4.82 4.89 4.92 4.99
Cs2 3.46 3.45 3.43 3.40 3.37 3.70 3.58 3.57
F2 15.73 15.66 15.59 15.66 15.44 15.70 15.46 15.91
N2 15.64 15.73 15.82 15.90 15.98 15.58 15.54 15.86
BF 11.00 11.08 11.14 11.19 11.24 11.00 11.14 11.17
LiH 8.17 8.15 8.12 8.09 8.06 7.90 7.93 7.98
CO2 13.76 13.78 13.79 13.79 13.78 13.78 13.67 14.06
H2O 12.82 12.72 12.63 12.53 12.44 12.62 12.61 12.95
NH3 11.04 10.99 10.95 10.91 10.87 10.85 10.85 11.11
SiH4 12.83 12.86 12.88 12.89 12.90 12.82 12.70 12.96
SF4 12.65 12.67 12.73 12.80 12.88 12.30 12.62 13.03
Au2 9.40 9.05 8.83 8.64 8.46 9.50 9.10 9.12
Au4 7.83 7.50 7.28 7.09 6.91 8.60 7.67 7.62
Methane 14.51 14.49 14.48 14.46 14.44 14.35 14.36 14.46
Ethane 12.87 12.86 12.85 12.84 12.82 12.00 13.12 12.95
Propane 12.19 12.18 12.17 12.16 12.14 11.51 12.13 12.31
Butane 12.05 12.04 12.03 11.77 11.76 11.09 11.58 11.90
Isobutane 11.91 11.90 11.89 11.88 11.86 11.13 11.68 12.00
Ethylene 10.60 10.59 10.57 10.54 10.51 10.68 10.70 10.68
Acetone 9.86 9.83 9.81 9.81 9.82 9.70 9.71 10.08
Acrolein 10.41 10.36 10.36 10.65 10.75 10.11 10.20 10.55
Benzene 9.24 9.24 9.24 9.22 9.20 9.24 9.34 9.40
Naphthalene 8.02 8.05 8.06 8.06 8.06 8.09 8.04 8.22
Thiophene 8.85 8.87 8.89 8.90 8.90 8.85 8.96 9.02
Benzothiazole 8.63 8.66 8.89 8.69 8.72 8.75 8.70 8.83
1,2,5-thiadiazole 9.97 10.00 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.11 11.15 10.18
Tetrathiofulvalene 6.26 6.34 6.41 6.47 6.52 6.72 6.42 6.56
Table C.8: HOMO energies calculated from foGW . All foGW calculations were initialized
from DFT employing the PBE functional, and a PBE hybrid with 25% exact
exachange (PBE0), 50% (PBE50), 75% (PBE75) and 100% (PBE100). HOMO
energies from qsGW , experimental (vertical) Ionization Potentials (Exp.) and
estimates from ∆CCSD(T) (labeled with CC, data from Krause et al. (2015)).






































Figure C.1: Higher ionization energies (IP) of further molecules, which are candidate system
for photovoltaic applications, obained from qsGW and further (approximate)



































G0W0 − 2nd (PBE)
G0W0 (PBE0)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE0)
G0W0 (PBE75)
G0W0 − 2nd (PBE75)
Figure C.2: Deviation of the QP-energies from diagonal only and second order G0W0 from
qsGW of canditade mulecules for photovoltaic applications. Three different
DFT based starting points, were chosen. The best agreement is obtained by













































































































Figure C.3: The deviation of the QP-energies from GfoW0 to results from qsGW for
molecules which are candidates for photovoltaic applications. Three differ-
ent DFT based starting points were chosen. The best agreement is obtained
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Figure C.4: Figure similar to Fig. C.3 here for the foGW method. The data complements
the findings from Sec. 6.2.1.3.
136
C.2 Starting Point Dependence of GfoW0 and foGW
C.2 Starting Point Dependence of GfoW0 and foGW
The approximate foGW which was developed in the thesis still exhibit a dependence on the
starting points. But, it has proven to be strongly reduced. In addition to the study pre-
sented Sec. 6.2.1.2 the study is complemented by the comparisons in Fig. C.5 and Fig. C.6.
In comparison to DFT method and G0W0 vary calculated HOMO by an order of magnitude





























































Figure C.5: Shown is ∆λ from foGW plotted over ∆λ from DFT (PBEλ) for the full test
set of molecules. ∆λ is the maximum distance of the calculated HOMO energy
based on the choice of λ. The foGW calculation is initialized from a parent DFT
(PBEλ) calculation and hence has a ramaining inherent, although strongly
reduced, dependence of the results on the choice of the functional in DFT. The
dashed line is the diagonal. If data points are below this line, foGW has a
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Figure C.6: Plot similar to the one in Fig. C.5, here with the spread ∆λ from foGW over






































Figure C.7: Plot similar to the one in Fig. C.5, here with the spread ∆λ foGW plotted over
∆λ from GfoW0. The data complements the findings from Sec. 6.2.1.1.
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Figure C.8: Plot similar to the one in Fig. C.5, here with the spread ∆λ GW from
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